Networked Audio from Harris?
You Betcha!

Want to maximize your facility and
studio capacity?

Leverage your existing

equipment to do more for your talent,
station — and bottom line? You can with
the power of VistaMax' from Harris.
VistaMax is adigital audio management system that lets
you network your audio studios together. With universal
access to all of your resources simultaneously you increase
productivity and quality while decreasing maintenance.
You can smoothly migrate from a dedicated analog studio
to adigital networked infrastructure with this distributed
approach - on your timeframe. Benefits include:
• Autonomous console operation, when needed
• Easily share resources to gain economies of scale
• Quickly reconfigure your facility when
program or format changes occur
• Reduce installation time and cost for
any reconfiguration
As a natural extension of our BMXdigital" expertise,
VistaMax is built on field- proven technologies such as
familiar user interfaces without the complexity of a PC.
Empower your audio management with VistaMax.
Contact Harris today.

1800.622.0022

wwvv.broadcast.harris.com
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FAIR PEOPLE
WHO WANT

BALANCE
APPRECIATE

"Fair and balanced is what you get from Colmes. Live FOX
correspondents, today's top newsmakers...there is nothing
like it in this daypart. It's thriving on KFMB."
Dave Sniff, Program Director, KFMB, San Diego

"Alan covers all the hot topics and utilizes FOX News
reporters from wherever the action is. There's nothing
else like it on the radio at night"
Jeff Hillery, Program Director, KLIF, Dallas

"10a_ believes in the FOX product and FOX News Live...
Afair and balanced show, packed with "A" list guests
and peppered with opinion and insight"
-James Derby, Program Director KXL, Portland

FOX News Live
with

Alan Colmes
lüpm-lam Weeknights

•
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NGenE
Proven Prophet technology now sold hit by bit.
Run your radio station for $495! You buy only what you need.
Add on features as your budget allows.
Software Packages
NexGen101 Core License $495 V«eylt6a,

NexGen101

Runs a single station in Automated or Live Assist modes. The core license is
required on all NexGen101 workstations, and includes the ability to create and
execute logs, basic audio element production, day of the week clock templates, and
audio backup/load utilities. All other modules can be added to the core license to
create multiple workstation configurations.

Live Control Package $404 ece# it
111
Useful for high energy morning shows. Create and play audio elements outside of
the log for random access or auto- play, send artist/title information. Includes:
Electronic Copy module, Cart Deck module, Button Bar module and RDS Export
module.

D

Satellite Package $404 ge«,it

Enables your station to run in satellite mode and automatically record satellite
feeds, with local spot insertion and time and temperature announcements in your
staff's voices. Includes: Satellite Mode module, Time & Temperature Announce
module, DRR Automated Capture module, and GPI module.

Scheduler Package $404 eel ?tow Ri

/ZAW
'f 101

LI I
•
ta

((0))
NexGen101

Schedule your station using either internal or external scheduling systems.
Includes: MusicGen101 integrated music scheduler module, Traffic and Music Load
module, Multi- User Access module for setting unique user permissions, and the
Audio Archive module for enhanced audio management.

VoiceTRAC Package $404 Eceei itaeo

D

Record breaks, intros and outros for when you can't be live, but still want to
sound like it. Includes: Basic VoiceTRAC module, Enhanced Production Interfaces
module for third- party audio editors, CD Extractor/Audio Format Converter, and the
Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade module for graphically based voice tracking and quick
segue reviewing.

Buy Individual NexGen101 Software Modules for $ 101

ea, 1ia D
e«, 1twEf
Button Bar Module euy '
glue D
Cart Deck Module euy ?feu, D
CDXJAFC Module Vuy 1/...eue D

Archive Module

Basic VoiceTRAC Module

DRR Automated Capture Module guy 11..0.4.

D

Electronic Copy Module euf
Enhanced Production Module

D

GPI Module Fug 'new
Graphic VoiceTRAC Upgrade Module ecui 'gee« IS4
Multi- User Access Module
MusicGen101 Module

leuy 12~

D

D

One year NexGen101 Software Updates euy ifou,
One year NexGen101 Support guy Itau,

D

One year NexGen101 Support Upgrade guy it
RDS Export Module Feu/ Wm«

E

PROPHET SYSTEMS

Satellite Module Z:uy Waco D
Time & Temperature Announce Module euy

r.

Traffic and Music Load Module
Transfer Module Vuy Iteue

e«, w»

D

D

1-877-774-1010
www.nexgeni 01.com

Proven Prophet Systems technology. Built by Prophet, backed by Prophet, designed for you.

From 0 -ur Chairman

By B. Eric Rhoads, CEO & Publisher

A Standing Ovation
For Industry Leadership
When Steve Rivers came to work for
me at ahigh-tech start-up, he told me that
one reason he did not take the job as head
of programming for Clear Channel when
his company AMFM was merged was that
he did not want to deal with the spot loads
the company was running. He said that
if Clear Channel did something, such as
increase inventory, AMFM would follow
suit, because Wall Street expected it.
Two years ago, when John Hogan took
the Clear Channel helm, Itold him that he
had an awesome responsibility: Not only
did he have the company's future in his
hands, he also held the future of radio. As
everyone watches and stock analysts track
the industry's largest company, he should
assume that his actions and practices would
be adopted industry-wide.
Radio is often an industry of copycats. A successful format is copied everywhere. If amajor company increases spot
loads, everyone else thinks they should
do the same. Leadership, therefore, becomes an important responsibility when
our industry leaders' actions usually become industry-wide standards.

Iapplaud Clear Channel for taking the
lead to reduce spot loads and sell premium positions. If they can pull it off across
the chain, it will have apositive impact on
our industry, though it will require agreat
deal of training and discipline at the station level.This could be abrilliant PR ruse,
or it could be the real thing. Will the industry follow? Let's hope so.
Leadership is happening in many
places. David Field of Entercom has become abrilliant visionary and has gathered other group heads to address our industry issues. Field, Joel Hollander of Infinity, and John Hogan have been pushing the Radio Advertising Bureau toward
building radio in the eyes of advertisers. Field
also took action by creating and airing
radio spots informing listeners of satellite radio downsides. David Kennedy of
Susquehanna and Jeff Sumlyan of Emmis
led by example in creating people-friendly cultures and making their companies
desired places to work in radio.
Nothing happens until someone takes
astep. Everyone can take aleadership role.
You don't have to be agroup head, station

owner or GM; you can be asalesperson, an
air talent or any other position in the industry. Leadership in your local area can
manifest itself industry-wide. For example,
you may be asales rep who sees an area
needing change, and you may develop and
implement an idea that results in great success.Your station gets attention, your group
adopts the idea, and the industry copies it.
Don't expect someone else to see your
vision or take the leadership role, and don't
be discouraged by naysayers. Stop complaining, and take action on your own.
Leaders must endure criticism and often
do not receive recognition, yet your idea
can change the industry or even the world.
Take action now. We need more great leaders in our industry, and there is aleadership role with your name on it. à

fltic
To reach roe, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, CEO/Publisher,
224 Datura Street, Suite 1015, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Phone: 561-655-8778 Fax: 561-655-6164
E-mail: Eric@radioink.com
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www.srnonline.com

Cabinet member, drug czar, best-selling author,
and now anational morning talk host
Headline- generating guests daily from politics, sports, media,
and entertainment— and calls from your listeners

CLEARED

nAtlanti, Boston, Dallas,
De
t.. 1ngeles, Minneapolis,
Philadelphia, Phoenix, San Diego,
San Franci
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TBRJJ CIE
"Tammy is smart... ¿ he' funny...
she's paaaionate...ahe'a unpredictable...
and above all, ahe'a entertaining!
Them are all ot the ingredienta to a
successful (
show. Iam excited to be
able to add her to our radio (
station."

-Erik Braverman,
Operation6 Director, KABC

'Tammy haa (something that makes
you want to listen... ahe id an
un conventional conaervative who
liatenera tell ua they want to get to know."
— Clitt
kTLme
Beata Etter

Albert,

Program Director, KOGO

Now Freeing Minds WEEKDAYS
Tammy Welcomes

910

TALKRADIO

790

TALK RADIO
1370 AM

TRN Enterprises

ek»
—
110450

www.talkradionetwork.com

888-383-3733
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FACETIME

Women Earn Big Portion
Of Family Money
According to the AFL-CIO's 2004 "Ask aWorking Woman Survey," more than six
out of 10 working women (62 percent) earn half or more of their families'
incomes. Additionally, nearly two thirds (65 percent) of working women without
children earn half or more of their household incomes, while 58 percent of working mothers earn that much.
The study reports that four in 10 women work some evenings, nights, or
weekends on aregular basis. Women of color are more likely than white women
to work these hours; they also are more likely than their white counterparts to
work shifts different from those of their partners or spouses.
Most women surveyed say they are very concerned about rising costs of
health care. African-American women ( 72 percent) and white women ( 71 percent) women are most likely to say they're "very worried" about
rising healthcare costs.
Source: Marketing to Women, July 2004: from www.rab.com

Men Ease Into Shopping

DNI3ISRY HONORS: Emma leader Jeff Smulyan was inducted into the Minority Media and Telecornmunattœs Council Hall of Fame in July at aceremony in Washn yturi, DC Emmis was hononad
for its commitment to diversity and support of minority ownership initiatives. Pictured (1-0: lnterep s
Shaman II* Jeff Smuts/an, Freedom Radn's Dominic Milano, Rode One's Zemke Jones, D&R
Radio's Bob Turner and MG's Ame Ransom.

Arecent study released by lnterep shows -fhaf, while women make up
the majority of primary shoppers for the household, men are becoming
more accepting of household purchasing responsibilities. According to the
Interep report:
•The average man working full time earns an annual median income of
$40,136 vs. the comparable average woman's median income of $30,420.
•23 percent of men say they are " homemakers/primary shoppers."
•50 percent of men shop for groceries two or more times aweek.
•19 percent of men personally spend over $ 100 per week on groceries.
•35 percent of men shopped by catalogue, phone, mail or Internet in past 12 months.
Men 25-54 are 75 percent more likely than the average adult to make
business decisions on computer purchases, 60 percent more likely to make
business telecom decisions, 54 percent more likely to make business
decisions on banking.

Online Advertising To Pop By 2009

PARLESS GAS! South Florida radio Intenrirs got aboost in the tank as station Y100 7(W1-119) gave
away ayear's free supply of CO gasoline at noon every weekday for arruitr.The truck traveled to
different locatœs thrcueut Dade and Bnvard counties.

8IRADIO INK - AtIGU`,1 ' 001

Online advertising should more than double over the next five years,
growing from $6.6 billion in 2003 to $ 16.1 billion in 2009. That's the word
from Jupiter Research, which noted that paid search revenue is poised to
grow 30 percent compounded annually over the next two years, while display advertising and classifieds will each grow more than 25 percent
annually. According to MediaPost, Jupiter attributes strong growth rates to
improved ad targeting technologies and behavioral marketing techniques.
Meanwhile, Time Warner reported reduced profits for the second
quarter. The media giant's America Online division posted a13- percent
increase in profits for the quarter, before depreciation and amortization,
and saw a23- percent jump in ad revenues. Overall revenue for AOL during
the quarter rose 10 percent to $ 10.9 billion.

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALL 1-800-610-5771 IWWW,RADIOINK.COM
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Market
Calls
Sacramento KSTE

hank to

Rochester

WHAM

Portland

KXL

Seattle

KTTH

WTNT

Baltimore

WCBM

g570

Boston

WRKO
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Winter
Ratings GrowthACM
Winter

ACH
Fall
Share
2003
P12+
3.3
P25-54
3.5
P35-64
4.5
P 12+
13.1
P25-54 " 1.8
P25-64 ; 4.3
P 12+
43
P25-54
3.7
P35-64
4.4
P 12+
2.1
P25-54
1..8
P35-64
2.5
P 12+
2.8
P25-54
0.9
F35-64
1.5
P 12+
5.9
P25-54
3.7
P35-64
5.3

2004
5.5
5.7
6.8
13.5
16.0
21.0
5.3
3.9
5.3
2.6
2.4
3.2
5.6
5.0
6.6
5.4
4.0
6.1

Change
+ 83%
+ 63%
+ 51%
+3%
+36%
+47%
+23%
+ 5%
+20°/o
+24%
+33%
+28%
+ 100%
+456%
+340%
- 8%
+8%
+ 15%

Market
Cincinnati

Calls,
WKRC

Milwaukee

WTMJ

San Diego

KFME1

Grand RapidsWOOD
Albany

WGY

Tampa

VV1NBA

Share
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
P 12+
P25-54
P35-64
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Fall
2003
3.9
1.9
4.4
14.4
99
17 3
15
ZE
4.t
2.6
1.7
2.3
5.7
5.7
6.2
.
.. 7
2.3
3.5

Winter
2004
5.1
4.8
7.1
14.6
10.5
13.8
4.3
2.9
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.4
8.2
6.3
10.2
3.0
3.9
4.3

Change l
+ 31%
+
153%
+61%
+ 1%
+6%
- 20%
+23%
+0%
+2%
+ 73 0/0
+ 159%
+ 91%
+44%
+ 11%
+65%
+76°/e
+39%
+23%
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Shimmy

Where Hollywood dE Politics Collide

Now Over 100 Stations
"Edgy and to the point. The Jerry Doyle Show is a daily dose of common sense
laced with attitude. Jerry has what it takes to be radio's next superstar."
- Brian Gann, Program Direcor, KFAQ

Welcomes

!770 KT TH

,
moreAM 1510

NEWSTALK

NEWSRADIO

NEWS TALK

KKAR
TRN Enterprises

1170

NU

K

ON AIR
EVENTS
ARBITRON DATES
Summer 2004: Jul. 1-Sep. 22
Fall 2004: Sep. 23-Dec. 15
Winter 2005: Jan. 6-Mar. 30
Spring 2005: Mar. 31-lun. 22

GOLDEN GUY: Production Director Harty Bickhardt [
inset] celebrated 50 years at radio station 610 WIP
SportsRacho oPhiladelphia He hired on as asummer replacement after his college graduation when
Eisenhower was president aril the Tonight Show debuted with Steve Allen. His friends and co-workers threw
abig party and invited surprise guests from his tenure at WIP.

"GREAT LUNCH! WHEN'S DINNER?" The Association of African Amencan Advertising Agencies iwerity met in
Chicago, and Interep hosted aluncheon. The association's chairman-elect, Eugene Moms, credrIed Interep with
bringing the associate together Pictunad (14 Muse Cadera Chen & Partners' Jo Muse, SWG&M's Robert Mingo,
Anderson Ccirnmunioations' AI Anderson, Fuse Advertising's Gerald Hawthorne and Calf Rankin, Eugene Mortis
Lattimar Moffitt Advertising's Mar'a Md hates Shaman Waal aid Matlock AcMernig's Kent Matlock

AUGUST
Aug. 11-13 — Nebraska Broadcasters
Convention, Lincoln.
Ir 402-778-5178.
URLs wwwsdba.org
Aug. 11-13 — Texas Assn. of
Broadcasters Convention, Austin.
e 512-322-9944.
ummx vAwilab.org
Aug. 12-15 — South Carolina
Broadcasters Convention, Hilton Head.
e 803-732-1186.
URU my.scba.net
Aug 13-14 — International Radio
Creative & Production Summit,
Los Angeles.
URL: wym.danoday.com/summit
Aug. 21 — Nevada Broadcasters Hall
of Fame Gala, Las Vegas.
e 702-794-4994.
URLs vnwirievadabroadcasters.org
Aug. 26-27 — Oregon Broadcasters
Convention, Bend, OR.
e 503-443-2299.
URL: mvw.theoab.org

Oct. 26-27 — NAB Board of Directors
Meeting, Washington, DC.
tr 800-342-2460.
U.swomnab.org
Oct. 26-28 — Streaming Media West,
Santa Clara, CA: Digital audio and
video systems' integration with eye on
business value.
•
wwer.streamingmedia.com/west

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 8-10 — National Assn. of Black
Owned Broadcasters (NABOB) 28th
Annual Fall Broadcast Management
Conference, Washington, DC.
Ir 202-463-8970.
Sep. 9-13 — International
Broadcasting Convention (IBC)
Conference, Amsterdam.
+44-171-611-7500 (London).
URL: bwrw.ibc.org
Sep. 14-11 — Electronic Retailing
Assn. (ERA) Convention, Las Vegas.
ir 703-841-1151.
URL: www.retailing.org
Sept. 18 — TalenTrak 2004 air talent
seminar in Cleveland by The Conclave
and Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters.
17 952-927-4487.
urria.J wehy.theconclave.com.

DECEMBER
Dec. 6-7 — Radio Ink'S Forecast
2005, Harvard Club, New York City.
e 800-610-5771.
URL: www.radioinkcom

Sept. 24-26 — Broadcast Leadership
Training Program (NAB Educ. Found.),
Washington, DC.
IT 301-509-6754.
•
wym.nabef.orWBLT
Sept. 27-29 — NAB Satellite Uplink
Operators Training Seminar,
Washington, DC.
tr 800-521-8624.
was mw4.nab.org

lOI RADIO INC — AUGUST 9, 2004

www.americanpressinstitute.org

NOVEMBER
Nov. 4-5 — Alaska Broadcasters
Convention, Anchorage.
ir 907-258-2424.
iiJ www.akbroadcasters.org
Nov. 7-9 — NAB European Radio
Conference, Lisbon, Portugal.
e 202-429-5360.
•
voinvriab.org
Nov. 12-14 — Broadcast Leadership
Training Program (NAB Educ. Found.),
Washington, DC.
e 301-509-6754.
URL: wvm.nabeforg/BLT
Nov. 27-29 — Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters Annual Convention,
Ottawa, Canada.
Tt 613-233-4035.
•
www.cab-acrca/

Sept. 20-21— IAB Advertisers Forum,
New York: Interactive Advertising
Bureau event for marketing and
agency professionals
• www.iab.net/events

LOTITERY LUFtE Kali Dimensions and Clear Channel Entertainment partnered with the New ltek Lottery (through É
agencies DDB and OMD) in asummer-long radio-based marketing program to increase the Lottery's 21-to 40-yearold player base. The promotion partners gathered to select sweepstakes winners .(I-0 Katz's Ande LaFetre and Pan
Godfrey, DOB's Megan Marshall, OMD sSharon Friedlander, DDB's Jessica Halter-Powell, the Lottery's Mike
Abate and Katz Dimension's Bonnie Press

Oct. 13-15
IEEE 54th Annual
Broadcast Symposium,
Washington DC.
11.212-419-7900.
was mywjeee.org
Oct. 15-17 — Broadcast Leadership
Training Program (NAB Educ. Found.),
Washington, DC.
ir 301-509-6754.
urns www.nabeLorg/BLT
Oct. 19-20 — Indiana Broadcasters
Convention, Indianapolis.
1
, 317-573-0119.
URLa YAW,indianabroadcasters.org
Oct. 19-22, Convergence: The Tour,
American Press Institute, Reston, VA
(near DC), Learn to build aconverged
news operation.

OCTOBER
Oct. 6-8 — 2004 NAB Radio Show
(NABEF Career Fair, Oct. 6: Marconi
Awards. Oct. 7). San Diego. CA.
Tr 800-342-2460.
LIRLa vnwLnab.org
Oct. 10-12 — Kansas Assn.
Broadcasters Convention, Overland
Park [KC metro).
ir 785-235-1307.
unumnv.kab.net

Dec. 6-9 — Credit Suisse Fist Boston
financial conference, New York City.
URLa www.csib.com.
Dec. 7-10 — UBS financial conference, New York City.
•
www.ubs.com
Dec. 10-12 — Broadcast Leadership
Training Program (NAB Educ. Found.),
Washington, DC.
n:301-509-6754.
UAL: imwr.nabeforg/BLT

2005

Jan. 6-9 — 2095 International CES,
Las Vegas. Consumer Electronic s
Assn, annual consumer technology
event. uum.: www.cesweb.org
Feb. 10-13 — RAB2005, Atlanta.
u800-232-3131.
unu www.rab.corn
Feb. 14-17 — NATE 2005 (Natl.
Assoc. of Tower Erectors). Dallas.
e 605-882-5865.
u.
wm.natehome. corn
Apr. 16-21 — NAB 2005, Las Vegas.
irr 800-342-2460.
ww.v.nallorg
Send events to nuyaeMeyealorkcan
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ON AIR
Don't Cry For Me...

LETTERS...
Get Those Wagons Rolling!
Ijust got my first copy of Radio Ink — and Iam
shouting, "Yes, yes, yes!" Finally: someone who sees it,
gets it — and is writing about it! Ilove your article on
"Radio Is Adrift On Denial River" (
Radio Ink, "
From Our
Chairman," July 5)!
You are so right: from cost-cutting, to investing in
our salespeople and training so we won't have that
churn and burn (as you call it), to quality content and
quality local programming, to reaching teens, to new
generation thinking! Someone has got to be the pioneer!
Everyone is so reactive these days. Where is the eye of
the tiger? Radio is supposed to be fun, and Ican
promise you, Ihaven't seen too many radio peoplehaving
fun lately. In fact, the tension is heavy and very real.
Susan Hite, Hite Resources, Inc.

HD Radio Is Part Of The Solution
Your " Denial - editorial (
Radio Ink, "
From Our
Chairman," July 5) was right on. We've been watching
the same trends unfold for several years. I'm disappointed that you did not highlight HD Radio as part of
the solution (or that it did not appear in Roy William's
future-oriented column). HD Radio's breakthrough technology is not asilver bullet for the industry's challenges,
but we feel it will make our medium more competitive
and bring back anew source of top- line growth. Clearly
we have to do abetter job of educating the industry on
the need for the switch. We won't attract new digital kids
with old analog technology, period.
Robert J. Struble, president/CEO, iBiquity Digital Corp.

You hit the nail right on the head. " Radio Is Adrift
On Denial River" (
Radio Ink, July 5) is so true and
refreshing; Ican almost hear those CEOs laughing. We
laugh so as not to cry.
Bo Chase, program director, Oldies 103.5, Austin

"Get Off Your High Horse, NAB 51
When will the NAB give up the LPFM fight?
(www.radioink.com, " NAB's Response To LPFM
Decision," July 23). Our small, community radio station
has been on the air for almost one year now, and we
have yet to receive one telephone call regarding any
interference — given the fact that we are located in a
part of the Northeast loaded with plenty of other FM
radio stations.
Our volunteer station, with a Spanish format,
broadcasts to amarket that had been underserved until
we came along. As recently as last week, we offered
much- needed information, concerning severe weather,
to our audience in their native language. Two weeks ago,
we were alerted by the local police department to an
alleged scam involving a so-called lottery based in
Spain. Letters were being sent to unaware Latinos
requesting bank account information. We urged our listeners to not respond to the letters and hopefully saved
some folks money.
The bottom line is: WOMA-LP in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, is living up to its community image and proving a
taste of home to an ethnic audience. The NAB will not get my
business if I'm asked to become amember in the future.
Interference is not the issue — economic greed is number
one. NAB, get off your high horse.
Douglas J. Neatrour, WOMA-LP, Lebanon, PA

Let SUSAN HITE Take GOOD CARE OF YOUR LISTENERS,
And Your Listeners Will Take GOOD CARE OF YOU AND
YOUR RATINGS!
THE SUSAN HITE SHOW
Featuring Every- Day Stories and Life's Lessons from Susan's Train Your Brain
SeriesTN' designed to help YOU live amore peaceful, balanced and productive life.
For more information on how you can bring the Susan Hite Show to
your listeners, email Susan@SusanHite.com or call (919)662-7945.

"You are so warm
and encouraging, yet
direct and informing.
What arare mix!"
-Phyllis Oakes
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"Susan's show
is like alifeline
pulling me back
to sanity."
-Vicky Hicks

"I ran for paper
and pencil, while
listening to the
radio, to take notes
on what you were
sa> ing." Marie
Laquidara

"My library
includes books by
John Maxwell and
Stephen Covey and
M ill very shortly
include work by
Susan Hite."
-Troy Smith

The W'izard of Ads

By Roy HWilliams

»QUICKREAD » •Avivid mental image can easily override the actual story (or your clients ad). » Amental image is acomplex composite of associative memories, sight,
sound, smell, taste, touch, opinion and mood. » Amental image is much bigger than amere visual image. » The most effective ads with vivid mental images should be linked to the
advertisers' products or services » Every day in radio, an ad's principal mental image overshadows the clients product or service. » Selecting amental image to build your campaign
upon is the most important — and most difficult — part of creating an effective ad campaign.

Magnetic Power
Of The Mental Image
Irecently wrote a story about how
Chuck Wepner's fight against Mohammed
Mi provided the inspiration for astruggling
young
screenwriter
named
Sylvester Stallone to peck out the screenplay of Rocky, a low-budget film that,
against all odds, won the Academy Award
for Best Motion Picture in 1976.
Following my story's publication, Iwas
flooded with e-mails from readers, sharing stories of friends and family who
"like Wepner" valiantly did their best in
the face of insurmountable odds.
Funny thing is, that wasn't the point of
the story. In it, Iportrayed Wepner as a
faithless and short-sighted goober who
chose a $ 70,000 flat fee, instead of an
offered percentage of Rocky's gross
receipts that would have netted him asizzling $ 8 million. My story closed with
the
stinging
accusation: " Stallone
believed in Wepner. Wepner didn't believe
in Stallone."
The response to that story is aperfect example of how a vivid mental
image can easily override the narrative
arc (story). A mental image — much bigger than amere visual image — is acomplex composite of associative memories,
sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, opinion
and mood.
Our mental image of Rocky as aregular guy who did his best in the boxing
ring is so deeply rooted that readers
instinctively translated it to Chuck
Wepner, the progenitor of the Rocky
archetype, when it was actually the successful screenwriter Stallone that Iwas
trying to profile.
This happens every day in radio
when an ad's principal mental image
overshadows the client's product or service. The problem isn't limited to radio.
Movie reviewer Ellen Goodman of The

Boston Globe writes:

"Does anyone remember that the original
version of ' The Stepford Wives' was ahorror
movie? Women weren't bribed or brainwashed
or seduced into becoming the perfect domestic
and sex goddesses of suburbia. They were mur-
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The al. erage ad is built
upon a weak mental
image. That's what makes
it ineffective. The best ads
—and the worst — are built
upon vivid mental images
buried deep in the heart
of the customer.
In the best ads, these
mental images are inextricably linked to the advertisers' products or services,
such as in Devito/Verdi's
fabulous radio series for
the horseracing track. The
humor of these ads is
based on the delivery style
of
the
classic
track
announcer, so the mental
image
is
inextricably
linked to the advertiser, the
National Thoroughbred
Racing Association.
My wager is that
dozens of radio stations
will soon be saying,
"What aclever idea," and

dered by their husbands and replaced by
robots.Well, somewhere along the last decades,
the Stepford wife became an archetype, Mrs.
Perfect, the cookie- cutter cookie maker.
Adoring political spouses were labeled Stepford
wives, children with all A's were Stepford kids,
obedient White House press corps members
were called Stepford reporters. The Stepford
wife wasn't avictim but aconformist."
An entire generation forgot that the
Stepford wives were murder victims
because the movie's most powerful mental
image was of the plastic-perfect poses of
the polished Stepford wives with their
vapid, empty smiles. That mental image
remained with us long after the movie's
plot was forgotten.

begin copying the memorable style of these ads
for local advertisers. To
use this " track announcer" style for any other
advertiser,
however,
would be ill advised, because the mental
image at best would be only tenuously
related to the advertiser. In other words,
listeners will remember the ads but not
the advertiser.
A weak mental image is always a
mistake. But apowerful mental image

can be an even bigger mistake when it
isn't inextricably linked to the advertiser. Selecting amental image to build
your campaign upon is the single
most important — and most difficult
— part of creating an effective ad
campaign. My hat is off to the gang at
Devito/Verdi. à
Roy H. Williams is president of Wizard of Ads Inc.
and may be reached at Roy@WizardofAds.com.
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We're Scaling Back...Less Commercials,
Less Station Promos and Even Shorter Breaks.
We heard you...Clear Channel Radio is working hard to give advertisers and their clients more
of what they want— agreat radio environment without the clutter. Less commercials and less
promotional interruptions equal better opportunities to effectively advertise on Clear Channel
Radio stations. Ask your Clear Channel Radio Account Executive how you can advertise
in the less cluttered, more valuable environment. Thank you for weighing in on this issue.
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www.clearchannel.com

Giff On Sales
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»QUICKREAD » Once upon atime, listeners could actually tell one radio station from another without looking at aradio dial. » They sounded different. » It may be that the
only difference between radio stations today is the difference between their promotions, regardless of format. » Hiring agood promotions manager is crucial; be sure they can
answer Giff's questions » Introduce your new hire as Co- Director of Audience Development (along with your Program Director), and hold them both accountable.

Help Wanted: Promotions Manager
By Dave "Gift" Gifford
Once upon atime, believe it or not, I •More than 90 seconds of news from voices
that spoke with authority — and they actually
could actually tell one radio station from
knew correct pronunciation of the words
another without looking at aradio dial.
They were so different!
Those stations were local, local,
local.., stations whose owners could•Different morning shows that had on-air
n't do enough for their respective
"personalities" with whom you felt apersonal
communities...stations whose on- air
relationship;
talent you just knew had a special
•Different-sounding formats within the same
passion for radio. Remember those
format classification;
days? Radio today? Is it any wonder
•Awider selection of music, regardless
people are getting Sirius about XM?
of format;
Take me, for instance. From a pro•Live announcers, whose shifts you'd set your
gramming perspective, because of my
alarm dock for;

demographic (notice that Ichose not to
use the word " age," because...I'm old,
man, I'm old!) Ihave been pretty much
abandoned as aradio listener: restricted
to a low-calorie diet of satellite jazz,
classical music and sports programming.
Know what? I'm beginning to think
the only difference between radio stations
today is the difference between their promotions,
regardless
of
format.
Accordingly, let's see if Ican't help you
hire the help you need. The applicant's
answers to the following questions will
guide your decision.

Information Form
With particular emphasis on audience development and station positioning, the winning candidate must be able to demonstrate his

or her ability to create, develop, organize and implement successful on-air and off-air promotions. Using the outline below as your
guide, please demonstrate in explicit detail — but in whatever form you choose — your experience, knowledge, and success in the
following disciplines.
Track Record:
•Ability to build Cume and Time Spent Listening (TSL)
•Ability to produce effective on-air promotions
•Ability to produce effective off-air promotions
•Ability to produce effective sales promotions
•Ability to work successfully in all major media
(TV/newspapers/outdoor/etc.)
•Ability to obtain favorable publicity in the press
•Ability to enhance acompany's public relations
Implementation:
•Ability to respond quickly to changing market conditions
•Ability to respond quickly to topical event opportunities
•Your creative ability ( unique ideas & innovations)
•Your writing skills
•Your production skills
•Your voice-over skills
•Ability to arrange desirable, but difficult to obtain contest prizes
•Your presentation skills (to potential dients and prospects)
Administration Skills:
•Ability to manage several projects at the same time
(multi-tasking)
•Ability to plan and organize
•Your attention to detail and follow-through

Questions:
•What are your basic convictions about radio promotions in general?
•What is your personal promotion philosophy?
•What is your budgeting philosophy, and how do you go about setting
apromotion budget?
•What was the biggest, most successful promotion you have ever planned
and conducted?
•What is the greatest result you have ever achieved from alow-budget
promotion?
•What was your biggest "bomb"?
(Why? Consequence? Lessons learned?)
•What is your management philosophy?
•What will each of your former employers tell me about your
"people skills"?
Assignment:
•Please provide detailed check lists (leave nothing out) for planning, organizing, and implementing 1) A live, remote broadcast for the Centennial
Celebration of your home town, and 2) An on-air contest, from inception
through post-publicity, with all stops between.
References:
•Include only those GMs and PDs you have worked for in the past.
Thanks!

If You're Doing The Hiring:
•Make sure applicants fill out ajob application.
•Compare the résumé (most résumés are alie!) with the job application.
•In checking references, make sure you ask the following three questions:
1) Would you re- hire [applicant's name]?
2) What is the one thing you wish [applicant's name] had done better when he/she worked for you?
3) What is the one thing that drove you crazy in managing [applicant's name]?

Finally, after hiring someone, instead of calling the new hire your new Promotions Manager, introduce the person as your
Co-Director of Audience Development (along with your Program Director). And then...hold both of them fully accountable! à
Dave Gifford is president of Dave Gifford International and founder of The Graduate School For Sales Management.
He may be reached at 505-989-7007 or by e-mail at giff@talkgiff.com
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EXPERIENCE

"The Dariefflect"
Watch the Ratings Spike when Dave Hits the Air...
BEFORE DAVE

DAVE'S HOUR

Grand Rapids WTKG #1ON STATION

0.6

vs.

1.5

Jackson WFIVIN #1ON STATION

3.7

vs.

B.B

Louisville WGTK

0.5

vs.

3.4

Nashville WTN BEATS RUSH & HANNITY

4.0

vs.

8.0

•Arbitron White! 2004. AQH share inçrease

M EY
SHOW®
"Where life happens; caller after culler..."

OW HEARD ON OVER 200
'FILIATES AND GROWING!

The Daily Money
"Get your daily dose of DAvF "
No nonsense advice on everything from how to deal
with creditors, the best types of mortgages. trouble
with credit cards and even calls
about how to handle money
in a marriage.

FINANCIAL REALITY

NOW HEARD ON OVER 75 STATIONS

To Affiliate. Call Joe Leavitt 1- 877- 410- DAVE ( 3283)

24

DOSE OF

Listen to ademo

7Refeeris Available l Bob Borquez @ 1-877 -410 -DAVE ( 3283) I Listen to Dave onlne @ www.daveramsey.com

Wednesday / October 7

Programming Executive Super Session
Moderator:
,- -task

Programming Executives:

)cl

ime•ewid

Erica
Farber

John Dickey

David Gleason

Tom Owens

Pat Paxton

Cumulus Media

Univision Radio

Clear Channel

Entercom

Mary Catherine
Sneed

Communications

Communications

Radio One

Radio & Records

Thursday / October 7

FCC Breakfast

Event sponsored by

I

.1

E PN
YI,d1P,...,

Thursday / October 7

Group Executive Session

- Group Executives Include:

Co- Moderators:

Le
*

Ir. .
*Judy Ellis

...:
' .H
., . • .‘ - David Field

Citadel
Entercom
Communications
Communications,
Co
Inc.
rporation

Chesley
Maddox- Dorsey

lit
Mark Mays

Peter Smyth

Jay Mitchell

Clear Channel
Greater Media
Small Market
Worldwide
Inc.
Radio
Newsletter
Acress.1
Communications

Tom Taylor
Inside Radio

Event sponsored by:

Ihui sday / October 7

Friday / October 8

NAB Marconi Radio Awards
Reception, Dinner & Show
Hosted by:

Breakfast with

C ár le Coo

Friday / October 8

Radio Luncheon
NAB National Radio
Award Recipient

Clarke Brown

Bob & Tom

Jefferson- Pilot Communications

BUI.,
Premiere Radio Networks

October 6-8, 200LI
Manchester Grand Hyatt. San Diego. CA
visit LuuJuu.nab.org/conventions/radioshow

vent sponsored by:

2-for-1Registration —NAB Members- only!

RegisterToday!
Lisr of Exhibitors
615 Music Library

Federal Communications

Radio & Records

Advertising Edge
AEQ

Commisssion
FirstCom Music Inc.

Radio Facts
Radio Ink Magazine

Air Force Recruiting

Harris Corporation

Radio magazine

Arbitron
Armstrong Transmitter

IBiquity Digital Corporation
Inovonics, Inc.

Radio Systems, Inc.
Radio World

Army National Guard

InterTech Media

RCS

Audemat-Aztec

Jampro Antennas/RF Systems, Inc.

RF Parts

Bext Corporation

KD Kanopy, Inc.

Roll a Sign, Div. of Reef

BIA Financial Network, Inc.

Logitek Electronic Systems

Industries, Inc.

Billboard Radio Monitor

LR MoneyMachine

Rules Service Company

BMI
Brilliant Color Imaging

Mackay Communications

S.VV.R., Inc.

Marketron

SCA Promotions

Broadcast Electronics, Inc

Mayo Clinic

Scott Studios Corp.

Broadcasters General Store
Burk Technology

Media Professional Insurance

Shively Labs

MEDIATOUCH

Sierra Automated Systems &

Business TalkRadio

Megatrax

Eng. Corp

Coaxial Dynamics
Communication Graphics, Inc.

Miller, Kaplan, Arase

Stainless

Moseley Associates, Inc.

Superior Electric

ComQuest Callout

MUSICAM USA

The Media Audit

Comrex

National Media

Thermo Bond Buildings

DAVID. Systems

National Public Radio

Valcom Limited

Dielectric Communications

Distribution

Visibility Solutions

DRS Broadcast Technology

National Weather Service

V- SOFT Communications

ENCO Systems, Inc.

Nautel Maine, Inc.

Westar Music

Energy-Onix

Omnirax
Precision Communications

Wheatstone Corporation

ERI-Electronics Research
Explosive Promotions & Events, Inc
FamilyNet

Live Remote Broadcast

Prophet Systems Innovations
Radian Communications Services

List as of 07/73/04

Keeping You Connected!

Thursday. October 7

E- Mail Stations will be onsite and available during show hours.

Dick Robinson's

Courtesy of our sponsor Firs: MediakNorks. YDLI also will be able to

American Standards

connect onsite with colleagues and o:hers at the SESAC Networking

by the Sea

Lounge. Meet up, talk business or just relax before the next big

Event sponsored by:

session or event!

NA 3 HD Radio" Certification Workshop
Wednesday, October 6 - Friday. October 8

Broadcast Financing 2004:
Confrontirg New Realities

Ev,nt sponsored by:
blEDZWORKS
Event sponsored by

MOVE

DICKSTEIN
SHAPIRO
MO RIN
OSHINSK3

Wednesday. October 6
NAB has coordinated acomprehensive 3-day technical
workshop this year designed to familiarize broadcast

Dickstein Shapiro Morin & Oshinsky's annual session will

engineers and managers with iBiquity Digital Corporation's

focus on how regulatory changes, congressional activity,

HD Radio digital audio broadcast system for the FM and

the changing economy and presidential politics will affect

AM bands. Attendees will receive a certificate of attendance

station values and acquisition strategies.

which counts for SBE recertification credits.
*HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corpora bon

Passion, Polemics And Polarity
Of Political Talk Radio
By Reed Bunzel, Editor-in-Chief
Illustrations by Pan Tufaro
Noise proves nothing. Often, a hen that has merely laid an egg cackles as if she had laid an asteroid.

Ite

—Mark Twain

In ayear when partisan rancor has grown to afevered pitch and political polarity is as sharp as black and white, talk
radio finds itself in aunique position. Nowhere else (except maybe the Internet) can the American public find such an
entertaining and informative forum to share ideas and opinions during this deeply divisive election season. Talk radio
stations — and the men and women who practice talk radio — have the ability not only to significantly charge the
political process, but also to significantly change the outcome on November 2.
Critics of the talk-radio format question whether it is being used as

exposed. That's apivotal role. The degree of effectiveness can be mea-

effectively as possible, and whether it's a24/7 "reality show" that serves

sured by the level of angst, anger, and antipathy that people on the left

no purpose other than to promote the ideology of its hosts. Proponents,

have for conservatives right now."

on the other hand, marginalize those criticisms by pointing out that talk
radio takes aproactive stance in helping shape voters' minds about issues,
rather than reducing issues to scripted sound bites and video clips as

Truth Or Consequences

presented on television. Ask a100 million radio listeners what they think

woman's) diatribe. Enter Air America Radio, which launched earlier this

of talk radio, and who their favorite talk show hosts are, and you'll most

year in what its founders claimed was an effort to offer true political dis-

likely get a100 million answers.

course. "Talk radio used to be one-sided, mean-spirited, anti-Democrat

Likewise, abaker's dozen talk show hosts in aroom not only get you

Of course, one

man's truth could constitute another man's (or

rantings," says Randi Rhodes, one of the network's talk show hosts. "Now

13 diverse opinions about the medium and its role in communication,

talk radio has achance to argue the Democratic side, which to me means

you also risk an inordinately high decibel level — which is why Radio

advocating for the working people. Inever understood why people didn't

Ink questioned its panel of "talkers" individually.

vote their best interests."

"The obvious strength of talk radio is the fact that it is the last free

"The more variety of opinions on talk radio, the better it adds to

and true town hall in the United States," says Talk Radio Network's

the national discourse," notes Man Colmes, host of Fox News Live With

Tammy Bruce. " It is the one place where you can speak your mind with-

Alan Colmes on Fox News Radio and the network's resident liberal. "That's

out fear, and where everyone can be heard." While television offers shozrt

why I'm happy that talk radio is changing, and it's not just about con-

video segments prepared with scripts, Bruce contends that talk radio relies

servatives anymore. No longer is it conservatives talking to conservatives

on open and free discussion of the issues, and offers the only place where

about the glories of conservatism and those evil liberals." Colmes says he

listeners can hear in-depth discussions about the issues. "Talk radio, by

regularly features conservative guests and callers, most ofwhom are actu-

its very nature, adds positively to the national discourse, by giving extra-

ally happy to hear adifferent point of view (as are his liberal listeners, of

ordinary time to the issues, discussion in detail, and inclusion of the lis-

course). "With so many talk shows broadcasting from the conventions

tening audience as afundamental part of the programming," she insists.

and talking about the elections, talk radio is realizing its potential," he

"Talk radio is the most important venue of political and social discourse

says. " Iurge candidates on all levels and of all parties to make themselves

in America."

available as guests, so they can reach their potential constituents in ways

"Talk radio gives you information you won't get anywhere else,"
adds ABC Radio's Sean Hannity. "We've been on the forefront of scour-

only radio can provide. This will really bring talk radio to the forefront
and further its impact at election time."

ing Kerry's record and seeing what kind of guy he is, doing everything

Interactivity is one of talk radio's greatest strengths in an era where

we can do to get the truth out and expose aside of him that hasn't been

the Internet, online blogs, and text messaging have become popular tools
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for communication. As Salem Radio Network's

City. "Talk Radio actually has become the 'mainMichael Medved notes: "Talk radio possesses a stream media' that the syndicated yaldcers con-

opinions. So, to the extent that liberal voices are

unique ability to explore issues in an interactive

stantly blather about. It never ceases to amaze

course is enhanced. In those markets with no

manner, allowing

me how all the national talkers constantly bitch

prominent liberal voices, there is — by definition

voters to go beyond

about the 'mainstream media' when they actu-

— no discourse, just amonologue."

slick, manipulative

ally comprise today's 'mainstream media."

coming online in the talk radio world, the dis-

Still, talk radio is nowhere dose to realizing

60-second ads or the

To say that talk radio adds positively to the

its full capacity, or its full potential for market

brief sound bites on

national discourse is ajoke, Barben continues.

share and revenue, Hartmann observes. "There

TV news." Still, he

"All the people do is parrot what the host has been

are so many markets that carry only half of talk

contends,

radio's potential voices," he says. "Al Gore and

the

pounding away on," he says. "Ifind it abit ironic

medium hasn't been

that what Sean Hannity, Flush Limbaugh, Michad

Ralph Nader together got more than half the

used to its fullest

Medved, Laura Ingraham, Michael Savage, and

vote in 2000 — but who is programming to

capadty, due to what
he calls the refusal of Democratic candidates to

Tony Snow do is exactly what Michael Moore

those voters?" The traditional conservative answer

did in his movie — they stake out aposition

to this rhetorical question is National Public

participate as guests: "Generally, the only liber-

and hammer away at it. The main difference is

Radio, but Hartmann contends that "NPR never

als who agree to participate in conservative talk

Moore's movie ends, but these talk shows never

has — and never will — run hour after hour of

radio are those promoting abook. We have placed
countless invitations to leading Democrats to

end. They go on 24/7 across the dial in every community in the country."

asingle commenta-

spend an hour on our nationally syndicated show;

Mena Heller, producer and talk show

politically one-sided

almost none of them have responded. Liberal

host for WARL, 1320 in Fall River-Providence,

political diatribe.

callers participate in the show all the time, but

RI, looks at it this war "Talk radio, like the rest

Liberal talk radio—

their contributions, as welcome as they are, only

of the media, could be used positively by pre-

silent since the assas-

partially make up for the lack of leading politi-

senting all the facts about the candidates and

sination in 1984 of

cians as guests from the left."

tor presenting a

those who choose them before the election,

Alan Betg— is now

Left-wing or right, liberal or conservative,

instead of years later, when we've already lived

a 'new' product in

talk radio serves at least two important purposes

the lies and horrors of the truths of their nature

the marketplace."

in anational election campaign, says Fox News

and business ventures, which had been kept

Radio's Tony Snow. "
It can serve as atruth detec-

from us. Honest election counting and results

tor, washing away bad arguments and support-

would help tremendously, too. Americans have

While talk show hosts generally concur that

ing good ones, and it can add to people's passions

long lost faith in their vote — thus the small

the format is tutiqudy suited to entertaining and

about the campaign," he explains. "Talk radio

number of voters."

enlightening radio listeners, they go about that

Mixing It Up

ought to produce informed passion, rather than

Without afree exchange of ideas, and hosts

process in equally unique ways. Some rely on
humor while others, their critics contend, have

ignorant rage. Abad host makes politics sound

who offer the same line of thinking day after day,

boring and dry; agood one knows how to con-

talk radio can quiddy become the "
yeah, weg he

no sense of humor at all. Most claim to be blessed

nect stump speeches to people's actual lives. Nat-

said..." format, says Premiere Radio Network's

with the facts, even though those facts vary greatly

urally'we all fall short of making full use of the

Glenn Beck. "We need to work hard to offer per-

from one to the next. Afew even acknowledge

medium — but that won't stop us from trying."

spectives in away that is informative and enter-

that they're pursuing aself-styled political agenda,

According to Talk Radio Network's Rusty

taining, because most listeners aren't paying dose

and even more claim to be "searching for the

Humphries, talk radio hosts can help identify

attention to the election yet. Unfortunately, too

truth" so their listeners won't have to. Ofcourse,

and understand the differences between the can-

many hosts see their jobs as furthering either their

entertainment and information are not always

didates and parties by explaining certain nuances

liberal or conservative agenda." This, Beck says

poured in equal measures.

that people may not have had time to research

diminishes the effectiveness of aformat whose

or think about for themselves. "We help listen-

first priority should be to entertain in an infor-

do during off-election years — inform and enter-

ers to visualize the resulting outcome of their

mative and relevant way.

tain," comments Talk Radio Networks' Laura

choice of candidates on the direction ofAmer-

"During election years, Iny to do what I

"Discourse' is a Ingraham. "
On my show, we try to cover sto-

ica." he explains.
Talk Radio Is " Mainstream"

word derived from the

ries that are largely ignored by the 'mainstream'

old Latin word 'cliscu-

media, or stories that might not immediately

rus,' which means 'argu-

seem to have connection with politics at all —

In spite of its interactivity and the emo-

ment," says Thom

for example, South Dakota's governor remov-

tional grasp of the listener, "talk radio still is

Hartmann, host of The

ing aPlanned Parenthood 'teen' website from

not being used in apositive way in any tespea,"

Thom Hartmann Show.

state-funded libraries. As for the big news events,

"An argument requires

we prefer to help the listeners sift through the

two (or more) differing

network/major newspaper bias, and ny to remind

contends Tom Baked, who calls himself "The
Voice of Reason" at KALL 700 in Salt J
nice
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both parties that politics should be about the

every right to have an opinion, to think outside

people first — not the power."
Ingraham says one of her goals is to make

the box and voice that opinion," she says. "My
job is to make people fed comfortable with being

her audience laugh for just five minutes out of

honest, encourage them to think deeply about

an hour, or get them so enraged or excited or

the issues, and then act on those opinions. On

curious about astory that they rush to the Inter-

the air, the action is to call, debate, discuss, and

net to read it for themselves. "That's when I'm

try to persuade."

truly happy," she says.

Linda Chavez
The DC Insider
who brings you in.
Linda Chavez

enlightens her
listeners with new and original
insights on issues that are defining
the direction of politics, foreign affairs
and the American pocketbook. Among
the leading movers and shakers
inside the capital, this highly- placed
Washington insider enables us to
see everything.

That translates in life as well, Bruce notes,

Tom Barben, providing some darity to his

"especially as conservatives and liberals continue

"voice of reason" moniker, says he tries to give

to deal with aculture that tells them they will

voice to adifferent perspective and allow any-

be punished if they contradict the leftist status

one that opportunity "Idon't have an agenda

quo. As aformer leftist, and current feminist

per se to prop up any candidate over another

and Democrat, Iconfirm their concerns, but

because of party politics or ideology," he explains.

most of all, give them permission to challenge

"I hate party politics and believe the country is

the leftist status quo as often as they possibly

suffering from abattle to the death for power

can. That's what Ido on my program, and I

in Washington, with whatever it takes to win

know it translates into the lives of my listeners."

the country."
"My job is to draw people in, entertain

Think For Yourself

them, provoke them, make them think," Thom

Fox News ILlilio's Alan Colmes describes

Hartmann observes. "It's also my job to keep

himself as an opinion-giver as well as aconduit.

them tuning in day after day by providing them

"My role is not only to give an opinion, but also

with information that rebuts the vast right-wing

to present different opinions," he explains.

media machine of conservative talk, fain( news,

"Unlike some shows, mine isn't just about what

con think tanks, and the inherently pro-corpo-

Ithink; it's also about what the audience thinks,

•President of the Center for Equal
Opportunity, anon-profit think
tank

rate bias of network TV coverage. As de Toc-

and what our guests think. Iam not there to

queville pointed out in 1836, America was

promote apolitical agenda, but rather to pre-

founded in debate and argument — discourse

•Political analyst for the FOX News

— and, by increasing the breadth of that argu-

sent all kinds of people, ideas, and agendas entertainingly and provocatively, and to give the

ment, I (and my 'liberal' peers) make America

audience enough credit to decide for itselfwhat

stronger and help keep American citizens free."

it believes. I
don't want every listener, every Amer-

Channel
•Honored by the Library of Congress
as a " Living Legend" for her contribution to America's cultural and
historical legacy

Build your audience
wi!h Linda Chavez,
the essential DC Insider.

Tammy Bruce notes that her talk-host
responsibility happens organically: "As Ispeak
my mind, Ishow the audience by
example that they, too, have

ican, to think like Ido. That's boring."
"I don't know how effective we're going
to be," says ABC Radio's Sean Hannity,
"but there is certainly an audience out

The Linda Chavez Show
Live: Monday- Friday 10am-12pm ET
Avails: 10 minutes local, 6minutes network
Contact information:
Bruce Wemick
(bwemick@libertybroadcasting.com)
Michael Levine
(mlevinfflibertybroadcasting.com)
John Clark
gclark@libertybroadcasting.com)
Tel : 888.727.8629 (toll free)
Fax : 973.438.1727
Website: libertybroadcasting.com
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there that feels disenfranchised and that wants

also know where to find the information that

to be engaged in adeeper way, and that's the

can help separate truth from fiction. Further-

talk radio audience. That's what we ny to offer,

more, as aformer teacher, Iknow how to explain

and we ny to do it in an entertaining way. We're

these things in away that won't baffle the audi-

not uptight, we're funny, we have agood time."

ence, and Ihave learned how to pass on my pas-

Premiere Radio's Glenn Beck says that

sions to generate excitement about things that

his objective during the current political season

matter — and help people laugh at things that

is to "play the hits" while being funny about the

don't. As Mark Twain once remarked: 'Noise

process. "Ijust received aletter from alistener

proves nothing. Often, ahen that has merely

who said she doesn't want to have to think about
beheadings, or hanging chads that are almost

That's apretty good maxim to use when lis-

4years old," he observes. "She wants to go back

tening to any political speech."

laid an egg cackles as if she had laid an asteroid.'

to arguing about what video to rent, whether

"Talk radio is similar to doing stand-up

she has enough cereal in the cabinet, and where

comedy in certain ways," points out janeane

her family is going on vacation. Believe it or not,
the entire country is not made up of disen-

Garofalo, who had never hosted atalk show
prior to joining Air America Radio in March.

franchised Florida voters."
"When I
work well, I'm entertaining and

"In comedy, you sometimes deal with current
events, pop culture, high and low culture, the

informative," Air America's Randi Rhodes says.

media, politicians, political satire, social satire

"I don't think there are many great entertainers

— using words to express yourself and to be a

on the air for either political party. Taking com-

social critic," she says. "Ihave not had aback-

plex legislation and making it accessible isn't

ground in radio, but Istarted doing stand-up

easy. If it's really ridiculous — like the Defense

in 1985, so Ifelt comfortable speaking — even

of Marriage Act, which essentially is amending

though Ihad some nerves initially."

the Constitution to exclude people — then I ARush To Judgment?
have the best time with it. Ithink the audience

In the 15 years since Rush Limbaugh took

does, too, once it has some common sense

talk radio by storm, the medium has held adis-

applied to the issue."

tinctly conservative edge. Some talk show hosts

As one who has covered politics for 25

have contended that this is because talk radio

years and served in the White House, Fox News

inherently speaks to the average American voter

Radio's Tony Snow says he knows every major

and his/her traditional values, while others explain

player in both parties. "As aresult, Ican provide

that liberal ideas aren't easily "dumbed-down" to

insight into personalities and issues," he

one-line sound bites and name-calling.

observes. "Iknow how the key players

Of course, the

act when the camera fights go off. I /-

emergence of Air

Shmuley
If you're looking for
passion, bring on Shmuley.
With his new program Passion!, Rabbi
Shmuley Boteach goes after the issues
America is most passionate about, raising the volume on politics, family values,
race, religion, crime and more. On
Passion! Shmuley can take on anything
with anyone, anytime, anywhere.
•IV and radio guest appearing on
programs including The Today Show,
Good Morning America, L9ny leng LIVE,
Scarborough Country and O'Ree Factor
•Author of 14 best-selling books
including, Kosher Sex and Why Can't
I
Fall in Love? A12-step Program
•Profiled in Time Magazine, Newsweek,
The New York Times, The London
Times, and The Washington Post

Passion! improves
everything
including audiences!
Passion!
Live. Monday- Friday 2pm-5pm ET
Avails: 10 minutes loca„ 6 minutes network

Contact information:
Bruce Wemick
(bwemick@libertybroadcasting.com)
Michael Levine
(mlevine@liberlybroadcasting.com)
John Clark
(jclart@libertybroadcasting.com)
Tel : 888.727.8629 (toll free)
Fax : 973.438.1727
Website: libertybroadcasting.com
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America (and yes, the presence of National Pub-

abortion, you're labeled asexist. The problem with

ening and dumbing down the culture," says Air

lic Radio) has added aliberal counterpoint to a this tactic is that the left's ability to debate the details

America's Janeane Garafalo. "It degrades the level

dialogue that even conservatives agree has been

ofthe issues has atrophied They are simply unable

of political discourse. It is essential that there be

one-sided for quite some time.

to debate on the issues because it relies

voices on the left to counter the

Has talk radio — and the heavy political

on knowledge of the details and why

disinformation campaign and the

edge that has come to be associated with it —

you think what you think. The left

'Republican noise machine,' and

led to divisiveness within the American elec-

has devolved into a 'Gestapo of slo-

to counter the continual disinfor-

torate? "Politically edged talk radio is inherently

gans,' fundamentally unable to engage

mation campaign that is almost

divisive, but that is agood thing," contends

people who think differendy.

criminally negligent. It also hin-

Thom Hartmann. "Democracy — like the talk

"Talk radio relies on the

radio market — requires debate and polarity

premise that thoughtful people can

informed decisions at the polls.

to remain fresh and vital. This is why nearly two

come to critically different condu-

Somehow, the right has managed

decades of exclusively right-wing talk radio has

sions on important social issues,"

become stale, and why talk radio markets expand

Bruce continues. "To engage someone with whom

pejorative, which is one of the greatest crimes

when liberal talkers enter them."

you disagree requires some respect for that per-

against humanity in contemporary culture. With-

son and the possibility that the person has some-

out liberals and liberal progress, we'd still own

counters Laura Ingraham, "and it's mostly lodged

thing important to say. Leftists are clinically unable

slaves or live in asegregated society, without birth

by the left, which feels frustrated that they've been

to do that, which is why they are unable to take

control or child labor laws, environmental pro-

locked in their elite echo chambers for decades

advantage of the talk radio format, and it explains

tection — even seatbdts, for duissakes."

without much political effect at the ballot box.

why they are so desperately afraid of the medium

When Republicans are winning at the polls, the

itself. It exposes them for what they are."

"The entire 'divisiveness' complaint is silly,"

ders people's ability to make

to turn the word 'liberal' into a

Conservative or liberal, alarge percentage
of the U.S. population wants to be engaged,

left likes to say it's because they effectively polar-

"Talk radio is constructive to present guests,

notes Sean Hannity. "They're sick of hearing the

ized the country with partisan rancor. When

invite discussion, and raise awareness," Colmes

same old songs over and over, and we're talking

Democrats are winning, it's because of the power

observes. "But as you pound your points home

about what's happening in their lives and how

of their ideas. Ask conservative Christians about

to your audience, you are probably adding to

they're going to be affected," he observes. "This

their views of the crass products pouring out of

divisiveness. So what? If you have aconversa-

is avery important election. You have two very

the entertainment industry and general media.

tion at the water cooler with acolleague, you

distinct visions for the future of the country."

To them, that couldn't be more corrosive. Yet the

could be adding to divisiveness, too. People

media lardy ignored their concerns until Ronald

should realize that this is an entertainment

"Less ridicule and name-calling would probably help talk radio make amore consistently

Reagan galvanized them in the 1980s. Look back

medium and that no one should get all infor-

at some of what was being written in our broad-

mation from one host or one venue. The great

constructive contribution to civil discourse,"
responds Salem's Michael Medved. "We also

sheets in the 1800s and at the turn of the century,

debate is part of what de Tocqueville referred

should acknowledge the good intentions of the

and you'll see divisive. What is the alternative?"

to as the great experiment that is democracy."

other side. Liberals may be naïve, misguided,

Relieving The Pressure

cases, it's abad idea to call them traitors or crooks."

Just the opposite, says WARL's Mena Heller.
"Talk radio has been used for total divisiveness

foolish, insecure, delusional or inept, but in most

and mind-controlling propaganda to keep the

Talk radio, says Rusty Humphries, is the

"My hope was that AirAmerica would bring

people of America bored, depressed and not

only constructive and positive media outlet left

new bodies to the table," says Premiere's Glenn

interested," she explains. "This way, the elite

in America, aside from the Internet. "Talk radio

Beck. "So far, that hasn't been the case, but it has

politicians and their corporate supporters can

is the pressure relief valve of media since the

made me look at my own presentation by mak-

laugh all the way to the bank, while the people

news, television, and film industries are mostly

ing me ask 'Do Isound like that to those who

experience one problem after another, socially

liberal-controlled, with abias in favor ofthe left,"

don't agree with me?' Iwork hard to make sure

and economically. Class war-

he observes. "Talk radio seeks to

the answer to that question is aresounding 'no."

fare is real."

unify, rather than divide, by edu-

"Talk radio serves constructive purposes

Divisive or not, talk radio

cating listeners with facts, details,

as well as destructive purposes," condudes Fox's

is dearly used constructivdy by

and historical information often not

Tony Snow. "Like any good tool, people can use

conservatives, contends Tanuny

commonly known by the general

or abuse it. As for divisiveness, politics by nature

Bruce: "Leftists are at adisadvantage in the medium banter they

public, as well as commentary about
issues. We also provide something

is adivisive business, and that's agood thing.
Blurring differences doesn't teach us athing. It's

have relied for so long on being

that no other outlet does — instant

better to have afull-throated debate, with both

the 'thought police.' Specifically,

reaction from the audience whether

sides firing off their best arguments, taunts, stunts

they have learned the fine art of

they agree or disagree with the host"

— you name it. Idon't think we ought to shy

shutting down your opponent by name-calling.

"It is absolutely vital that there be other

away from division, but don't insult listeners

Ifyou're against gay marriage, you're called ahomo-

voices on radio besides the right-wing voices that,

by trivializing the opposition. Take on the other

phobe. For welfare reform, you're aracist. Against

over the last 30 years, have succeeded in coars-

side's best arguments — and let it rip!"
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"Hit 'em Again, Harder

Harderre,

One truism about politics, at least over the last several elections, is that negative advertising works. It works so
well, in fact, that millions of dollars are spent every election year to paint as nasty apicture as possible of a
candidate's opponent. Using select images and choice wording, and targeting voters' innermost fears, savvy
campaign strategists paint an emotional portrait of acandidate that often bears no resemblance to "truth."
By extension, talk radio uses many of the

Rusty Humphries. "Character assassination, like

same tactics to paint their candidates' — and their

'truth,' is in the eye of the beholder," he explains.

Garafalo says that the traditional conserv-

talk show hosts daim that their job is to inform,

"To me, the stigma in the accusation of'character
assassination' seems to point toward those who

ative talk radio listener is adisgruntled white
man with anger-management issues. "Perhaps

educate, and entertain their listeners, personal ide-

most fear the 'truth.' Isay let the facts — or lack

their marriages are failing, or maybe they're angry

ology permeates most of what is said and heard

about their loss of hierarchical status," she

during the course of aprogram. Talk programs

thereof— speak for therrisdves."
"There's nothing wrong with probing char-

sometimes take on the attributes ofaFriday-night

acter defects and bringing them to light," adds

women. They need atarget, and Rush Limbaugh

high-school football game, with an audience

Fox News Radio's Tony Snow. "Voters are pretty

provides one. He creates straw men."

screaming: "Hit him again, harder...harder!"

good at figuring out the difference between a

Whether you call it "candidate definition,"
"opponent dissection," "name-calling" or "char-

baseless slur and adirect hit."

acter assassination," bashing the opposition has

who have had talk radio to themselves for the last

opponents' — political portraits. Though many

Negativity is largely driven by conservatives,

spiring to subvert their children."

explains. "They fear the black man; they fear

"The Leftist standard is to name-call," says
Talk Radio Network's Tammy Bruce. "It's nothing new."
Ultimately, attacking one's opponent is

become afact of political life — as well as aqua-

15 years, claims Air America Radio's Janeane

nothing more than taking the low road, con-

drennial national pastime.

Garafalo. "It's driven right-wing talk radio because

dudes Air America's Randi Rhodes: "The thing

"Character assignation is the most important tool for both parties to employ as acam-

they have areally easy job," she says. "All they do

is, it's easy. There's no thinking required, just

is seduce people's lesser nature, get them all angry

name calling. That's agreat way to get you top-

paign strategy," says Tom Barben, "The Voice

at these perceived enemies, make sure they hate

notch leadership. But I
will say that, when some-

of Reason" at KALL in Salt Lake City " Both

Hollywood and these alleged elites who are con-

one shows you they are aliar

believe them."

parties are manipulated by the campaign gurus
to bash the other guy, but neither camp has
offered apositive plan to help the country out
of the mess it has sunk into."
"Unfortunately, negative campaigning
works," adds Fox News Radio's Alan Colmes.
"Conservatives can't get over using the `1.: word

Will your listeners survive

to demonize, and liberals make the mistake of

the "
Summer of Misery"?

underestimating the intelligence and savvy of

Will You?

President Bush. Everyone daims to want acam-

Record Gas prices,

paign that just focuses on the issues, but they

Rising Interest rates,

don't really mean it."

Food prices exploding

Negativity has become critical to the campaign process, observes Premiere Radio Net-

Travel costs up

works' Glenn Beck. " Because no one is really

Record Bankruptcies

Highest consumer debt ever...

paying attention, the race is all about images,"
he observes. "For instance, not too many people know what Enron did, but they do know
that the people in the big glass building behind
that crooked `E' were bad. Same could be said
about Martha Stewart. Ask the average `schrnoe'
what Martha did, and you will get less about the
crime and more about her. This election is all
about the white hat against the black hat."
Just because it's negative, doesn't mean it's
character assassination, says Talk Radio Networks'
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Address
Each week, whether it's Wolf Blitzer on CNN, Shepard Smith on Fox, or Tom Brokaw on NBC, the networks run a
sound bite — albeit briefly — from the president's Saturday Radio Address. Usually, in the interest of equal time, the
Democrats' response also is mentioned, equally briefly. Does anyone really care? Is anyone really listening?
Does anyone ever remember what the president or the opposition actually said?
"As one who has written apresidential Sat-

"While it has the potential to add agreat

urday Radio Address, Ican say with some assur-

deal to the debate, in all my life Idon't think

ance that they're fillers; and as aradio listener, I

it ever has. There are so many outlets and so

can say with equal assurance that they are almost

much opportunity to move amessage, the Sat-

always dreadful and dull." — Tony Snow, Fox

urday Radio Address at least allows the presi-

News Radio

dent to get acertain point ofview in the record,
but Ithink that's about it."
— Tammy Bruce, Talk Radio Network

"It's aleftover from an era of fairness on
the radio. Since Reagan did away with the Fair-

"It's agreat piece of syndicated radio to have the president and

ness Doctrine, this seems to be the only broad-

amember of the other party heard weekly. But

cast time that even tries to present both parties.

no breaking news comes out of these talks, and

No one listens to it, though. It needs to be pro-

they're usually more like canned infomercials that

moted and it needs to be more relevant — more

have little policy impact or newsworthiness."

personal, like FDR's Fireside Chats. There

— Alan Colmes, Fox News Radio

should be atwo-lie maximum, as well." —
Randi Rhodes, Air America Radio
"The President talks on Saturday, and
"The Saturday Radio Address is ajoke.
Nobody knows it even exists unless the nightly

someone responds?" — Glenn Beck, Premiere
Radio Network

news mentions something that Bush may have
said on it. Nobody has ever listened to apresidential radio address — and can you blame them?"
— Tom Barbed, KALL 700
"The Saturday Radio Address is not important. No one listens.
No one cares. Voter apathy is secure in America, thanks to the sham
"It's nice that it's available, but Idon't
think many people pay attention. It occasion-

of politics since the assassination of JFIC"
— Meria Heller, WARL 1320

ally adds something on the weekend but very
rarely has any impact by Monday."
— Rusty Humphries, Talk Radio Network

"The main power of the Saturday Radio Address is that it's a
forum wherein aparty or candidate can drop anewsworthy bombshell that will echo into the news cycle of the following week In this

"If the next President suspended the Saturday Radio Address, I regard, it's been poorly exploited by both parties: Bush uses it to talk
don't believe it would impoverish the cultural or political life of the

to his base, and the Democrats use it as apolitical perk"

Republic." — Michael Medved, Salem Radio Network

— Thom Hartmann, The Thom Hartmann Show
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And The Winner Is...
I
narace that most polls paint as dead even,

popular and electoral votes. As I've noted on my

the presidential ekction still appears up for grabs.
Still, Radio Ink's expert panel of political talk

"Few elections have been harder to pre-

program, Iwant to live, and he's the president

dict. If backed into acomer, Iwould expect
Bush to prevail with 51 percent to Kerry's 47

show hosts edge out on alimb to predict who
will win on November 2:
"It's hard to say, but Ithink George W.
Bush will win by abigger margin that most peo-

who will keep this nation safest. Our votes will
be cast for the person who will be the most aggres-

percent — and at least 4percent spread among
the various fringe candidates, who annoy me

sive and the most likely to win the war on terror. The election will be dose, but not as close

greatly. The stunning upset of the evening could

as 2000. Ipredict Bush by 2-3 percent."
— Tammy Bruce

seats) of the House of Representatives and win-

ple think" — Sean Hannity

involve the Democrats gaining control (by three
ning back the Senate. The American people

"Given the possibility of more terror and
"Kerry will win the popular vote by at least

seem to prefer divided government, which

the pace at which events change, and how the

the half-million-votes margin Al Gore won by

red states are still red and the blue states are still
blue, only the Amazing Kreslcin knows who will

reflects the close divisions in the electorate."
— Michael Medved

in 2000, and probably much more. Ialso predict that Kerry will carry the electoral vote, unless

win — and he isn't

there's another 'massive intelligence failure' and

yet telling. However,

'somebody' attacks the U.S. just days before the
election, which will produce the same `rally

Iwill go out on a

around the flag and the commander-in-chief

limb and predict that

effect it did on 9/11, and ensure Bush's re-elec-

amajor party candidate will take this

tion." — Thom Hartmann

thing and will do so
by amassing more

"George W. Bush by 3to 5points."
— Rusty Humphries

Electoral
votes

College

than

his

opponent."
"John Kerry is ashoo-in. He has more

— Alan Colmes

blue-blood connections than Bush, and that's
all that's needed. His running mate met with

"I'm shocked

the Bilderbergs last month and that tells us all

that anyone would try to predict this election.

we need to know about the future 'choice' we

"Bush seems to have the support of all the

Between the 40,000 lawyers at the voting booths
and the real threat ofAmerica being "Spainecl,"

die-hard neocons and pseudo conservatives
who don't want to be confused by facts or real-

this election is any-

ity. Kerry has support that is thin and uncom-

have. He will surpass Bush by aminimum ola

one's guess — plus or

mitted to the degree that Bush has. Democrats

minus four percent-

have never figured out how to fight dirty, and

age points."

they seem gutless when it comes to hand-tohand political combat. Of course, because of

— Glenn Beck
"Kerry in alandslide, unless they rig
the vote. Iam really
concerned

10 percent margin, say 60 percent of the vote."
— Mena Heller

WWWRADIOINN.COM IFOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALL 1-800-610-5771

democracy to Iraq when we don't have it here!"
— Tom Barbeni

about

Diebold and apaper-

"Keny will win, and handily. The only way

less ballot. If poll-

there will be any problem about that is if the

watchers come to one Bush administration pulls any Katherine Harconclusion and Fox News comes to another, I ris shenanigans." — Janeane Garafalo
think this country will tear apart. Still, Kerry will
win the popular vote, as well as Ohio-Missouri-

"George W. Bush will win both the

the electoral process, my vote does not count.
Ifind it amazing that we are trying to export

Florida. That ought to do it." — Randi Rhodes

"George W. Bush by 5points and 40 electoral votes." — Tony Snow
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Man.uement
GREATNESS COMES
FROM WITHIN
By Michael Tate
What's the difference between greatness and mediocrity?
Why is greatness the burden of so
few, while mediocrity is the bland
comfort of so many? What is
greatness? For that matter, what
is mediocrity?
For some people, greatness
may be spending time with those
who suffer from some terrible
physical or emotional challenge.
Mediocrity, on the other hand,
might ultimately be the state
someone is in after having made a
decision to "go for the money" and
making it, only to discover that
they're alone. Within your inner
depths you will know what is great
and what is mediocre about you.
Greatness resides in all of us,
but from where does it come? How
is it activated? How can we make
the most of it?
If we meditate upon human
genesis and think about the
greatness we can attain — individually and collectively — we
can come to only one conclusion
about its source. This potential
for greatness, the spark, could
not have existed in the primordial
ooze or in the cell from which we
are germinated. The gift of greatness can dwell only in the soul.
Greatness is aspiritual gift
for you; it's not one of your physical aspects. To think that the
magnificence that ahuman being
can be — and is able to achieve
— is simply some part of the
gene pool or plain dumb luck
is, at best, astretch.
Even if greatness never
comes from your mouth, if push
comes to shove, you know that
there is much more swirling
around you than the mere physical
world. The evidence is everywhere
if you want to see it, if you ask to
see it.
What has all this to do with
selling radio advertising? Possibly nothing — then again, perhaps everything. The spirit that
lives within you is your potential
for greatness — it wouldn't be
there otherwise.
Unleash it, learn about it,
manage it, and live it.
Michael Tate is president of RadioDCL, a
radio sales and management consulting
firm. He may be reached at 866-723-4680.
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Sean
Luce

The Customer's Vote
Is What Counts
It takes about 11 hours in the air to travel
from the Dominican Republic to Thessaloniki in
northern Greece. Imade the trip to assist aradiostation client there, and this is another installment
on how that task was accomplished.
10 a.m.,Wednesday: Imade acall on afurniture-store owner we'll call Dimitris. Iwas interviewed for two hours on my credentials. In
Greece (and probably in the U.S.A.), many people think of consultants as being at the bottom of
the business ladder. The prevailing perception is
that if consultants are so good at what they do,
they should be making tons of money in their
own businesses, instead of telling other people
how to run theirs. After Dimitris was satisfied that
Ihad the ability to help him increase his sales, we
performed an informal needs analysis.
3p.m., Thursday: Ihad the radio-station
sales rep call Dimitris, asking him if he would
come to the station on Friday afternoon to educate the station's sales reps about the furniture
business. Ialso suggested that Dimitris be prepared for some questions and answers pertinent
to the sales process.
2:30 p.m., Friday: After an hour of explaining
the furniture industry to the sales reps, Dimitris
began his question-and-answer session.The concepts of prospecting and getting in the door of a
new business dominated the conversation. The
Greeks can be tough to convince, but once on
board, they perform exceptionally well. Although
Idid not assist with any questions or responses,
Ithought that Greek-to-Greek, Dimitris was compelling. He convinced them that seeding, video
testimonials and creative ideas such as the delivery of ashoe with anote that says, "Just trying to
get my foot in the door," are excellent ways of
getting the initial appointment with abusiness
owner. Dimitris then popped critical questions to
the sales reps: Why should he, afurniture-store
owner, advertise with the station? How could the
reps help him increase his sales?
For 15 minutes, the salespeople probed and
offered suggestions before Iinterrupted. Itold
Dimitris that Ididn't think we had enough information about his business, and Iproposed getting inside his business for three to four hours,
talking to his customers. In other words, Iwas

asking for the opportunity to do an "in-field comprehensive survey," carried out by one of the sales
reps.The sales rep, who happened to be awoman,
of course would represent herself as amember
of amarketing firm, rather than as an account executive from aradio station.The dialogue between
the rep and the furniture-store customer would
take 60 seconds or less, covering six or seven questions. Examples of questions to the customers:
•Where did they travel from to get to this area
to shop for furniture?
•How many other furniture stores did they shop
at before they came here?
•What was the most important factor in shopping at this furniture store?
•How did they hear about this furniture store?
Ihad acomprehensive survey (CS) from a
Canadian station we "coach" (not consult). The CS
showed how the station was able to sign anew longterm order for its services. Iexplained that, before
the CS was done, we had no chance of getting that
long-term client on the air. When Igave Dimitris a
copy of the survey, he thought it should be "mandatory" before he signed acontract.
The survey, as Iexplained to Dimitris, would
help us come up with acreative concept and a
schedule based on realistic expectations determined by the feedback from his customers. We
also planned an informal survey of people on the
streets to determine their perceptions of Dimitris'
business, including his image and brand awareness and that of his competitors. Ialso stressed
the importance of his salespeople's selling skills
and his closing ratios which, if improved, would
only help his cause.
The most important vote when targeting a
business' advertising is that of the customer, as
well as the overall perceptions of the public. Is it
worth investing three to four hours at atop-notch
prospect to do aCS? Absolutely!
I'll let you know in afuture article what happens with the Greek furniture store. E-mail me
for acopy of the Canadian CS that resulted in substantial new Canadian business dollars. à
Sean Luce, head national instructor for the Luce Performance
Group, can be reached at Sean@luceperformancegroup.com
or 281-496-6340.
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Improve Your
Closing Skills

By Sylvia Allen
With all the work you've put into
your customer needs analysis,
research, presentation (both oral
and written), why leave the close to
chance? Here are six things to keep
in mind when preparing to close a
new sale:
•When you give good sales presentations, good closing lines are anatural outcome.
•In your closing, convey asense of
urgency that addresses the
individual customer.
•Make sure your closing line
touches on issues of importance to
the customer.
•You must use agood delivery tone
and the right attitude to build trust.
•In the close, don't promise more
than you can deliver.
•Remember that the close is just the
beginning of arelationship.
Sylvia Allen is president of Allen Consulting.

FOOL ME ONCE...
It happens to the best salespeople. You think you're breezing
through your presentation on
your way to the sale, and all of a
sudden, the prospect/client hits
you with an objection you haven't
prepared for. What do you do?
When this happens, it's best to
respond in astraightforward and
clear way. Prospects and customers generally feel better with
an honest " Idon't know" than with
aslick answer that has ahint of
being wrong, or aclumsy response
that dodges the objection. No one
wants to do business with someone who comes across as less
than honest.
Source: Sales trainer Tim Breithaupt; The
Selling Advantage; 2004

FOCUS ON
SINCERITY
In aprofession where trust and
sincerity are "job one," you don't
want to appear devious or incompetent. If your sales presentation
does not respond to your
prospects' concerns and you just
grind on with aprepared pitch,
they probably will decide that you
don't care about them or their
sales problems.
To gain prospects' confidence,
look them straight in the eye and
convince them that you stand 100
percent behind your station and
what you can do for them.
Understand their problems and turn
them into your problems.
Source: Professional speaker and sales
trainer Patricia Fripp, 2004
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Step By Step To NTR
After 19 years of training radio stations to
generate new revenue through nontraditional
means, media and retail consultant firm
Morrison and Abraham has boiled down the
process to these nine major steps: research,
prospecting, landscaping, dialing for dollars,
proposals, closing, execution, recapping and
renewal. This process should be repeated for
each industry.
Researching is critical to effective NTR
sales. It is important to understand the current
and future industry trends, such as the sales
growth of hybrid vehicles within the automotive industry. It's also important to know the
structure of an industry, so you can effectively
follow the various sources of money. For example, in the automotive industry, there are several tiers in which you can find money: manufacturers, dealership groups, regional and zone
managers, and local independent dealers. It is
helpful to know the timing of an industry.
Using the same example as above, the automotive industry generally does most of its advertising around the release of its new vehicles
usually in the spring and fall, so you would
want to start pitching ideas three to six months
in advance. Once you understand the basics of
the industry, it's time to start prospecting.
Prospecting, or finding the right
companies, can be as simple as reading the
newspaper or trade magazines such as
Automotive Week. Other helpful techniques are
to search industry association websites
such as that of the National Automobile
Dealers Association. Reading about the
industry can tip you to new developments,
such as an increase or decrease in sales, or
a new incentive being offered. Once you
have alist of companies you want to contact, you must find the right decisionmaker within the company; we describe
that as landscaping.
Landscaping is the process of developing
avisual organization chart of the key decisionmakers. You can find their names, titles, phone
numbers, and the company hierarchy by going
to their company website and by speaking to
assistants. The ultimate goals of NTR
landscaping are not only to find the top marketing or brand decision-makers in your area,
but also to find regional sales and/or operations managers. By tapping into these separate

budgets, you can truly add new revenue to
your company, instead of just swapping preexisting money from spots to promos. Common
titles used in the automotive industry are
regional sales, regional merchandising
manager, district operations manager and
zone manager.
The primary goal of "Dialing for
Dollars" is to conduct aneeds analysis of this
person's sales and marketing goals, and follow
up with aproposal. The opening statement, the
needs-analysis questions, and knowledge of
how to leave an effective voicemail are things
you should prepare well in advance of actually
calling on decision-makers. Sellers often are
nervous during this stage of the NTR process,
but prepared questions and ascript make the
call run smoothly; and aseller usually gets the
appointment with pre-planning.
With a clear idea of the prospective
client's goals, you can create aProposal. It is
good to offer several solutions based on the
client's needs. It is also important to offer an
integrated marketing program, not just spots
and dots. For example, offer a sponsorship
opportunity that is flexible enough to appease
individual dealers and still showcase the manufacturer's new vehicles. In your proposal, you
must be creative, striving to generate as much
non-media money as possible.
Closing the deal is an art, but it becomes
more of ascience when following the process
outlined above. Once you have closed the sale,
Executing the promotion or event is key.
Regardless of your level of involvement, it is
important to attend the actual event and take
pictures. This way, the clients know you're
there to support them. It is also very important
to Recap the event in areport, and send it to
the client. This recap will serve you well
when it comes time to Renew.
These basic steps encompass the NTR
sales process. It is adynamic process that transcends the transactional sales of a typical
account executive. With practice and guidance,
NTR can be very rewarding for the seller, the
station, and the industry as awhole. à
John Munson is director of research and training
at Morrison and Abraham. You can reach
him at 781-986-2100 or via e-mail at
jmunson@morrisonandabraham.com.
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ABOLD NEW VOICE
ON RACE RELATIONS
Carol M. Swain
Teacher • Author • Expert
Motivational Speaker

With a provocative
perspective on:
Strategic tools.Tactical tools. Were the country
radio consultants that equip stations with tools ;ii
for winning consistent ratings. Call us today to find
out how we win...and what you've been missing.

CONSULTING SUCCESS STORIEll
IN EVERY SIZE MARKET

1&OIf4ILsII
Country Radio Specialisis
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Y

Media Brokers

Dan Vaille Jim Richards
Mike Donovan Hary Blain Jack Taddeo
...America's Premier AC and Top 40 specialists.
Call Dan Vallie at Vallie•Richards Consulting today
at 828-262-3919
or send an e-mail to yalliedan@aol.com...
and let's form awinning team today.
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FLA AM Fulltime $ 450K
Orlando AM ( CP)

$ 750K

Monroe, LA Class A

$ 495K

FLA FM C3 Gulf Coast $975K
ALA FM/AM Group

$ 1.0M

Kentucky FM Class A $350K
407.699.6069 FX: 407.699.1444
Email: Haddenws@aol.com

www.haddenonline.com

FREE SALUTES available
www.gracebroadcast.com
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When it's time to make a decision, the radio industry
turns to Radio Ink magazine. The SHOWCASE can help —

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

Visit
wvinAr.ra dioi nk.com

for rates, contact Eric Raskin at 800-610-5771 or via
e-mail at ericraskin@radioink.com.
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STATION MANAGER

ne'rotectis

Seeking Station Manager for new 6,000-watt commercial FM station, WLHC 103.1 (" Life in the
Heart of Carolina," " Life 103"), reaching 11-county region of beautiful central North Carolina.
Studio in Sanford, transmitter site in Moore County ( Southern Pines, Pinehurst. Aberdeen).

( -Heard on over SI e) stations
each weekend across America,
as well as on Satellite Radio.

"Lifestyle" format with eclectic music mix of adult standards, smooth jazz, bluegrass, acoustic,
folk, and big band, as well as information and local, state, and national news, including Fox
Radio, and regional sports and political commentary (e.g., Cal Thomas). Winsome spiritual
tidbits and specialty Sunday programming. Requirements: team cheerleader, player, and

"The Money Pit briogs the kind
of personality and entertainment
audiences clove to the consumer
'how-to hoots."-mitoweig
onwri5/

manager; self-starter, with strong organizational abilities, discipline, and priority for details;
willingness to be held accountable; enthusiasm and integrity. Management experience essential.
Submit letter of application and

résumé

by e-mail to abutton1031@allteLnet,

by snail mail to Alan Button, president, WLHC-FM, 102 S. Steele St., Suite
301, Sanford, NC 27330, or by fax to ( 919) 639-0671.

People Person Wanted

EOE.

MORNING SHOW
PERSONALITY — KLZA, KS

Debby Robiruo
Host

Affiliate Relations. Skip
www.888MONEYPI

8*-, 63-11150
backdoor

THE MONEY •PIT
*MEN LIVE SATURDAYS • REFEEDS AVAILABLE*

Voice lma in
Do You Really Want The
Lowest Priced VO Talent to Voice Your

Multi-Million Dollar
Radio Station?

No, But You Don't Want To Be Taken
To The Cleaners Either.. Call Us Ft). Free Quotes
On Affordable Voiceovers.

LANCE DEBOCK
VOICE

IMAGING

732-736-6722

7

One of America's most successful smallmarket FMs seeks someone very personable and bright to assist our president and
general manager (he's been with the station,
out- running everybody now for 41 years).
Airshifts, lots of remotes, driving, and
errands. Learn from the ground up;
witness firsthand how one station really
succeeds in live local radio.
We're on the water in the Hamptons,
among beautiful villages and great beaches. Check us out! No one anywhere has
more partner clients and spots. We're online
and streaming at: http://www.wIng.com.

If you are particularly good with
people, mail atape and résumé to:

Radio Eastern Long Island
92.1 FM PO Box 2000
Redwood Causeway
Sag Harbor, NY 11963

www.lancedebock.com
Radio Ink announces that radio stations can now post their
job openings electronically online! Just go to
www.radioink.com and click the jobs tab. The rate to post
an ad is 399 for one month or 9165 for two weeks.
Radio Ink attracts over 25,000 unique visitors to its
web-site and over 1,000 unique visitors to its job site.
BONUS: Your ad will post within ONE HOUR from your
submission. Either go to www.radioink.com or contact
Eric Raskin: 800-6 10-5 771; Ericraskinradioink.com
So now everyone can electronically tap into Radio Ink's

credibility and get their employment ads to the right
target audience of radio & broadcast people.
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Morning show personality for our Adult
Contemporary formatted station KLZA.
Duties will include a 6-9 AM board shift,
commercial production, remote broadcasts
and other operational duties for our
3-station cluster in Hiawatha, KS. At least
one-year of on-air experience required.
Send résumé and demo tape to Robert
Hilton, KNZA Inc., P.O. Box 104,
Hiawatha, KS 66434. Or e-mail résumé
to hilton@rainbowtelnet.
KNZA Inc. is an equal opportunity employer

FOR SALE:
ERI FMH 10AC 10-bay rototiller on

104.9 mHz with face mounts for
36- inch tower, or can be switched to
pole mount. Removed for upgrade.
A $50,000 antenna for $7,500 OBO.
Contact: Bruce Campbell, Dove Media,
L.L.C., ( 325) 677-3900 (office)
(325) 370-8722 ( cell)

NEWS DIRECTOR — KNZA, KS
We are expanding our news operation at our
3- station cluster in Hiawatha, KS. We are looking for
a news anchor and co- host of the morning show.
Candidates should have several years of local
news- gathering and writing experience.
Send résumé and demo tape to Robert Hilton,
KNZA Inc., P.O. Box 104, Hiawatha, KS 66434.
Or e-mail résumé to hilton@rainbowtel.net.
KNZA Inc. is an equal opportunity employer.
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Blast from the Past
"NOT ONLY DID IGET IN TROUBLE FOR
WHAT ISAID, MY SHOULDER HURTS,
AND IBRUISED MY EMU"
— and talk radio hostÉ think they tame
it tough today! In this 1950s photo,
Helen Sioussant holds awalkie-talkie
for Sen. Austin of Vermont and
Michigan's Sen. Vandenberg for a
remote CBS interview.
Courtesy of Library of Amencaa Broadcasting
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ust When You Thought

You Were Right
Just when you thought only the right had the right Talk, Ed Schultz explodes on
the national scene with abig left hook. He's aheavyweight Talker with 20 yews of
number one rankings and 20 plus shares.
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Politics on the radio
has never been the same since 1988

Starting our 17th year with you.

What It's Like To Be...? • HD Radio Update • Spot Load Reduction
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AFFILIATE SALES
212-301-5439

YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

Reaching The Hispanic
Audience Can Be Simple.

We Can Show You How.
Let our brands connect your brands to over 40 million U.S. Hispanics.
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24 Citadel Broadcasting CEO
Farid Stileman:

We Need Leaders,
Not Pretenders
Citadel's Farid Suleman apparently brought "the right stuff" to Citadel when
Forstmann Little brought him on board as CEO in March 2002. Since then,
he has changed the culture and ramped up the numbers.
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YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

From O u_r Chalr man

By B Eric Rhoads CEO & Publisher

The Buzz
Unless someone out there has been
doing a really good job of keeping a
major announcement quiet, Ipredict the
buzz at this year's NAB convention will

2. gire advertisers a more favorable
environment,
3. sell premium waterfront real estate by

The only issue I take with Clear
Channel on this initiative is that it's expecting too much too soon. Less is More is the
right idea. It will work; it will change the

be about Clear Channel's " Less is More"

making the first spot in the break the

initiative.

most expensive, and

industry and will powerfully benefit radio's
advertisers. But can it work in 2005? I

4. re-evaluate why : 30s and : 60s are

doubt it. Clear Channel's board may or may

Will it catch on? Will it hurt the
industry? Is it a Wall Street ploy? Will
John Hogan lose his job over it? You'll
probably hear the rumor that Mark and
Randall " slipped this one past Lowry
while he was in the hospital." Sadly,
much of the buzz will come from radio's
ever-present drones explaining all the
reasons " it can't work."
Every good thing is met with resistance; Less is More will be no different.
The unimaginative, the cowardly, the
backward and the small will cry out for
solidarity against " the oppression of
Cheap Channel, the evil empire." How
they think they're being oppressed Idon't
really know, but they can always spin it
somehow.
A number of months ago, Iwrote an

priced the same.
Frankly, Ithink we should abolish
:60s altogether and make most of our
inventory : 15s, especially if you believe,
as Ido, that Radio is abranding medium. A cluster of : 15s sure beats acluster of : 60s and : 30s. But it's never going
to happen if Radio backs away from
John Hogan and leaves him to fight this
battle alone.
John Hogan founded the " Less is
More" initiative, and he had to sell it in
every direction. So far, he's been met with
tremendous resistance from his own
managers, who understand how hard it
will be to do. If the initiative fails and the

editorial suggesting that we reinvent they

numbers go in reverse, we've probably

way we sell and place commercials so
that we:

would be ashame.

I. reduce cluster lengths to keep people
listening,

not see the results they need to see within
the tirneframe they consider to be reasonable. Ihope they will be patient. Less is
More will work, but it's clearly athree-year,
not aone-year, initiative.
If someone other than Clear Channel
had introduced Less is More, the other
groups would have immediately jumped
on board, and the buzz at this year's NAB
would have been whether or not Clear
Channel would commit to it.
Reader friend, we've known each
other along time, so Ihope you'll forgive me for asking what needs to be
asked: Are you big enough to get past the
fact that "your enemy" was the one who
suggested this?

e

seen the last of John Hogan. And that
Less is More is bigger than Clear
Channel. It needs acommitment from all
of radio.

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, CEO/Publisher,
224 Datura Street, Suite 1015, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Phone: 561-655-8778 Fax: 561-655-6164
E-mail: EricOradioink.com

Music & Intelligence For Your Life

TESH SIGNS 120TH AFFILIATE
"John Tesh is home improvement for the brain! Intelligent information that a25-54 year old person can actually use to improve their
life! Ratings at night ( 7pm to midnight) up 158% in the first few
months of the show! I've never seen any show grow this fast! In the
month of July, he ran over Delilah, too! Ouch!"
Craig Powers, Program Director/Music Director, 10am-3pm Air Personality, Lite 100.5 Infinity Broadcasting Las Vegas, NV

Ígi
the john teshradio show'
Music and Intelligence for your Life

Daily Show: 120 Affiliates
Weekend Show: 150+ Affiliates
Intelligence Minutes: 45+ Affiliates

For more information, contact Scott Meyers • The TeshMedia Group • Toll -Free: 888 -548 -8637 • Email:Scott@Meyers.net
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"Laura's smart, funny energetic, talented and speaks directly to
KSFO's Pl s. A perfect fit for our team!"
Special Thanks to:
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Jack Swanson

Program Director, KSTO
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"Tammy is smart...she's nny...she's passionate...she's unpredictable...
and above all, she's entertaining! These are all of the ingredients to a
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Now Over 120 Stations

The Fastest Growing show in TRN History
"Edgy and to the point. The Jerry Doyle Show is adaily dose of common
sense laced with attitude. Jerry has what it takes to be radio's next
superstar"
•

—

Pmgram Director, KFAQ

Special Thanks to:

•

Brian Gann,

_
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770 It II
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TRN Enterprises

www.talkradionetwork.com
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LOOK AGAIN — THESE AREN'T SHERIFF BADGES! Bade duo Gene & Julie (WM/Atlanta and
KI01 San Francisco) hosted Donald Tromp, discussing the second-season kickoff of Trump's 1V
show, The Apprentice. Trump gave Gene & Jule ial star-enarcled cufflinks to auction on eBay to
benefit Trump's fame chanty, Operation Smile Fix& courtesy offhe Gene & Julie Show.
— —

Analysts Still See Sluggishness For Radio
Analyst David Bank of RBC Capital Markets expects most of the U.S.based radio broadcasting companies to report their third-quarter results
in line with or marginally short of expectations.
Bank says that recent industry trends reveal continued sluggishness
in the U.S. radio broadcasting market in spite of the approaching
November elections. The analyst anticipates flat-to- marginal revenue
growth for the radio industry in the third quarter of 2004, compared to the
previous estimate of 2-3 percent.
Meanwhile, Lehman Brothers said it was reducing its 2005 radio
industry forecast from +4.5 percent to + 2.0 percent. "Absent catalysts, we
expect nominal revenues to grow slower in 2005 than in 2004," the company said in aresearch memo. " First, the industry will not benefit from
political spending, as it did in 2004. Second, growth of consumer spending is expected to moderate in 2005. Third, inflation is expected to moderate in 2005. Under this scenario, the arguable presence of ' easy comps' is
simply not enough to propel growth."
Lehman Brothers also noted that, " In the context of longer-term revenue growth of 3-5.5 percent and EBITDA growth of 5-8 percent, we believe
that general market radio equities should trade at forward EV-to-EBITDA
multiples of 11-13x. [As it is] currently trading at 13-14x, we believe that
upside is limited."

The Conflicted Consumer

BIGresearch reports that, while unemployment continues to slowly
improve nationally, layoffs are still aconcern. More consumers these days are
"practical consumers," planning to pay down debt and decrease overall spend'ing over the next three months.
Yet, with summer over, consumers are thinking ahead to the December
holiday season. BIGresearch says the holiday season is looking bright this year,
with those planning to spend more for gifts than last year up almost apoint to
7.8 percent (
vs. 7.0 percent in September 2003).
HOW HOT IS IT? Standing in the sun didn tseem to faze 750 students at California State University
Northridge (CSUN) as they concentrated on Al Rantel sKABC broadcast at aRock the Vote event
He's interviewing astudent member of the College Republican organization. Photo courtesy of ¿(ABC.
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FUN AT THE DNC: The, happy group of broadcasters on ABC Talk Rada Row at the Dei we
National Convention in Boston must have been giving Sean Hannity ahard time Pictured (I-r) are Rob
KTRI1Houston; Dan Yorke, WPRO Providence; Les Bambino WCBM Baltimore; Sean
Hannity of The Sean Hannity Show Jay Marvin, WLS Chicago, and Bill Menders and Mil Wick of
KKOH Reno. Pholo courtesy of49C Radio.
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Boomer $$$ To Burn

Hard to believe, but at 11:59 this New Year's Eve, the last official baby
boomer will turn 40. Besides providing awake-up call to Washington about the
massive retirement looming on the horizon, what does this mean? Simply that
the population is aging, and "silver citizens" not only will be ending their
careers in massive numbers, but they also will have more disposable income
than any previous "senior generation."
Here are some statistics about this increasingly large (and valuable)
demographic group:
•Every 8.4 seconds, another baby boomer turns 50.
•By 2020, the elderly population is expected to increase to 54 million persons.
•Grandparents buy one of even/ four toys sold in America each year.
• Seniors spend more per capita on groceries, over-the-counter and other health
products, and travel and leisure than any other age group.
• They're computer savvy: In 2001, more than 50 percent of seniors, age 50-64,
are online.

Source: spmg.com, 9/04
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You've tried the latest gadget.
You've been inundated with mounds of research data.
You've gone the cheap, no-frills route.

ON AIR

Katz Study Shows Reversal In
Country's Decline

Summer's hottest radio spots in America's top markets
monitored Memorial Day to Labor Day, 2004

Rank

Advertiser

Parent Company

1

Verizon Wireless

Verizon Communications

2

Ford Lincoln Mercury

Fred Motor CnrnnAnv

3

McDonald's

4

Chrysler/Jeep/Dodge

McDonald's Corporation
DaimlerChrysler

5

Geico

Berkshire Hathaway

6

Toyota

Toyota Motor Sales, USA
Cingular Wireless, LLC

7

Cingular Wireless

8

Six Flags Theme Parks

Six Flags, Inc.

9

AT&T Wireless

AT&T Wireless

10

Home Depot

Home Depot USA

11

Sears

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

12

Mitsubishi Motors

Mitsubishi Motors N.A.

13

Lowe's

Lowe's Companies

14

Fox TV Network

Fox TV Stations

15

Comcast Cable

Comcast Corporation

16

NBC TV Network

GE Corp.

17

OnStar

OnStar Corp.

18

Bank of America

Bank of America Corp.

19

Kohl's

Kohl's Illinois

20

Sprint PCS

Sprint Communications

21

Nextel

Nextel Communications

22

Motel 6

Accor North America

23

Lifetime

Lifetime Entertainment

24

AutoZone

AutoZone, Inc.

25

Mattress Discounters

Mattress Discounters Corp.

26

SBC

SBC Properties, LP

27

Chevrolet

General Motors Corp.

28

Wells Fargo

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.

29

Wendy's

Wendy's International

30

Albertson's

Albertson's, Inc.

31

Coca-Cola

Coca-Cola Company

32

Advil

Wyeth Healthcare

33

Lexus

Toyota Motor Sales, USA

34

Epson

Epson America

35

J.C. Penney

J.C. Penney Company

36

Guitar Center

Guitar Center, Inc.

37

Nicoderm/Nicorette

GlaxoSmithKline

38

Quicken Loans

Quicken Loans, Inc.

39

Macy's

Federated Dept. Stores

40

BMW

BMW AG

www.aircheck.net

aservice of

/1/1/1A

MEDIA

410,TOR:

CCopyright 2004 Media Monitors, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Spot 40, Media Monitors 8, logos are service marks of Media Monitors, LLC.
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Katz Media Group's National Format Averages report for spring
2004 shows that the Country format has reversed the trend of
declining shares seen in the late ' 90s. Total 12+ shares have
increased in each of the past three years, and Country shares have
increased continually since late 2001.
According to the study's author, Lisa Chiljean, Any combination
of these factors could be contributing to this positive turn of events
for the Country format: anew and different influx of talent and music
product coming out of Nashville, less fragmentation of the format
within markets, less blurring of the lines' between pure Country
artists and crossover Adult Contemporary artists, and adownturn in
the shares for some of the Rock or Adult Contemporary niches."
Additional highlights of the Spring 2004 report include:
•The changing U.S. demographics continue to play abig role in
the popularity of radio formats. Ethnic formats — Black and
Hispanic — continue to grow. They now account for four of the 10
most popular formats across the country.
•The country's thirst for News and Talk remains strong. The
number of stations programming some variation of News
and/or Talk programming has increased from 326 to 535 in the
past decade.
•The Adult Contemporary format shows some mixed results this
spring. While the mainstream formats, such as Soft NC, Hot
NC and Adult Contemporary, are down, such niches as ' 80s and
Soft Rock have increased.

DVRs Change Viewer Habits

As many television broadcasters feared, the introduction of digital

video recorders has led to an increase in 1) the number of TV programs
that are "time- shifted" (recorded and watched later) and 2) commercials
that are zapped.
According to areport released by Forrester Research, Inc., consumers who own DVRs, such as TiVo, spend nearly 60 percent of their
time watching recorded or delayed programs, in which they skip 92 percent of ads. In fact, three of 10 viewers say they watch no commercials
at all. This is significant because the number of households using DVRs
is expected to increase from 5percent today to 41 percent by 2009 — not
good news for either the television industry or advertisers that have come
to rely on P/ advertising to market their products.
Some key findings of the study:
•While real-time viewing drops by 60 percent for consumers who use
DVRs, programs such as the evening news and sporting events are
among the programs that retain significant real-time viewing.
•Viewers do not treat all ads equally. Three of four DVR users watch
some ads at least occasionally.
•Movie ads and promos for upcoming programming fare best.
Conversely, consumers watch less than one in 10 ads about credit
cards, long-distance carriers, car dealers and banks.
Source: Forrester Research, 9/8/04
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If you don't know who your
current music research vendor
is talking to, how can you be
confident with the song test
results you rely on to make music
decisions?
ComQuest is the only major music
testing company that gives you full and
total access to all the data we collect.
Not just compiled song test results, but also respondent
info - who took the test and when, their names, phone
numbers and zip codes.
With full and total access to your data, you can feel confident
about our results - the results we stand by every day for major
broadcasters like Cox, Infinity, Radio One, Univision and SBS
in markets from Los Angeles, New York and Chicago to Mobile,
Fresno and Dayton.
If you can't drill down into your music research to see who
is taking your test, maybe it's time to consider upgrading
to ComQuest, the music testing specialists.

,In-house turnkey callout systems

NetQuest — Internet music & perceptual research
''•
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We tell you what's in the sausage, and there's absolutely no filler.
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The Music Testing Specialists.
Call Gary Gorton: 619-659-3600, ext. 2
www.ComQuestMusicTesting.com

LETTERS - ON AIR
How Low Can You Go?
Iown radio stations in Enid, OK, one of the first communities to get LPFM ["NBC-TV Special On Low Power FM...,"
www.radioink.com, Sept. 7]. There have been problems from the start of the first LPFM in our community. One LPFM got
its license because it was going to "broadcast avariety of music from classical jazz, big band, reggae, blues, and American
folk — aminimum of 12 hours daily locally produced fine arts programming." That station has been The Rocket, aclassic rock station from inception. It was just reprimanded by the FCC for selling advertising on what is supposed to be a
non-commercial station. The other LPFM is just as bad. The station that was supposed to "broadcast 12 hours daily of
locally originated children's programming" went on the air as The Goat, "your home for classic country." The engineering is just as bad. Ihave documented that these stations have used non-approved transmitters to broadcast (overpowered) at more than double their approved height at alocation other than what was permitted by the FCC.
The FCC chooses to give LPFMs alot of leeway. If these stations are going to be my competitors, they should
have to play by the same rules. As it is, LPFMs don't have to worry about apublic file, annual spectrum fees, FCC
inspections that result in fines — or having to prove they really are anon-profit.
— Hiram Champlin, Chisholm Pail Broadcasting

Forget Immediate Gratification
Mr. Ogden's comments about radio commercials [" It's All About Traffic," Radio Ink,
Aug. 23] and their inability to create store
traffic underscores the lack of understanding
that exists in our industry about our own
product and how it works. It is bad enough
that most advertisers don't understand
how advertising is processed in the
human brain, but at the same time, it is
unrealistic to expect business owners and
managers to be advertising experts.
Those of us who sell and create advertising present ourselves as "experts"
every day, and then continue to perpetuate the false notion that our
greatest strength is in our ability to
deliver immediate gratification.
Therein lies the problem.
We are not aprice-point medium like the newspaper. Still, advertisers insist on using us as one, and we
nod our heads and wag our tails and
accommodate them because it is the path of least resistance to
their budget. Unfortunately, it is also the path to unmet expectations. Why do you think we hear the phrase "Itried radio and
it didn't work" so often?

radio commercials squander this opportunity by relying on
claims of "lowest prices in town," statistics, clichés, or totally
unnatural-sounding conversations. Result: The brain tunes the
message out, and another advertiser is disappointed.
Where do listeners ultimately go to get their needs or
desires met? They go to one or two providers that have already
staked out apositive position in their mind through effective
branding. We all know that advertising is anumbers game. At
any given time, people who hear acommercial and do not have
aneed or desire for the advertised product outnumber people
who do, but alarge number of them eventually will have the
need or desire. Smart advertisers will begin the branding process
now so that, when the consumer does develop aneed or desire,
the person thinks of the advertiser's company first.
Advertising that is written and scheduled with the intention of creating immediate results must rely on competitive
pricing to generate immediate impact: The bigger the discount,
the more response. Unfortunately, sales generated by this type
of advertising also result in lower margins and zero customer
loyalty and, again, another disappointed advertiser.
Smart advertisers buy advertising that is written and scheduled to create branding, and they wait patiently for the longterm benefits of using radio in the way it works best. The smart
radio sales operation presents, sells, creates and schedules their
product in this way.

With all due respect, the problem isn't that we don't produce commercials that result in immediate traffic. The problem
Here are some facts regarding human nature and advertis- is that we think that is what radio advertising is supposed to do,
ing. When the sound waves from aradio commercial hit the and then we foolishly create that expectation in the minds of
eardrums of alistener, they do not instantly create the need or our clients. Instead, we should train our salespeople and our credesire for whatever is being advertised. If the need or desire pre- ative departments in the science of branding — and then posiexists, the listener's brain will think, "What's this? Tell me a tion ourselves as aprovider of long-term success, leaving the
more." That's where the offer and the words to describe it have price-point work to the newspaper. It's about the only thing
an opportunity to influence the behavior of that listener. This is that they do well.
where Mt. Ogden and Ishare some agreement, because most — Doc Holliday KLOU St. Louis (Clear Channel)
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Get The Job Done!

High Churn, High Burn

You have to be kidding me [It's All About Traffic," Radio
Ink, Aug. 23]! You name the client, the market and the turnaround time, and my company will demonstrate how to get the
job done — on the house — if you will back it up with the right
amount of reach and frequency to the appropriate demo. Done!
Ichallenge whoever is reading this to put my team to the test!
— D.J. Williams, JetSet Media

Bravo, Mr. Ogden [It's All About Traffic," Radio Ink,
Aug. 23]. The great Dick Orkin said it at RAB 2002: "We
make radio work too hard by depending on the media alone to
do the job, without enough emphasis on the creative campaign.
The result is ahigh churn rate, and radio has to constantly find
new clients."
— Barry Cohen, AdLab Media, Clifton, NJ

Train Listeners To Tune In

It's Your Paycheck, Stupid!

From my point of view, Jeff Ogden's views [It's All About
Traffic," Radio Ink, Aug. 23] were all on the mark But one topic
is worth exploring further, though it only indirectly relates to producing store traffic.
The subject is the dreaded "stop set." Idon't mean to shock
you, but there was atime before stop sets. How did radio work
then? How did we keep an audience? Iam suggesting an end to
stop sets as we know them. There are afew conditions.

Ihear many commercials that are, as Jeff Ogden wrote
["It's All About Traffic," Radio Ink, Aug. 23], rip and read. The
mission of the program director is not only to program music
but to program and inspire the production director. The problem could be the salesperson's not having areal idea for the
client, or having the client tell them how radio works. Ihave
found these two areas are places to start. Finally, listen to the
station, and when you hear something you know is questionable, call the salesperson, the program director and the production director, and get them to understand that commercials
are their paychecks. Creative people are few, but hard work can
make up ground.
— David Fransen, KBCN/KMAC Harrison, AR

Back when adisk jockey actually picked his own music
(there was no "her" in those days), he essentially had alot of control over when aspot was run and how many were run together.
Aside from adjacencies and dayparts, the deciding factor was the
flow of the show — the intuitive judgment of the DJ for what
seemed the right time to give the commercial without disrupting
the mood or the pace. It was an important component of what
made real talent.
Another key ingredient was the ability to hold on to the audience by saying something interesting, preferably compelling, about
what would happen "after this message" so we would stick with
him for the next minute or sometimes the next two minutes. That
usually worked. We could wait aminute. We were not inclined to
tune away, because something was going to happen after the commercials we were induced to hear.
At some time, it was decided that it is better to ahave couple
of monster interruptions, instead alot of small interruptions. As
Jeff Ogden pointed out, one minute, two minutes, maybe three
units, the listener could wait through that — but four minutes or
six minutes or eight units or more? It's push-the-button time. As
Howard Beal from Network might have said, "I'm as mad as hell,
and Iam not going to listen to this any more!"
But there are conditions. If your station is sticking with the
trend to 12 minutes or so, it can be done effectively. Each spot
beyond that could force at least one longer, multi-spot stop, but
again that should not be more than three minutes. (We used to do
those at the bottom of the hour.)
Even more important, talent — whether atalk host or aDJ
— has to understand the concept and have the ability to "promote
and pay-off" and not allow himself or herself to fall behind in
delivering the commercials. The main point is, instead of training
listeners to tune out, train them to stay tuned.
— Ira Apple, Ira Apple à- Associates. Reisterstown, MD
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Reversing " Inventory Creep"
Won't Be Easy
By Joe Davis

Regarding Clear Channel's announcement earlier this
summer that it would drastically cut back its spot loads: From

"time" but compensates by increasing the number of commercial units, we have compounded the commercial clutter

the perspective of alistener, how can one disagree with the

issue, not solved it. Research suggests that listeners are

idea of less commercial clutter on his or her favorite radio

turned off by the onset of each commercial message, so
imposing aunit limit is crucial. Turning 14 minutes into 28

station? From the perspective of abroadcaster, the question
is " How are we going to get it done and still meet our financial goals?"

half-minute spots is unacceptable. If we try to go there, we
only exacerbate the clutter.

Our industry has suffered from " inventory creep" for too

It's also abad idea to introduce adifferent rate structure

long. Rather than place apremium on available inventory, too
many of us have opted to meet revenue goals by adding more

for first position in astop-set. What does that say to the rest

commercial minutes, thereby reducing the value of our con-

of the advertisers? Doesn't it send the signal that radio works
only for afew? To invite this additional scrutiny of commer-

tent to the listener. When Clear Channel presented its

cial placement is ahuge mistake; and to create aspot ghet-

announcement so altruistically, some probably saw it as hyperbole. The fact of the matter is that listeners want us to reduce

ing but ruin the whole neighborhood.

clutter, advertisers and agencies want us to do it, and Wall
Street wants it.
It was right that Clear Channel spoke first; it has the

to, where most advertisers will end up living, can do nothThe client's money would be better spent in producing
an entertaining, compelling commercial message designed
to make the cash register ring. If aspot is not to be viewed

most at stake. Icommend its leadership and can only wish

as an interruption to programming, we'll have to give it a

them success, no matter the motivation. We are all in the

lot more thought before it hits the air.

same boat here, and we must all address the issue of clutter
before we drown in it.

Things We Can Do

What's asensible, sustainable spot load for our stations?
As afirst step, we would like to bring in our music stations

What other kind of clutter can be reduced or eliminated? DJ chatter is abig culprit. We tell our people not to open

at around 12 minutes per hour, or no more than 14 units.
Changing a 60-second unit to two : 30s just means the lis-

the mike unless there is a compelling reason to do so.

tener is hearing more commercial clutter, so it is as impor-

voice can be as much of atune-out as the most obnoxious
commercial.

tant to control units as it is to control minutes.

Personalities who are in love with the sound of their own

Talk stations should be able to work within the frame-

Even short liners must be watched. " Brought to you by"

work of 15 commercial minutes per hour, especially if the

always signals another commercial message. Promotions are
necessary, but we should go only with those that offer the

spots are well produced. We just finished stage one of aclutter- reduction campaign at our KRLA News/Talk station in

highest appeal to listeners. If our purpose is to connect, then

Los Angeles, and we are pleased with the results.

commercial as well as noncommercial matter must be pro-

The radio sector is beginning to put the brakes on the

duced with that as the goal.

excesses of the past. In our company, that means reducing

All in all, the idea that " less is more" may be ahard sell.

clutter while observing this simple credo: Maximize revenue

Even in the case of afine wine or an expensive automobile,
less is seldom " more." Let's call it what it is and announce

in the short term without jeopardizing it over the long haul.
We've learned not to sacrifice the permanent upon the altar

to the world that we are making our stations more listenable

of the immediate.

on every level. Cutting back on clutter is only one, albeit

Radio companies that have ahard time selling : 60s will
have an even harder time selling : 30s, especially if they hope

important, element of that task. ei

to get arate that competes with the : 60s they are giving up.
Also, if the industry reduces the amount of commercial

Joe Davis is executive vice president of radio for Salem
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Communications. He can be reached at 201-298-5707.
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And T.I. Holland.
T.I. Holland is one of those guys who always wanted ..8"
to be in radio. He dreamed about it as akid, then
began to live that dream in college radio. Next
came jobs as on-air personality, music director,

›.

and program director. Name the format, he'd done
it — from Rock to Top 40 to Oldies and Hot AC.
It was only natural that he would eventually land
at Susquehanna Radio Corp.

¡te
À:

"Susquehanna provides opportunity for
advancement, and I'm aperfect case in point."
T.J. was given the chance to prove himself as PD of
WRRM, then challenged with more responsibility
when asecond and third station were acquired.
"Susquehanna is all about being agood
broadcaster and doing it the right way. They
invest in the company and the employees so
their products and their people can grow!"

Make aSound Career Choice!
With operations in major markets across the United States,
Susquehanna Radio Corp. offers anumber of radio career
opportunities. For more information, visit our website, or
call our Human Resources Department at ( 717) 852-2132.

T.J. Holland
Director of Programming
Susquehanna — Cincinnati

ram SUSQUEHANNA
flI

RA

DlO

CORP

Asubsidiary of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co.

Susquehanna Commerce Center West
221 W. Philadelphia St. II York, PA 17404
(717) 852-2132 I Fax ( 717) 771-1436
www.susquehannaradio.com
Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug-Free Work Environment

Susquehanna People

Experience. Stability. Vision.

The Wizard of Ads „
ay...,
»QUICKREAD » • I'm often critical of radio's leaders, but this time the Lug im.s got it right with "Less is More." » The listener wins because shorter ads mean shorter breaks,
they make their points more powerfully, and they're usually less boring. » The advertiser was because lower rates for shorter ads allow advertisers to buy more frequency for the budget. » nother advertiser benefit Punchier ads in quicker breaks mean the listener is more likely to be listening » The stations win with more revenue.

Less

More?

Radio's response to Clear Channel's
"Less is More" initiative has frankly
amazed me. The reactions I've encountered have ranged from casual indifference (" They won't stick with it") to
sneering condescension (" We're already
doing it") to outright sarcasm (" They
have to do something because their
numbers are down. Clear Channel has
been playing way too many commercials, and now they're getting beat up in
the book").
Speaking as amedia buyer, I'd like to
respond to these reactions, beginning
with the last one first:
1. "They have to do something because
their numbers are down."
If a bad book is what it takes to make
radio see the genius of this solution, then
please send every station in the nation an
equally bad book.
2. "We're already doing it."
No, you're not. Less is More isn't only
about playing fewer units per hour; it's
about giving advertisers an incentive to
produce : 30s and : 15s. Unless you're selling : 30s for less than : 60s, and : 15s for
less than : 30s, you're not " doing it."
3. "They won't stick with it."
If Clear Channel is forced to abandon this
initiative, it will be because the rest of
radio was too resentful to follow its leadership — and that would be atragedy.
As amedia buyer, I've always wanted
the opportunity to pay less money for
shorter ads. But if Subway tells me that
half a sandwich is the same price as a
whole sandwich " because the public

big boys got it right. If the rest of the
industry can't see that, then radio doesn't
deserve to thrive in the 21st century.
Let me say this plainly: Iam hugely
in favor of " Less is More." Idon't care
who gets credit for the idea. Ijust want
the opportunity pay less money for : 30s
and : 15s, but Ineed to be able to air those
:30s and : 15s nationwide.
Here's the genius of " Less is More"
as Isee it:
1. The listener wins.
Shorter ads mean shorter breaks. Because
short ads make their points more power-

doesn't really perceive the size of the
sandwich; they only know how many

fully, they're usually less boring as well.

sandwiches they've eaten," then I'll buy a
whole sandwich every time.
Diehard old-school radio geezers
tend to dislike me because I'm often critical of radio's leaders, but this time the

2. The advertiser wins.
Lower rates for shorter ads allow me to
buy more frequency for my budget.
Punchier ads in quicker breaks mean the
listener is more likely to be listening.
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3.The station wins.
If a30-second ad is 85 percent and a : 15
is 50 percent of the price of a : 60, then a
break of 0:2:45 ( 1sixty, 3 thirties, 1fifteen) yields 5percent more revenue than
a4-minute break of 4sixties. And abreak
of only 0:2:15 ( 1sixty, 2 thirties, 1fifteen) yields 20 percent more revenue
than a3-minute break of 3sixties.
Call me crazy, but Ithink listeners
can tell the difference between long ads
and short ads. Iknow for sure that media
buyers can.
You'll notice that I've made this column shorter than usual.
I'm trying to get in step with the
future.

ci

Roy H.Williams is president of Wizard of Ads Inc.
and may be reached at Roy@WizardofAds.com.
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Networked Audio from Harris?
You Betcha!

Want to maximize your facility and
studio capacity?

Leverage your existing

equipment to do more for your talent,
station — and bottom line? You can with
the power of VistaMax

from Harris.

VistaMax is a digital audio management system that lets
you network your audio studios together. With universal
access to all of your resources simultaneously you increase
productivity and quality while decreasing maintenance.
You can smoothly migrate from a dedicated analog studio
to a digital networked infrastructure with this distributed
approach — on your timeframe. Benefits include:
• Autonomous console operation, when needed
• Easily share resources to gain economies of scale
• Quickly reconfigure your facility when
program or format changes occur
• Reduce installation time and cost for
any reconfiguration
As a natural extension of our BMXdigital

expertise,

VistaMax is built on field- proven technologies such as
familiar user interfaces without the complexity of a PC.
Empower your audio management with VistaMax.
Contact Harris today.

1800.622.0022

vvww.broadcast.harris.com

Giff On Sales

By Dave " Giff" Gifford

»QUICKREAD » Reality # 1. The economy is still stagnant' » Reality #2. To your owners, investors and your boss, Reality # 1is acop-out! » Reality #3 Budgeting is your
boss's way of reminding you, " If at first you don't succeed, you're fired" » There are only three ways to make money in this business ( 1Sell More 2. Save More 3 Increase Rates)
»I
would expect you to come up with abudget strategically designed to achieve all three of those objectives' » In putting together awinning game plan for the year ahead, answer
each of Giff's questions in explicit detail

35 Budgeting Questions
Begging For Answers In 2005!
Reality # 1: The economy is still stagnant!
Reality # 2: To your owners, investors and your boss, Reality # 1 is a cop-out!
Reality # 3:

Budgeting is your boss's way of reminding you, " If at first you don't succeed, you're fired!"

Now, if Iwere your boss, what would Iexpect you to come up with? Given there are only three ways to make
money in this business ( 1. Sell More 2. Save More 3. Increase Rates), Iwould expect you to come up with a budget
strategically designed to achieve all three of those objectives!
Further, in putting together awinning game plan for the year ahead (" If you don't have agame plan to win, you've
got a game plan to lose!" - Giff), keep in mind that Iwouldn't accept your budget unless you can answer each of the
following questions in explicit detail. Gi

e

ir
1. Where

are we likely to finish ( sales/cash flow/profits) i
n2004?
2. What went right this year?

3. What went wrong this year?

24. Strategically and tactically, therefore, what should be our game

4. What should we have done in 2004 we didn't do?
5. What did we do in 2004 we should not have done?
6. What are our remaining three biggest sales problems?
7. What will be the consequences if we fail to overcome them?
8. What do we need to do to overcome each of those problems?
9. What new initiatives should we explore?
10. Besides solving problems and launching new initiatives, what
must we do better than we've done in the past?
11. What can we do, for example, to sell farther ahead so we go
L

23. What people and/or additional resources do we need in 2005
that we didn't have in 2004?

intoeach succeeding month with 90 percent of that month's target
pre- booked?
12. How can we increase rates?

plan for 2005?
25. What additional training do we need to execute those strategies
and tactics?
26. What unique expertise - not available from any of our competitors
- can we offer advertisers?
27. What " accountable" standards of performance should we set and
require of the salespeople?
28. Given that we can't manage change until we first sell change, how
do we get the sales staff to buy into our 2005 goals and game plan?
a. Who will these changes affect?
b. How will it affect them?
C. Who among our likely supporters can pre-test these changes?

13. How can we reduce Account Receivables on amonthly basis?
14. Where are we wasting and/or spending too much money?
15. What can we do to maximize below-the- line vendor sales, and
media- mix sales?
16. What can we do to finally maximize website and interactive sales?
17. As Radio's # 1problem is that we don't sell enough advertisers,
what can we do to make New Business Development a " relentless
obsession"?
18. Given that non- radio advertisers represent radio's greatest

d. Who is likely to resist these changes?
e. How can we disarm the anti-change lobby before it gets organized?
f. Who among the resistors ( maybe it's time to collect our markers)
owes us support for past favors?
g. How can we convert resistance into enthusiastic support?
29. What can we do to better manage each salesperson for the good
of the company?
30. How can we help our salespeople hit their targets?
31. What can we do make their jobs more fun?

"growth market" potential, what non- radio advertisers should we

32. What sales and cash flow targets should we set for 2005? Why?

target for 2005, and how are we going to sell them?

33. Does this management team believe our goals are realistic and,
therefore, achievable? Why?

19. How can we do abetter job of prospecting for new accounts?
20. How can we up-sell our regular and biggest spending accounts?
21. How can we up-sell smaller accounts with big account potential?
22. Are there any changes in organizational structure that we should
consider?

34. Am I
willing to commit without reservation to hitting my targets
and budgeting for them?
35. In what areas does corporate have aresponsibility to help us hit
our targets? How do we sell those targets and our budget to corporate?

Dave Gifford is president of Dave Gifford International and founder of The Graduate School For Sales Management.
He may be reached at 505-989-7007 or by e-mail at giff@talkgiff.com
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WAKE UR RADIO!
Why are sales

managers still establishing rates with " best guess"

RATEMINDER

mentality, when demand driven pricing tools are available?

Why

are sales reps still hand writing call notes and follow-up

S
ALESMINDER

reports, when simple to use electronic sales organizational tools are
available?

Why are sales reps or their assistants still taking the time to fill out

ORDER EXPRESS'

traffic orders which then get entered by traffic assistants, when electronic
order entry is available?

Why

I
NVOICE EXPRESS are business offices still printing, stuffing and mailing paper

invoices when over 500 of the industry's largest Ad Agencies (and Reps)
are begging for electronic invoices?

Why

isn't every radio group operating with a single traffic system

platform to improve reporting and information flow, when over 100 of

DELTAFLEX VISUAL TRAFFIC

the industry's radio group leaders have already made the move?

Why would aCEO, CFO,

CONTROL TOWER
IT Director or RVP ask astation, a market

or a market manager for a report (i.e. inventory report, pacing report,
business on the books report, AR report, etc.) when, at the push of a
button, the pass word protected reports are available to each of them
electronically within seconds?

BRP DCAS

SOLUTIONS

For more information or ademo, call 1visit www.wicksbroadcastsolutions.com

C2-1533

What are you waiting
for?

Introduce your group to the newest generation
of fully integrated software solutions. You won't
believe how easy it is for your group to operate

Money & Finance

Group Head Roundtable:

What Spot Load Reduction
Means To Radio
At the start of the third quarter of
2004, Clear Channel Radio announced it

INK: Was Clear Channel's spot- load initiative

improve my product." So yes, the first thing

was initiating anew policy that would sig-

hyperbole or asincere effort to lead the radio
industry?

in improving the product requires you to

nificantly lower the ceiling on the number

Jon Pinch: It's probably abit of both.

the clutter, and cut down on some of the
commercials. The big part is actually

of commercial minutes that any station
across the group would play. The new policy

As the largest player in our industry, Clear
Channel feels compelled to make some

also limits the length of commercials within aspot break. Additionally, the company

sort of change to demonstrate its leadership. However, Clear Channel has not

also said it would reduce and limit the

explained why increasing their unit counts

amount of promotional interruptions on all
of its stations.

each hour will not have anegative impact
on listenership.

At the time of the announcement,
Clear Channel Radio CEO John Hogan
observed, "Clutter is amajor issue in our
industry, and our decision to limit the

John Sykes: Managing inventory is
always top-of-mind, but if at the same time
you focus on putting the best talent and
programming on the air, commercial loads

amount of commercial time and length of
breaks, while reducing promotional inter-

will be less of an issue, and advertisers will
fight to get on your station.

ruptions, will benefit listeners, advertisers
and the industry as awhole."

Radio is and always will be a great

In an industry full of champions and
cynics, many radio group heads, managers
and programmers lauded Clear Channel's
move, while others yawned and said,

"spot load initiative" means to the company

improving the product so it's not hub-andspoke, because if you run the same programming everywhere, satellite radio then
can compete. Then they have to follow it up
with agreat marketing plan. Clear Channel
is ahuge company, and they can have five or
six very creative marketers who can show
radio can work and show people why radio
is effective.
David Kennedy: As afirst step, addressing commercial inventory loads and dutter
can go a long way
toward enhancing
the listening experi-

business. As with any other medium, we
will have to respond to the needs of an

ence for our audi-

ever-changing marketplace in order to
remain vibrant and relevant. If we contin-

ence, as well as the
environment for our

ue to put an emphasis on innovation, cre-

"What's the big deal?" Radio Ink asked a ating great content for our listeners and
panel of top industry executives to provide
value for our advertisers, then the money
their observations on what Clear Channel's
will always follow.
— and to the industry in general.

improve the perception, get rid of some of

advertisers.

That

clearly is the objecDavid Kennedy

tive of that initiative.

Farid Suleman: What John Hogan has

We at Susquehanna
join all those who have commended Clear

done is great, but that's avery small element
of it. He sat there and said, "I'm going to

Channel for its decision. At the same time,
research tells us that other factors should be

Radio Ink thanks the following radio executives who
participated in this " roundtable discussion."
Rick Cummings, president, Radio Division, Emmis Communications
David Field, president/CEO, Entercom Communications
Ralph Guild, chairman/CEO, Interep
David Kennedy, president/COO, Susquehanna Radio
Jon Pinch, executive vice president/C00, Cumulus Media
Bill Stakelin, president/C00, Regent Communications
Farid Suleman, chairman/CEO, Citadel Broadcasting
John Sykes, chairman/CEO, Infinity Broadcasting

examined further — such things as spot
length, and spot break length, content and
style of the commercials, number of interruptions, and so on. Without question,
more work needs to be done, and plans are
being made to investigate these additional
issues soon.
David Field: It may be one of the most
important events in the industry's recent
history. It is adecisive and bold move to
meaningfully make the industry more
advertiser-friendly and also more listenerfriendly, which is terrific. It also will force » 22
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What Are YOU Waiting Fors
More than 100 North American

radio groups are now

operating more efficiently and effectively because they have chosen
asingle traffic system platform from Wicks Broadcast Solutions.
If you operate with various, unrelated traffic systems throughout your radio
group, you are missing the following benefits:
•Uniform, consistent reporting across the entire group. All corporate reports,
inventory reports, AR reports ... every report in the same, readable format
•A common traffic system throughout your group makes it easier to train users
within your group, establish consistent internal " best practices" procedures
and eliminates the need for retraining if you move employees from one
station to another
•Allows you to fully integrate with all other Wicks Broadcast Solutions products,
like Control Tower, SalesMinder, RateM inder, Invoice Express and Order Express
•Allows you to interface with Arbitron's Tapscan® ratings analysis software
•Makes remote access possible
•Best reason of all.. your group will operate more efficiently and profitably

Today is aGREAT time to standardize your group! Our special Fall pricing
ends October 31st.
Tapscan® is a registered mark of Tapscan Inc.

DELTAFLEX
BROADCAST SOLUTIONS
or visit www.wicksbroadcastsolutions.com

VISUAL TRAFFIC

Money & Finance
their managers to

entertaining and informative and very help-

make better business

ful with buying decisions.

tion to acommer-

What do you consider asensible, sustainable spot

cial that is incompatible with their

decisions. Here at
Entercom,

we've

been adamant over

load for your stations or company?

the years to maintain

David Field

from music selec-

mood — may have

Cummings:

an adverse effect on

a sustainable

We've been able to

them. Commercials

spot load of 10 to

generate strong rat-

should be tailored

12 units an hour on

ings in most of our
markets with 12 to

in many cases the

our stations. We're
also looking at ways in which we can follow

to the format and

14 units. That's the

Jon Pinch

Clear Channel's lead and diinldrig how we

max load. In four of

very station on which they are broadcast.
Pinch: From an advertiser's viewpoint,

can shorten commercial length where
appropriate and clean up other clutter on

the last five quar-

being able to choose from an array of : 60s,

ters, we've driven

our stations. It's not just the spot loads, as

down sellout rate

Clear Channel has pointed out. It's the pro-

and driven up advertising rates. Our pos-

mos and the other intrusions on the air.

format. For instance, if Ringling Brothers

ture, beginning with the crash of the dot-

Rick Cummings: Ibelieve it's asincere effort to address one of the issues our

corns and post-9/11, has been "less spots

Circus is coming to town, it doesn't need
more explanation than where and when. If a

for more money"

car dealer needs to run adisclaimer, alonger

industry gets tagged for, and Iapplaud
John Hogan and his team for taking alead-

Pinch: Our maximum unit counts typically vary from 9 to 14 units per hour,

format may be necessary.

ership position.

depending on format and daypart. That is at

To what degree should the production quality and

sellout. Most of the time, on most °four stations, we run 75 percent of those numbers.

appropriateness of commercials be changed to

Ralph Guild: During the past few
years, beginning with the dot-corn boom in
2000, inventory spot loads on radio have
received atremendous amount of attention.

Rick Cummings

We believe these loads are appropriate for
our products.

This is. not anew idea. In fact, most respon-

:30s, : 15s and : 10s is apositive. Many commercial messages can be effective in ashorter

better meet advertisers' needs and listeners'
expectations?
Sykes: Radio is a $ 20 -billion -a
-year

sible broadcasters had begun to address the

Can commercial lengths reasonably be shortened

business that dominates out-of-home media
usage, yet so many

issue long before this summer. Clear
Channel was one of the last to begin reduc-

to :30s or :15s, and how might radio sell these
changes to advertisers?

plain that they don't
have the same cre-

advertisers

com-

ing their inventory, but the first to publicly

Cummings: We believe we have to

declare its plan. Ultimately, any move that

educate our customers, and that's aprocess.

ative resources for

makes radio a more attractive and more
effective medium for advertisers is good

An awful lot of advertisers believe that

commercial

longer is necessary because there are no pic-

duction that they

for the industry. Iapplaud all radio broadcasters for listening to the concerns of the

tures with their ads. Countless studies,

do for television
and print. We are

ad community and responding in aposi-

including the RAEL (Radio Ad Effectiveness
Lab) research, have demonstrated that the

tive manner.

Bill Stakelin

seeing some great

John Sykes

creativity of the ad and the ad's having aper-

radio creative emerging, and it is in our best

Bill Stakelin:

sonal " this is for me" quality for alistener is

An indictment of

far more important than its length. The stud-

interest to do everything we can as abusiness
to encourage and reward innovation in this

over-commercial-

ies also show that apicture is not worth a

area. Advertising is show business, and we

ization should not

thousand words.

have to compete for dollars with other media

become an indict-

Guild:

The

ment of commer-

RAEL

cialization.

codifies the long-

For

by creating our own sizzle.

research

Stakelin: Radio broadcasters must and
will build value for every station within a

years, research has

known

fact that

given duster, and the end product of that

shown that radio

listeners do not

approach will yield the financial gain. Radio
is an art, not ascience. Those who think

listeners will toler-

want anything to

ate radio commercials as long as they are

affect the mood

done well and fit the overall formatics of the

they're in when

station Some consumers have even been so

they are tuned to a

bold as to say that they find commercials

station. Anything that affects that mood —
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pro-

Ralph Guild

there is one simple answer to the proper
way to program commercials don't understand the art of the programmer or the
strengths of radio.

à
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Recently
SOLD

Recently
CLOSED

KXKS Albuquerque, NM
$775K Mortenson Broadcasting
to Wilkins Communications

WQOP-FM Birmingham, AL
$1.2M Queen of Peace
to Crawford Broadcasting

KVTT-FM Dallas, TX
$16.5M Research Educational Foundation
to New Covenant Educational Ministries

WJXB Knoxville, TN
$550K South Central Communications
to Progressive Media

KTLI-FM Wichita, KS
$2.95M Adonia Radio
to Educational Media Foundation

WHIR-FM Danville, KY
$1M Clear Channel to
Baldwin Broadcasting
KRVA-AM Dallas, TX
Entravision to Mortenson Broadcasting

Citadel Broadcasting CEO Farid Suleman:

We Need Leaders,
Not Pretenders
By Reed Bunzel, Editor-in-Chief

Cover and interview photos by Devon Cass, New York

Farid Suleman has been chief executive officer of Citadel

pared to $ 172.6 million for the same period in 2003.

Broadcasting as well as aspecial limited partner of Forstmann

Excluding the effects of stations acquired in 2003 and thus

Little & Co. since March 2002. That's when the company

far in 2004, same-station net revenues increased 5.2 percent

hired him away from Infinity Broadcasting, where he had

vs. the first half of last year. Moreover, second-quarter 2004

served in anumber of positions over the previous 16 years.

revenues were $ 107.3 million, compared to Q2 2003's $ 95.4

Forstmann Little had purchased the company from veteran

million, a12.5-percent increase. Same-station second quarter

broadcaster Larry Wilson the previous year, and the 2001

revenues were up 4.7 percent over the same period in 2003.

numbers made it clear to the new owners that they needed

"The company was able to post record second-quarter

someone to come in and fix it — someone who had " been

operating results in spite of a continued difficult environ-

there, done that."

ment for the radio industry," Suleman said during aconfer-

Suleman was just such aperson. Prior to joining Citadel,

ence call at the time. " The 13-percent increase in station

was

operating income, combined with the benefit of refinancing

president/CEO of Infinity Broadcasting, and he had been

the company's subordinated debt, resulted in a 56-percent

executive vice president/CFO/treasurer and a director of

increase in free cash flow."

from

February

200 1 to

February

Infinity Broadcasting from September

2002,

he

1998 to February

These numbers weren't achieved without considerable

2001, when Viacom acquired Infinity Broadcasting. Suleman

effort and determination. As Suleman recalls, " When I

was named senior vice president of finance of CBS in August

arrived here in 2002, they had just come up with 2001 num-

1998, and senior vice president/chief financial officer of the

bers, and the cash flow was $ 88 million. Iarrived almost like

CBS Station Group in June 1997.

the blind leading the blind, and Ididn't know asingle one of

Born in Tanzania, on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, Suleman

Citadel's markets." Committed to his task of turning around

attended school in England, then worked in finance in

a company that Suleman says lacked both a culture and a

London for two- and-a-half years before moving to New York.

strategy, he made it his mission to instill asense of dedica-

"I worked for what at the time was Arthur Young, where Idid

tion and self-worth throughout all tiers of management.

mergers-and-acquisitions work in the cable and media indus-

During his years at Infinity (and continuing at Citadel),

tries," he recalls. " Ijoined Infinity in 1986, when Infinity

Suleman admits to being somewhat reluctant to publicly dis-

had 968 million in EBITDA. When Ileft in March 2002, our

cuss either internal corporate operations or his overriding

budget for EBITDA for the year was $ 2 billion — and Imet

issues about the radio industry. However, when Radio Ink

my first quarter when Ileft."

pressed him to sit down for this special NAB Radio Show

Now, just 30 months after coming on board, Suleman

cover interview, he agreed to do so — with the proviso that

appears to have brought the " right stuff" with him from

some individuals within the industry might find his concerns

Infinity. In early August, Citadel reported that net revenues in

and criticisms as controversial or, quite possibly, heresy.

the first half of 2004 were a record $ 194.2 million, com-
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As if that would make us think twice.
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INK: After 16 years of working with Mel Karmazin at
Infinity, did you experience asense of freedom when
you came to work at Citadel?

blind, and Ididn't know asingle one of
Citadel's markets.

SULEMAN: 1
4\ (. 11, Iliad freedom before,
/
and Ihave total freedom now It's been awe-

What was your first move?

some. But I'll tell you, the transition was hard,
moving from ahighly buttoned-down culture
that had evolved both in radio and outdoor
over my 16 years at Infinity. I'd spent all my
life saying, "Who would ever want to be in
small markets?" Suddenly, Ihad acompany that
was all small and medium-size markets.
Plus, there didn't seem to be any cohesive culture, because the company had

Ivisited every market, and Istill visit all
the markets. Idetermined that Ineeded to make

We created an entrepreneurial environment.
What was amazing was the way amajority of
the managers responded. They liked it.
There had to be some people who resented change.
There were, but Igave everybody achance

atotal hands-on change of cultures and cre-

to perform or they were out. My line was: "If
ate avision. Of course, this was during what I people had arrived at work this morning and
think was one of the toughest radio environweren't sure that they wanted to work at Citadel
ments ever. Since then, we've gone from $ 88
or the DMV, they should leave now"
million in cash flow to the $ 160-plus million
Through this process, Ialso found that
in F:BITDA that the analysts are projecting for
there really wasn't that much difference between
us this year. That's in just three years.
big markets and small markets. The numbers
were smaller, but the people were just as good,

expanded rapidly in the two years before Igot
there. They had the "western cowboy company," which was the old Citadel, and there

you wanted to bring to the company?

were the Southeastern acquisitions that were
predominantly in the Knoxville, Nashville,Tri-

than Ihad at Infinity, so Ihad to streamline it.
The first three months, Ivisited every market,

everybody had to be in NewYork and L.A. and
Chicago. Ialways thought that if you were good,

holding " town hall" meetings at every station
and telling everybody the same thing: "This
is the way it's going to be: You're either with

you moved to abigger market. Ifound Ireally
had good people.

me or you're not. If you're not, we'll work it
out now, because you'll get agood severance

So once you created the culture of "we're going to
win," everybody began to fall into place.

Cities, and Chattanooga areas. They also had
the Northeastern culture, which came from
the Fuller properties. So there were three distinct cultures, and none of them shared an overall strategy or vision.
Was instilling aculture the biggest challenge you faced
when you joined Citadel?
That and cash flow. When Iarrived in
March 2002, they had just come up with 2001
numbers, and the cash flow was $ 88 million
— for 200-plus stations in 40 markets.
Iarrived almost like the blind leading the

How did you go about identifying the culture that
The corporate stall at Citadel was bigger

and you can leave." And people wanted to stay.
Itried to create my own version of the
Infinity culture by taking the best of everything. It was amazing how quickly the company was transformed. Within ayear, we
repositioned the company, eliminated alot of
the regional managers and made everybody
hands-on accountable for what they did.

InCharge Radio with Mike Schiano Is Reality
Radio! Yes, it's about Making Money—Saving
Money—Managing Money. It's also about
how your listeners live everyday in the real
world.
• Solid advice from one of America's most
likable personalities
• Hot guests— recent visitors include
Omarosa from NBC's The Apprentice,
Robert Kiyosaki, author of Rich Dad, Poor
Dad. Lou Dobbs, CNN
•Just added in DC - Atlanta - Tampa
• Celebrating three years national
syndication: "The Money Minute with
Mike," daily 60-second vignette

which was areal surprise to me. My managers
in many of these markets have chosen to be
there for the quality of life. It wasn't as though

People like to be part of awinning strategy.There are two types of people.There's one
type, which Iused to call the old "CBS Country Club." It was full of people who felt that,
as long as they left things alone, they didn't
really care what happened outside their group.
As long as there was security, they were fine.
They party, they're part of the chosen group,
and they're fine. That was the old Citadel culture. It was almost as though the name "Citadel"
implied that they didn't really care what happens outside the company. And I'll tell you
what: Alot of those people didn't survive.
However, there were people who wanted
to go out there and win. They wanted to get
the Number One revenue share and improve
their ratings. It was amazing. And Ican tell
you that now, in about 80 percent of our
markets, we're Number One or Two in ratings and revenue. That is what we will have
to do if we're going to win, or survive against
Clear Channel.
Still, you brought in anumber of people from outside
the company, including from Infinity.
/
4
1
1
/,did, I
4
nit look at the managers we've
had: We have Bill Figenshu from Infinity; Kevin
LeGrett, who was one of my best managers at
Infinity; and Dave Siebert, who ran my whole
Dallas cluster. We have Paul O'Malley from Clear

Q,4

Channel, and we just attracted another per-

More than Money!

son from Clear Channel. How often had that
happened at Citadel before?

Radio Veteran, Journalist and Author, Mike Schiano is bringing life
back to nights!

Listen Live 7-10PM ET •

Refeed Midnight to 2AM

• Each hour stands alone • Show also available weekly on CD

Hear the demo at mikeshow.com Affiliate Relations at 1-877-812-MIKE
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You also stole Judy Ellis from Emmis.
That's right. Judy is as hard-charging as
anybody, so suddenly Iwas the nice guy. Judy
is one of the best radio operators that Ihave
worked with. She is hard-working, she » 28
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and structural systems.

Visit us at
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relates to people, she brings aculture to the
company, and she doesn't take any bullshit from
anyone. So Judy brought her touch in, and the
culture emerged — really the best of all.
Together, we established an entrepreneurial environment where stations are locally pro-

American Radio Journal
JD's American Radio Journal captivates
listeners with penetrating insights, high profile guests and fascinating interviews. Hosted
by veteran TV journalist José Diaz-Balart,
American Radio Journal breaks through the

grammed and locally sold with aminimal
amount of corporate control, other than that
we always want to know what's going on.That's
the culture today

lus is \\ hat happens when every radio
executive becomes an economist. If you
remember, they would give projections about

Did you explain how you were going to compete and
win against the big players, such as Clear Channel

where radio was going. They should have
known that you can't project next week in
radio, but there they were, giving projections.
"We're going to be up double digits," they'd

pened gradually over the course of ayear, so
there was no disruption in any market. There
was no mass exodus or mass firing. It was
"Here's the new culture; here's how it's going
to be." Ialso told them that Citadel was not a
family owned company, so they didn't have
to have the last name of the chairman or CEO.
They didn't have to be aMays or aField. Isaid,
"If aperson named Farid Suleman can be
CEO and awoman can be the president of

From politics to culture to the economy, from
the global war on terrorism to the drug war

the company, all of you have even better
chances of succeeding."

microphone askillful blend of insight, energy
and wit that entertains, informs, and uplifts
people everywhere.
Atwo time Emmy Award winner, JD is
well-known as atelevision journalist for:
•Miami's NBC Affiliate WTVJ
•"Telemunda' network's national
programming

Increase your share of
listeners with JD Balart.

JD Balart

Was it adaunting task to initiate apublic offering and
acquire attractive properties during such aprohibitive economic downturn?
It was not daunting, but Iknew that we

could not do five things in parallel. We could

say, even though this business is not adouble-digits business. The only time we were in
double digits was when the Internet piled up
the numbers.
Aseries of people were selling Wall Street
on projections. It also was the time that pacing almost became like aWall Street ticker.The
whole analysis was based on "what's your pacing?" — the only question they'd ask.
Do you think today's stock prices unfairly represent
the value of the public radio companies?
Today's stock prices are an exaggerated
effect of what the industry has become. When
it was 6- and 7-percent revenue growth, people said it was more like 9or 10, and you got
areally big multiple. Now it's like a2- or 3percent business, and the multiple has gone
the other way. The answer will be that it will
settle down at some point in the middle.

not take the company public until we fixed it.

Have acquisitions slowed equivalently?

The company was highly leveraged when I
arrived. The debt was abillion fifty and cash
flow was 88 million. Five hundred million was
Forstmann-Little's own debt, but it was still
debt, and 550 million was the bank debt. At

Sellers are still trying to sell radio properties at 20 times next year's cash flow, and
nobody is going to get those prices. If Citadel
is going to do $ 160 million in cash flow and
if Ican buy 10 or 12 million of cash flow in

purchase, the cash flow was supposed to be
something like 120 million, but not only did
they not make any growth their first year, they
actually went below 2000 numbers.

acquisitions — which is what I've done the
last couple of years — that's abig deal.
There are enough acquisitions for the next

Michael Levine
(mlevine@libertybroadcasting.com)

three to five years to satisfy our targets, which
are pretty aggressive. The sellers got used to
getting 20 times cash flow, and the buyers
got used to paying 20 times cash flow. When
your stock's not at 20 times cash flow, though,
looking for acquisitions. It was hard in that I anyone who pays dose to those multiples is
could do only one thing at atime here, but it
really going to pay for it. Ithink you'll see abit
happened fast. As soon as we got one thing
of astandstill for aperiod of time until somedone, we went on to the next.You're right —
one needs to sell.

John Clark
(iclark@libertybroadcasting.com)

it was atough economic environment, so we
couldn't miss any opportunities.

Recently in Radio Ink, former RAB board chairman

Have you brought the company to where you wanted
it to be at this point in 2004?

David Field lauded the efforts of the industry's leaders to expand the perception of radio among national
advertisers and agencies. How satisfied are you —

Live. Monday- Friday, Noon-2pm ET
Avails 10- run. local, 6- min. network
Delivery: Satellite
Contact information:
Bruce W'ernicit
(bwernick@libertybroadcasting.com)

Tel : 888.727 8629 (toll free)
Fax : 973.438.1727
Website: libertybroadcasting.com
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would do what Ihad in mind, and then Iessentially let people perform. The changes hap-

clutter of traditional news programming on a
wide range of topics.

plaguing America, JD has the reporter's eye
for all sides of the story. He brings to his

Over the last couple of months, Wall Street has dumped
on radio and radio stocks. Is the radio business being
unfairly maligned by analysts, or has this been awakeup call for the industry?

and Infinity, abehemoth you helped create?
Iput in some overall parameters how we

JO Balart

under 600 million dollars, and our interest
expense is one-tenth of what it was.
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The first thing Ihad to do was fix the
company. Once we did that, we could take
the company public. As soon as we went public, Itotally de-levered it, and then we went

Our stock price notwithstanding today,
we sort of doubled the cash flow, got the man-

agement team in place, fixed the culture, made
acquisitions, took the company public and
completely de-levered it. Our debt today is

or not — with the current leadership within the radio
industry, both at the trade association level and at the
corporate level?
Itotally disagree with David Field, and
you can quote me on this, because I've talked

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS, CALL 1-800-610-5771 IWWW RADIOINK.COM

to him at length about this. For me, David Field's
pretending to take aleadership role is dumb.
It doesn't make sense.You have Clear Channel
as the largest radio company — it's huge.Then

It's ashame it has to be done with outside rep
firms, but that's the right place to do it — not

you have Infinity. Then you have abunch of
companies like Entercom, Citadel, Cox, ABC
— all in that $400-million revenue range. The
gap is so huge. When Procter & Gamble wants
to go out and sell toothpaste, they don't go to
aretail organization and say, " Hey, come up
with astrategy of selling toothpaste." They go
out and invest in their own company. They do

Are you saying that the industry doesn't need aunifying voice to speak for it?

their research, they do their marketing, and
they go out and promote it.
You don't believe the RAB can present astrong case
to national advertisers for buying radio?
How call ou ha\ esomething like an RAB
go out and be an industry arm?You can't have
an industry arm. You must have leadership at
companies that are the biggest in the business.
The problem here is very simple. Radio
is abusiness — you have aproduct and then
you have to sell the product. To sell the product, you have to be aseller; and in order to sell,
you have to be amarketer. Isn't it strange that
we are the only business in which 25 to 30
percent of your advertising is sold by sellers
who don't work for your company? It's sold
by outside rep firms: Interep or Katz. We have
taken 25 to 30 percent of our business
and turned our destiny over to somebody
on the outside.
I'm not saying the rep firms are bad; I'm
just saying that's what we've chosen to do, and
you really have to question the business model
when that happens. The second part of this
equation is that national business is not
sold; it's bought. The rep firms become
order-takers.
You don't think they're working hard to bring in new
business?
Yeah, they have this little new businessdevelopment category that they talk about, but
it represents less than 3or 5percent of annual
business. What you really have is agencies that
decide what they're going to do, and then they
call in the rep firms. So when we talk about
leadership, what do we really mean? That a
whole bunch of CEOs in radio went out and
met with the agencies about radio. Imean,
"hello." It's nice to make afriendly call, but
who's going to follow up and get the order?
My view is that you don't need the RAB.
We have decided that we're going to sell national
advertising through our rep firms, we're committed to our rep firms, so we should make
sure that those rep firms are out there selling,
promoting, coming up with strategies, looking at the 50 largest network advertisers in television and saying, "Who's not buying radio
and why, and what should the strategy be?"

WWW RADIOINK COM IFOR SUBSCRIPTIONS. CALL 1-800-610-5771

at an RAB level.

inclustr) organizations, whether they are
the NAB or the RAB, can do all they want to
say, "Radio is great" — then tomorrow, Clear
Channel announces they're going to have war
rallies, which gets alot of people all upset
and generates controversial media coverage.
Why would Isupport the RAB and put out ads
that radio is agreat thing, when one of our
industry leaders then says, " Idon't want the
Dixie Chicks on my stations" or " Ihate
Howard Stern"? Leadership really has to
be company- specific.
How concerned are you about satellite radio and its
potential to usurp some of terrestrial radio's local identity through traffic and weather reports?
Satellite doesn't affect radio, because it's
aboring medium. In radio, you can become
localized, and you can promote it that way. I
know the satellite companies want to give
weather and traffic, but they have it all wrong.
It's weather and traffic within the local programs that works. When I'm listening to satellite radio, how do Iknow when Ishould go
and turn on the traffic channel? It's not like
when I'm listening to Country music — commercial-free Country music on satellite radio
— and they come on and say, " By the way,
there's straffic jam coming up on the Long
Island Expressway'
Has radio done all it can to maximize the critical mass
— and significantly increased sales — that consolidation was supposed to deliver?
No. Radio was agreat business before consolidation, when there were lots of small businesses that were very well run. They were run
with passion, there was great programming,
and the belief was that consolidation would
help you own more of these great businesses.
The challenge was, once you put
together these big national clusters, what
was the strategy of maximizing them to
generate greater revenues?
We really failed. Companies came in and
they cut costs, but they had no strategy to
improve them. They just hoped that the business would continue to go as before, and guess
what? Once they went off auto-pilot, nobody
knew what they were doing They have multibillion-dollar businesses with no strategy about
how to improve revenues.
What do you think of Clear Channel's recently
announced plan to cut spot loads in order to help drive
up pricing and reduce on-air clutter?
\\ I
lit J,,1111 Hogan has done is great, but

Shmuley
If you're looking for
passion, bring on Shmuley.
With his new program Passion!, Rabbi
Shmuley Boteach goes after the issues
America is most passionate about, raising the volume on politics, family values,
race, religion, crime and more. On
Passion! Shmuley can take on anything
with anyone, anytime, anywhere.
•TV and radio guest appearing on
programs including The Today Show
Good Morning America, Larry King 1JVE.
Scarborough Country and O'Reilly Factor
•Author of 14 best-selling books
including, Kosher Sex and Why Can't
Fall in Love? A 12-step Program
•Profiled in Time Magazine, Newsweek,
The New York Times, The London
Times, and The Washington Post

Passion! improves
everything
including audiences!
Passion!
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that's avery small element of it. He sat there
and said, "I'm going to improve my product."
So yes, the first thing in improving the product requires you to improve the perception,
get rid of some of the dutter, and cut down
on some of the commercials.
The big part is actually improving the
product so it's not hub-and-spoke, because if
you run the same programming everywhere,
satellite radio then can compete. They have to
follow it up with agreat marketing plan. Clear
Channel is ahuge company, and they can have
five or six very creative marketers who can
show that radio can work, show people why
radio is effective.
The FCC and the courts have somewhat muddied
media ownership rules. How would you like to
see these rules sorted out, and what would that
mean to you?
The rules don't make sense. The FCC
shifted from the contours line, which used to

Denis LeClair Vice President
den isleclair@cobbcorp. tv

-and Joel B. Day Associate
joelday@cobbcorp.tv

define amarket, to an Arbition-defined market. Think about it: Arbitron will define any
market that you want if you're willing to pay
for it. So in some places people pay, and in
some they don't, and does that become the
basis for an FCC to decide who owns what?
The entire starting point here is wrong.
What's even worse is that substantial consolidation occurred under the previous rules,
and it was found that some companies abused
them. So what do they do? They change the
rules now, prospectively going forward. Hey,
guess what?The horse is out of the barn. If you
want to adopt new rules because there's been
abuse, apply them retroactively. That is alevel
playing field, where everyone works with the
same set of rules.
At Infinity, you oversaw programming that many critics contend pushed the edges of indecency. How do
you define indecency, and what can the radio industry do to ensure that it follows the FCC's guidelines
on this issue?
Well, it can't be an industry issue, because

will be available
by appointment only at the

Manchester
Grand Hyatt.
Please call or e-mail for
your appointment.

(202) 478-3737

CobbCorp
www.cobboarp.tv
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when it's an industry issue, you have people
coming up with their own way of dealing with
it. My view is that the laws are there, they're
defined, and they should be implemented uniformly. But that's not how it's been. For years,
Howard Stern's show has been the same,
so why did the FCC suddenly come down
on him the way they have this year? We
should not be in aposition where something that was legal three years ago is not
allowed today because somebody has
moved the needle. You can't do that.
Having said that, I believe there
should be astandard that should be easily understood and implemented. Every
broadcaster has full responsibility to be in
full compliance with everything that has

to do with the law — including indecency.
With so many entertainment media available to
people today, how does radio attract listeners
— and keep them?
If there is something attractive for them,
they will come. If there isn't, then they will
not. One of the things that is happening is standard formats. If Ihave eight stations and four
are successful, Itake my fifth one and go after
my competitors to make asuccessful station,
rather than do something alittle more creative,
like play just new music.
The fact is, most people still have to get
into their cars and drive wherever they're going,
so they are exposed to radio. The opportunity
to be exposed is there; it [depends] more on
whether the programming is compelling
enough, whether they'll sit there and say, "We'd
rather listen to this than put on the iPod."
Where do you see the most significant competition
for radio coming from over the next decade?
1think it's from ourselves.The fundamentals of the business are great. If you constantly
research and re-invent your product to meet
the organic needs of what's going on at that
point in time, then people will listen to the
radio. It has to do with constant research and
investing in your product. Idon't mean running TV commercials, either. What Imean is
conducting research to make sure your product is current, fresh, and responsive to changing needs.
What is radio's greatest strength today?
It's totally flexible, it is highly targeted, and it has the potential to reach
big masses comparable to network television if it is done effectively.
On the other hand, what is its greatest shortcoming?
Lack of real leadership: Who will re-invent
the product, invest in the product, make sure
the product is current, then go out and sell the
product — run it like abusiness?
What do you foresee as radio's greatest challenge
over the next 10 years?
Creating new, national demand for
advertising. Local is okay — it goes up and
down with the economy — but we have
not done anything to make radio more
attractive to both existing and new national
advertisers. The biggest risk is that it will
become commoditized. If it's atotal commodity, you have no control over it. The
challenge comes from the dual effects of
not investing in the product to improve the
demand side, and on the flip side in order
to make up for that, you go out and compete with each other — and create adownward spiral. à
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The Successful Oldies Radio Station
This is the first in a series of studies by Research

Inc. web site to see the audience flow chart for Saturday
and Sunday.

Director Inc. to help radio stations understand the
listening audience of successful radio stations by format.

Oldies listeners are heavy radio users spending 22

We start with Oldies.

hours and 32 minutes aweek with radio, 29% of which is

The Average Quarter- Hour composition of leading
Oldies radio stations shows 47% of the audience in the

with the highest time spent listening to Oldies is 55-64 at

25-54 demo, divided almost evenly male/female, with

8hours, but 45-54 is very close on its heels.

83% of them being classified Other; that is, not Black or
Hispanic. See the chart showing audience demo cells
and the percentage male/female.

Loyalty to the leading Oldies station, expressed as
First Preference ( PI) listening, shows the Oldies station

spent with the typical leading Oldies station. The demo

having 34% of its cume being P1 and these listeners

Where are they listening? 35% of the average Oldies

contribute 69% of the listening. These percentages

station's listening occurs at work, 36% in car, 27% at
home and the balance is other. Observe the audience
flow chart and note the listening by quarter-hour,
particularly the middle of the day. On weekends, both
Saturday and Sunday have strong audiences in the
prime 10A to 7P time period. Visit the Research Director

match the national average for all formats.
A 7- minute presentation about the Oldies
format presented by Charlie Sislen is available at
www.ResearchDirectorInc.com in the News Vault. This
presentation gives you a comprehensive look at key
information about the successful Oldies radio station.

AQH Composition

Quarter Hour Flow By Location
Persons 25-54
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Hint for Sales Managers: Build a Best Answers Library
Prospective clients can ask alot of questions about radio, your market, your
format, and your station's audience.Your station's sales team needs to be able
to answer those inquiries with fact, logic, and emotion with accuracy.
Your job - provide your sales staff with full and complete answers by building
abest answers library:
> Write a full script of how these questions can best be answered.
Include alot more detail than will likely get used, in this case more is better, so
that the salesperson can select the phrases appropriate for the specific client.
>

Provide evidence in the form of graphs, tables, pictures, and success

stories.
> Apply ratings and qualitative data when appropriate for additional
statistical evidence.
> Giving each salesperson ahard copy in anotebook removes excuses
for not knowing.
> Put the answers on the station's computer network for easy access at
all times. Salespeople can copy the information into e- mails or print evidence
as part of proposals.
You might also consider taking the questions, answers and evidence and review them at a sales meeting,
requesting the sales staff contribute their experience in answering the questions. Keep the library up to date and
add new information and ideas as they become available.
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Ink recently invited some of the industry's most
fascinating people to share a part of their lives in this
industry with our readers. As they say on Law and Order,
these are their stories:

What It's Like To Be...
...Dr. Laura, reaming out
acaller
As

told to Reed Bunzel by Dr. Laura

Schlessinger, Premier Radio
Networks
My success and longevity
comes from being real. You'll hear
me laugh, you'll hear me cry. You'll
hear me angry, you will hear me tell
jokes. You will hear me wrap my
arms around somebody, and you'll
hear me slap them on the side of the
Dr. Laura Schlessinger
head. I'm very real to the moment,
and over time, that has led people
who may not agree with aphilosophical point or aprinciple to still
acknowledge that Ihave principles and values and that I'm consistent
with them.
For example, afellow called me yesterday. He's had two kids out
of wedlock with different women. Now he's recently gotten married,
and he finds out his wife can't make any more babies. He wants to
know whether or not he should dump her. Iwent ballistic on him.
Some people listening for he first time might think "Gee, people call
to get yelled at?"
Isaid to him, "In spite of the fact that you're probably angry
and embarrassed that I'm reaming you, am Iright? You have two
kids, they're minors, they don't have adad under their roof, they don't
even live under the same roof with each other, and you're thinking
about making more babies. How self-centered can you be? How
much more neglectful can you be?" When Iasked if Iwas right, he
answered, "Yes, you are." What people like about me, after they get
used to it, is that Iam real.
Idon't believe that even one of my callers is amasochist. I
believe that people have amoral sense, but society has not reinforced
it, supported it, or even said it's avalued item. So they've gotten
themselves into all kinds of trouble, and they're confused. They were
told by our liberal environment that there's no judgment and whatever they do is fine as long as they wish to do it. They have choice for
anything, and nobody's values should curtail them in what they experience. Now they're confused and lost, and they know what they've
done is wrong, and they're willing to take their come-uppance.
Inever give ahard time to anybody who owns up. If they call
and say, "You know, I've really been ajerk; Iwas self-centered," I
won't jump on them. The whole point is that they have owned it;
now Ican help them move to the next step.
The frustrating thing is when Ihave to struggle with someone
who won't own the fact that what they did has damaged other people. I've explained even to 5-year-olds who've called my show, wanting to know how they can support their friends when they know
their friends are doing something wrong. What Itell them is this:
"The first thing you do is stop calling yourself afriend, because you're
not. Stop calling what you're doing support, because it's not. When
you sec someone drinking poison and you don't want to get involved
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and you don't want to have an argument, will you sit back and
let them drink poison?" Of course, everybody answers "no." So
then Isay, " Basically, that's what you're doing. Areal friend helps
afriend — that's the definition of areal friend."
You don't support somebody by supporting their weakest
side; you support someone only when you're supporting their
strongest side.
People call to have that conscience thing tickled and made
louder, so I'm an amplifier for them. My approach is based on
moral principles that resonate with most of America. Iget alot
of feedback, and most of these people are appreciative that someone out there is speaking for them in this current social culture,
which is quite threatening to those with traditional values.
Note: Dr. Laura Schlessinger this year marks her 10th
anniversary of broadcasting her show to anational audience via
Premiere Radio Networks.

...Rolling out the largest ever deployment of HD
Radio stations
By Jefflittlejohn, Clear Channel
It's abig project by just about
any measure. When we began internally discussing the idea of converting 1,000 radio stations to broadcast HD Radio on an expedited
schedule, Iknew this was going to
be one of the largest deployment
projects anyone had ever undertak- Jeff Littlejohn, Senior VP of
en in radio. I'm estimating that our Engineering, Clear Channel
cost to complete the rollout will be
$100 million.
With aproject of this size, there are a million moving pieces.
Distributing responsibility is the key. Clear Channel has ateam of
regional engineers who are among the best in the industry. So, long
before our plans were made public, Ibegan by concentrating efforts
on getting the regional engineering team ( 10 RVPs of engineering) up
to speed with the latest and most accurate information about HD
Radio technology and the many options for implementing it.
Because we had such an early start on the planning-andresearch
portion of the project, we had our first 50 stations selected and equipment ordered within two weeks of the rollout announcement. Our
2005 station selection process is also 90 percent complete.
Each person on the regional engineering team is responsible for
overseeing the conversion of six stations by the end of 2004 and at
least another 12 by the end of 2005. By the end of 2007, we expect
to have nearly all of our Top 100 market stations converted.
Our next major task is to educate the engineering staffs in each
market. We are planning regional meetings to walk everyone through
an actual conversion, and we are working with several manufacturers
to provide training on HD Radio.
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...In charge of the NAB Radio Show
By John David EVP/Radio, National Associanon ofBroadcasters
It's challenging for our NAB team to find the right city and
time of year. Idon't think we've ever had the Radio Show in the
perfect city or at the perfect time of year for everyone. Iremember when someone asked me why we were going to Philadelphia.
His problem: "That's where my mother-in-law lives."
It's exciting when the new group of volunteer broadcasters
begins to help plan and execute the event. That's how we start
the process of new ideas, new sessions, keynoters and events.
These broadcasters have contacts and relationships that help us
bring new faces to the Radio Show.
It's nerve-wracking over the months it takes to produce the
show's program and events. I'm privileged to work with agreat
group of NAB staff members who dedicate their time to ensure
we have ahigh-quality show. From exhibitors to speakers and
panelists, it's many calls, letters, e
mails and faxes — and it all
comes together.
There's some anxiety because people tend to register late.
The program and exhibits benefit attendees. We haven't done
our job if attendees don't take home some moneysaving and
moneymaking ideas that more than pay for their investment in
time and dollars. That's the goal of the annual event.
Producing the NAB Marconi Awards Dinner and Show
is tricky. Everyone in radio is amusic expert with afavorite
format, and it's tough to bring in musical talent that's ahit
with everybody. Iget lots of suggestions on "who would be
great for the Marconis," but never aconsensus. Hosts such as
Bob & Tom, Jeff Foxworthy and Steve Harvey have held the
evenings together.
Finally, it's rewarding to see broadcasters profit from the
NAB Radio Show. For the Radio Show to continue, it comes
down to two words: registering and participating. That's adecision that NAB can't make. With all that's offered in San Diego
this year, Ican't believe that the small investment in time and
travel is not worth the return. It's truly the best time to celebrate
Radio and all our positives.

John David, EVP/Radio, National Association of Broadcasters
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Trees were down, but WPOZ was up after hurricanes Charley and Frances.

...In two hurricanes!
By Dean 0/Veal. PD, WPOZIRadioY.com and co-chair fir
Florida EAS Area 7
As the eye wall of Hurricane Charley brushed the Z88.3 (WPOZ)
studios in Altamonte Springs, Florida, it was anything but aim as limbs
from big oak tiers began falling, stressed by winds of more than 80 miles
per hour. On the air, Scott W Smith, Theresa Ross, lisa Williams and I
were calm and reassuring. We had asimple message: "Chancy is here, stay
in your safe room, and we will get through this storm together."
Inside our own heads, thoughts swirled as rapidly as the wind outside. Lisa had peace that her husband was safe in Ocoee, just outside the
path of the stoma, but Scott was thinking of his wife and kids. who were
riding out the storm 50 miles away in Daytona Beach. Theresa was saying quick silent prayers for her family's protection, while Ikept praying
that the 60-foot pine nee in my back yard would survive the winds and
spare the house — and my tinnily inside.
Years of planning for the worst paid off that night. During Charley,
Z88.3 lost power at the studios, main 883 FM transmitter site, the
microwave hop in Daytona Beach and 88.1 FM transmitter site north of
Daytona Diesel generators kept all four sites operational through the
storm (and up to 80 hours after it was over). An emergency transmitter at
the studios was pressed into service for about 30 minutes while Is main
transmitter site was receiving avisit from atomado! Throughout the
storm, our back-up systems and engineers performed flawlessly, keeping
us on the air so we could fulfill our responsibility as the EAS LP1
(Emergency Alert System Local Primary 1) station to our listeners.
On the air, we told those who had yet to meet Charley when to
expect the worst winds, based on radar. We reassured those in the eye of
the storm that it would soon pass, and we shared tears with those who
called to tell us of missing roofs, downed trees and shattered windows. As
Hurricane Charley pushed off into the Adantic just after midnight, we
had no idea of its multibillion-dollar price mg, but we knem. that Central
Florida would collectively pick itself up, brush off the dirt and rebuild one
of the most wonderful places to live in America.
Then came Frances. The entire air staff, engineering sniff and office
staff at Positive Hits Z88.3 camped out at the studios for three days as
Hurricane Frances dragged her filly across Central Florida. The station
lost power for only 10 minutes but was able to stay on the air, thanks to a
back-up generator. Millions of people across the state are still waiting for
restoration of power and trying to be patient while waiting for FEMA and
their insurance adjuster. Meanwhile, WPOZ is making sure each of the
eight counties they serve has vital information, from where to find ice and
water to what schools are dosed as Central Florida recovers from the second hurricane. The station also is hdping Second Harvest Food Bank collect non-perishable food for hurricane victims.
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What It's Like To Be...

James R. Williams Ill, Vice President/Director of AP Broadcast Services

...In charge of the world's largest news organization
Vic Ratner, ABC Radio News

...A network radio reporter
By Vic Ratner, ABC Radio New,
As sheriff deputies cleared the way, Iwatched as the luxury tour
bus carrying Michael Jackson and his family rolled up to the Santa
Barbara County courthouse. Across the drive, screaming fans yelled,
"We love you, Michael," as Los Angeles, national, and international
TV and radio reporters described the scene from 38 marked-off
broadcast positions.
The near-circus atmosphere was astriking contrast to the dignified and solemn ceremony at the Capitol in Washington earlier in the
summer, when Istood just afew feet away, describing the scene for
ABC Radio listeners as former President Ronald Reagan's casket was
being carried into the Capitol to lie in state.
From the final report of the 9-11 Commission, to coverage of the
political conventions, to the Laci Peterson and Michael Jackson legal
proceedings in California, to President Bush and John Kerry on the
campaign trail, it's all part of my newsbeat this past summer. New technology makes it possible for me to get the news on the air live for ABC
News Radio from all of these places, using digital transmission facilities,
laptop computers, wireless communications and satellite feeds.
From microphones to mini-disc recorders to digital transmission
boxes, everything Ineed to go on the air from anywhere fits into a
small wheeled case. There's even room for abottle of water and a
power bar. All those wires and electronics get alot of attention from
airport security, but that kind of gear has gotten me on the air in 49
states and more than 30 foreign countries.
The same book-size digital broadcast box that allows me to
broadcast live from Redwood City, California, to Kuwait in the
Persian Gulf can also be used in your local radio community.
Whether it's amajor civic gathering, ahigh school football game or a
breaking news event, units such as the Comrex Matrix or TieLine Co.
codec make broadcast-quality feeds possible on an ordinary phone
line. Where phone lines are not available, the Matrix can also be used
with cellular phones for live broadcasts. Laptop audio editing software enables areporter to send highly produced pieces with wireless
or WiFi technology from locations as convenient as ahotel, business
center or coffee shop — even from a rolling press bus on a
Presidential campaign.
I'm Vic Ratner/ABC News/Live in ... .
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James R. Williams III, Vice President/Director ofAP Broadcast Services
With adaily reach of 1billion people around the world, what
sort of logistical challenges does the organization face on a &ytoday basis? Think of it this way: We have reporters in cities and countries around the world, and we have clients in all those places. The
challenge is to gather the news from all those places, make sure it's
accurate and has the right context, and get it out to all those dients.
We've always measured ourselves against the highest standards,
but we keep raising the bar — it's aworld of minutebyminute
news cycles and audiences that want real-time coverage in audio,
text, video, pictures and graphics. Our customers expect us to act as
the central nervous system of the news industry, and we take that
very seriously.
We have to articulate complex ideas in conversational terms:
first, because listeners only get one chance to understand what's
being said; and second, because we know that people reading our
news on the web or in anewspaper, or seeing our coverage on television, have other choices — so we have to be clear and compelling
every time.
Particularly in radio, our job is to strike abalance, by presenting just enough information: not so little that the point is lost
and not so much that the senses overload and tune out. Astory
on the broadcast wire or awrap on AP Network News covers the
top angle plus alittle context. The poini of departure is always a
story's latest angle.
The challenge and the satisfaction ofbeing AP is that we aren't
just one medium. We aren't just spot coverage, either. Our members
also expect us to provide distinctive coverage: enterprise and investigative stories that put our radio and television stations, websites and
newspapers out front with compelling stories, compellingly tcdd.
We're the world's largest newsgathering organization. We're in
every major international capital, in every state capital, with the
largest network of bureaus on the planet. Our cameras, microphones
and notepads provide the most comprehensive record of world
events that exists.
Reporting from the scene is inherently dangerous, particularly
in places like Iraq. Apicture that hangs in our reception area shows
an AP reporter, microphone in hand, withstanding the frightening
winds ola Florida hurricane — aconstant reminder of the physical
dangers AP people face every day. Of course we face another risk
the challenge posed by those who would exclude the public from
news events. AP stands in the forefront of news organizations that
defend the right to know, and the right to have access to the workings of government.
36
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Powergold
Advanced Music Scheduling Software for Windows

New Powergold Version 8.0
BETTER, FASTER, AND EASIER THAN EVER!
Experience the POWER!
Download a FREE trial version at www.powergold.com
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"Powergold makes managing and scheduling multiple formats easy and we've found it handles very large
databases with ease and is quick: even when server- based. We manage up to 10 different formats with
over 30,000 songs and even use it to manage and schedule our PSA database. Our military staff is generally
very new ( one to three years experience), but with the very thorough and understandable help functions coupled
with the extremely responsive help staff, they learn Powergold very quickly."
Cal Miller
Chief. Operations and Plans Division
Armed Forces Radio Network
Freedom Radio — Baghdad. Iraq

See live demonstrations of Powergold at the NAB in San Diego the evenings of
October 6 and 7. You're invited to join us for food and beverage in our hospitality
suite # 3233 in the beautiful Grand Hyatt Hotel. Pick up acopy of the latest version
of Powergold and find out what's new. See you there!

Sales: 1-800-870-0033

Support: 501-821-1123

info@powergold.com
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...Climbing to the top of the
Empire State Building
Tom Si/liman, president, Electronics Research Inc.
In order to arrf%s the Empire State Building,
one must first pass through the Empire State
Building's security system. The building has issued
me apermanent pass that contains acomputer
chip, and this pass opens the gate in the lobby.
Once in, Ihave to get up to the 80th floor, where
there is asecond elevator that goes up to the 86th
floor. My pass will activate the elevator, and Iusually stage my equipment on the 85th floor. The last
elevator, the mast-car elevator, goes fiom the 85th
floor to the 102nd floor, and this one requires an
devator operator.
Once Ireach the 102nd floor, my pass opens
adoor to astairway to the 103rd floor and another
stairway that goes to the 104th floor. Aladder there
goes up to ahatch in the ceiling, and this hatch is
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opened with the famous "F" key Idon't know why
we use the "F" key but ever since Ihave been working on that building (Istarted in the mid-70s), that
"F" key has been used to open that hatch. Alight
switch next to that ladder turns on lights to the
lower portion of the tower. Usually, halfof the lights
are out, so we always carry headlamps.
Once through the hatch, we have apanoramic view of Manhattan. Often, we are above the
clouds, and it is always windy. Before we go out, we
have to make sure that all the stations using the
tower are on auxiliary facilities or at alevel that is safe
for the climbers. Climbing out of that hatch, we are
about 1,200 feet above the city of New York. The
tower is so tight that we can't wear safety belts, so we
put them in bags and carry them up the ladders. In
the tower where we start, there are ladders and platforms about every 10 feet, so we set up aproduction
line to get our climbing equipment up one level at
atime. When we get up to the FM Master Antenna
ice shidd, we climb out onto the ice shield and put

on our safety climbing equipment From there on,
we are outside the structure.
From the ice shield, we climb ancient step
bolts that fold up and down on hinges. The bolts
are at 90 degrees to each other, so climbing them is
an odd experience at first. The building at this
point is 30 inches square. Univision TV uses this
portion of the tower, and there are currently three
antennas planned for the aperture: Ch. 40/41,
Ch. 68, and Ch. 53.
So, what does it feel like to be on that tower?
When ABC 20/20 did their production on that
building, it was atypical night. The wind was blowing, but the building left the flood lights on for
ABC That was the only night that Iwas up there
with the lights on. It was incredible with those flood
lights shining up on us. As usual, we were wearing
coveralls and gloves, and aprofessional climbing
photographer accompanied us. We were up on the
Ch. 68 TV antenna at 1,450 feet that night, changing out heater wires, and Iwas going to put Russell,
the photographer, up at the beacon. But with 10
feet to go, Russell told me he was at the limit of his
fear factor. That seemed funny to me, because I
don't climb with fear.
The most interesting night for me on the
Empire State Building occurred on arainy evening.
It was wet and cold, and Ihad planned to climb up
with an ironworker named Gary. We opened the
hatch, and it was wet but not too wet; just apainin-the-ass wet. Iwould have called it, but Gary said,
"Fm willing to give it ashot if you want to climb."
Wet steel is dangerous at best, but Ididn't mind.
Five engineers were there when Gary and Isuited
up with coveralls and headlamps. As we worked our
way up the inside of the tower, there seemed to be
less and less rain. Finally, we got to the ice shield, put
on our belts, and then worked our way up the folding step bolts. When we reached the Ch. 68 TV
antenna, apipe with step bolts, we were above the
rain storm. Icouldn't believe it It was warm, and
there was afull moon. It was as if we were only 20
feet above afield of snow. We were up there for four
hours, and when we dimbed down, we were back
in the rainstorm. It had rained all night down in the
building, and the engineers couldn't believe that we
had worked four hours "in the rain." They thought
we were animals — but we were having ablast!
Climbing that building has been rewarding
and sometimes painful. It can be beautiful, and it
can be cold. On my worst night up there, it was
about 18 degrees Fahrenheit, and Iwas with
Wayne, one of the ERI technicians. It was blowing
about 30 miles per hour, and Iwas cold, even with
my back to the wind. Isuggested to Wayne that we
should call it anight and dimb down, but Wayne
thought he was 01C, though we were all the way up
to 1,400 feet. Agreeing, Istarted to climb the small
pole. Wayne hadn't realized that Ihad been blocking the wind from him. Ididn't get 10 feet before
he threw in the towel. We dimbed to safety and
called it anight.
When you climb on steel, the metal can suck
the heat from your body. Ofcourse, you have gloves
to protect your hands from freezing, and climbing
with thick glows takes some getting used to. Still, all
in all, Ihave enjoyed the opportunity to work with
many ironworkers all over this country. Iwouldn't
trade my experiences for anything. à
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Saga Communications'
Steve Goldstein:

"Let's Build Radio's Future"
-Jaime

With Reed Bunzeh Editor-in-Chief

T

ecurrent chairman of the Arbitron
Advisory Council, Saga Communications'
Steve Goldstein, speaks out on a variety of
issues that are challenging the ratings giant —
and pressing the radio industry to collectively
"get our heads out ofthe sand and build our
future.»
The Portable People Meter. Declining
response rates. Small-market measurement.
Re-definition of morning drive. Hispanic
measurement. As chairman of Arbitron's
Advisory Council, Saga Communications'
Steve Goldstein occupies aring-side seat for
virtually all challenges that arise in today's
complex world of audience measurement.
Goldstein's radio career began when
he was still in high school and landed a
full-time, on-air gig at WVOX-AM/FM in
New Rochelle, NY. He held several broadcast- related positions at radio stations in
central New York while attending Ithaca
College, where he majored in communications management.
Upon his graduation from Ithaca in
1979, Goldstein was hired by the NBC
Radio Network. As its West Coast manager
of affiliate relations, he was credited with
naming NBC's youth network The Source.
He later served as anews anchor for the
ABC Radio Network and, shortly after,
began his major-market programming
381 RADIO INK
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career at WABC New
York, where he was
assistant program director for two years.
Goldstein
programmed WTIC-FM
in Hartford before his
career took him to
Detroit, where he
served as program
director for Capital
Cities' WHYT (now
owned by Disney),
Metromedia's WOMC
(now owned by CBS), and vice president/group
program
director
for
Josephson Communications (now Saga
Communications). The group PD position included programming the company's
flagship Detroit property at the time,
\VNIC-AM/FM.
In 1986, Goldstein became vice
president of Saga Communications; two
years later, he was named executive vice
president.
In addition to serving as chairman of
the Arbitron Advisory Council, he also
serves on the board of the Midwest
Conclave.
INK: What is the Advisory Committee's
position on the Portable People Meter?
Do the members actively endorse it, or is
there acall for more testing?
GOLDSTEIN: This has been our
central focus for the past few years.
Becoming intimately involved in the
process, we have learned an awful lot.
About ayear ago, we as acouncil went
from neutral to proactive. The council
believes that electronic measurement has
to be apart of radio's future, but we still
have numerous questions about PPM that
must be answered befbre we can endorse
it. That's what the Houston test in 2005 is
all about.

What do you expect to see from the
Houston test? Will this be dramatically
different from the Philadelphia testing?
We asked for Houston because there
were a lot of unanswered questions in
Philadelphia. Unlike the diary, which uses
adifferent sample each week, the PPM is
based on apanel of people who use the
device each day. That is apretty seismic
shift from the way we have been doing
things for 40 years — so we asked for twin
panels. We want to see how closely things
replicate if you take two distinct and separate groups of respondents. If the results are
pretty close, that should give people alot
more confidence in the panel approach.
We also wanted to see how blacks and
Hispanics respond to the meter. That's abig
one that was largely unanswered in
Philadelphia. Houston is ideal because of
its
ethnic
make-up.
Also,
since
Philadelphia, there have been a lot of
refinements in the way people are recruited,
the way the box functions and the way the
data is collected. There is alot to learn here,
and Idon't think anyone in our business
felt comfortable changing everything on
the basis of just one test.
How much ola problem is it if the major
broadcasters in the Houston market
decline to encode their signals?
It is abig problem but it won't stop the
test. Most radio stations, and all of the TV
broadcasters and cable companies, are on
board. The first problem is that the diary is
40 years old, and we all know that it has
become more difficult to count on people
to fill it out and return it. Second, advertisers are looking for more accountability.
That clearly will involve some form of electronic measurement.
This is about the future of our business, and we should band together to look
at PPM and see if it is right for our business. Otherwise, we risk being left », 40
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Savvy broadcasters know Scott
Studios' stands way above other
digital systems.
Announcers with ahome studio
that can surf the Internet can
now get Scott's outstanding
VTX Voice Tracker via Internet
software free!

Track hours of shows...
in minutes
Voice tracking via Internet is like
voice tracking at a station,
except you save tons of travel
time. Song endings and intros
play in your headphones so
your voice and pacing matches
the music. Scott Studios' voice
tracking takes only slightly
longer than the actual talk time
of your show

GET FREE v° Ice
TRACI(ER SC1FTWARE
AT NAB 8Ceeni 704
How it works
As soon as the station creates
the next day's music schedule,
Scott Studios' VTX Server at the
station puts that log on your
studio computer. VTX scans the
log for scheduled voice tracks,

1 -888-GET-SCOTT

compresses surrounding songs
and spots, then transfers their
heads or tails to your computer.
As soon as the log arrives, you
can start recording. Songs are
transferred invisibly in the
background, coming in faster
than you'll need them.

Every set sounds perfect

Scott even helps freelancers
hook up with VTX stations
through free listings on
VoiceTracker.corn.

Try VTX in Booth 704 at
the NAB Radio Show,
VoiceTracker.com, or call
1-888-GET-SCOTT today.

Thousands of Scott Studios'
client stations voice track
because it sounds smoother and
better than live!
After you record, you can
preview how you'll sound on the
air. You can edit the segue, finetune levels and tweak timing.
You can save that but do
another take and use whichever's better.

Fail- safes are built in
VTX can send emails, notify
pagers or SMS cellphones so
you know when logs are ready
and remind you or notify the
station as deadlines approach.

75 Stemmons reeway, Suite 40
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Voice Tracker and Scott Studios are
Tradernar,s ot Scott Studios LP

behind as other media move to new forms
of measurement that offer richer data and
more accountability.
What would you need to see from the
PPM testing in order to give it the
thumbs-up?
The twin panel is really key. We need
to have confidence in the reliability of the
data. We need to know whether black and
Hispanic listeners will be fairly measured.
Do you have any kind of time-frame as to
when PPM actually might be launched as
Arbitron's primary methodology?
There are alot of variables at work. It
is an expensive device, and we need TV
involvement to keep our costs down. There
is a lingering question about whether
Nielsen will be involved. Regardless, it will
roll out in the larger markets over acouple
of years. Smaller markets will stick with the
diary for the foreseeable future.
There's a small- market initiative to
change audience measurement in condensed markets to rolling averages,
rather than 12-week books. What's the
current state of this proposal?
It's moving along and likely to become
areality next year. The problem small markets experience is "bounce." It's hard to tell

What are the pros and cons of this, and
how do you see this being resolved?
People are waking up earlier. At-work
now begins at 8a.m. for many people. TV
stations all have 5-7 a.m. news shows, and it
is the fastest-growing daypart in television.
Most morning shows are ramping up before
6a.m. We have talked to many broadcasters
who would like to see the daypart expanded
to 5or 5:30 a.m. "Persons Using Radio"
would be lower in some markets, so if it's all
about cost per point, that would be apotential negative. However, having the additional inventory to sell is pretty attractive.
Ithink it makes alot of sense.

less interested in cooperating with research
of any sort. We are down in the low 30-percent range right now, and the only way that
number will go up is if Arbitron increases
the payments to diary keepers.
Arbitron people have used various tactics in the 20 worst markets and seen significant improvement, but taking it to all markets, they tell us, is cost-prohibitive. Idon't
know whether that is true or not, but we
had better use every weapon available in the
switchblade, or we will see these numbers
drop even further.

Is Arbitron effectively dealing with
Hispanic measurement and response rates?
What are the pros and cons of initiating
This is achanging market. Arbitron
an "eDiary?"
has redefined its sample base to more closeTrying to capture men aged 18-34 is a ly align with Nielsen, but they have technonightmare. They seem to have "diary logical issues that need to be resolved before
ADD" [
attention deficit disorder]. Yet, this we will see marked improvement in this
same crew is locked in front of Madden area. Look for 2006.
2004 football games on the computer or Xbox. It makes sense to go fishing where the How critical is analysis of Arbitron ratings when it comes to defining the age
fish are. We have encouraged Arbitron to
move faster on this potentially important composition of astation's ratings — this
method of increasing response rates from is in relation to beer advertising statutes
this and other tough-to-reach demos. We that insist that 70 percent of astation's
looked at some rudimentary designs in July listeners be above age 21?
and suggested they go to some experts on
This is driven by the beer industry.
Internet ergonomics and come up with They have been looking to radio for guidance in how to look at Arbitron numbers.
some workable options.
The problem is: the more granular the data,
the less stable it is. If you are looking at one
book for the 7p.m.-midnight daypart, you
can see wild swings in each demographic.
So for one book, you might make the buy,
while the next your station is off the buy.
That really doesn't serve anyone well, so the
better way to deal with this is some form of
multi-book trending. We have asked
Arbitron to provide guidance on how best
to use their data in away that can become a
standard for all beer and wine sellers, as well
as all radio stations.
Response rates continue to be extremely
low. What can Arbitron do to boost these What other issues are of critical imporrates so there's more scientific credibility tance to the Arbitron Advisory Council?
to the numbers?
We need credible data that agencies
That's the tough one. There are alot of trust and that programmers have conficomplicating factors here. Among the scari- dence in. We need to slice and dice with
est are people who are jumping out of the more confidence than we do now. There are
sample frame. We saw data showing that 6 so many potentially new things that can be
percent of Americans now are cell-phone- done — from music evaluations to examinonly. By law, Arbitron cannot solicit via cell ing real audience flow. Richer data, used
phones, and that user number is growing properly, will bring more dollars to radio.
rapidly. That's nightmare number one.
We just need to get our heads out of the
Number two is the fact that people are sand and build our future. e

"We need credible data that agencies trust and

that programmers have confidence in. There
are so many potentially new things that can be

done .... We just need to get our heads out of

the sand and build our future." —seecoustein
from book to book whether you are smart
or stupid. There are too few diaries and too
many stations. Radio broadcasters don't
seem interested in funding additional
diaries, and neither does Arbitron, so this is
really just arepackaging of the current service to mitigate some of the bounce. Ithink
it's a mediocre solution, but better than
leaving the service as it is.
Some broadcasters are calling for
Arbitron to shift its definition of morning drive from 6-10 a.m. to 5-10 a.m.
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Where Radio's Most Powerful Gather
December 6 & 7, 2004
Radio's Premiere Forecasting é- Financial Event For Radio

Radio Ink's annual Forecast event has become
THE place for the industry to come together
to predict the coming year. Held during Media
Week, when the financial community also gathers,
Forecast 2005 promises to be the best tool to indicate
radio's direction. It's attended by a "Who's Who" of
radio. Please join us at the Harvard Club this December.
All registered participants are invited to attend Radio Ink's
"40 Most Powerful People in Radio" Cocktail Party.
Complete Agenda at www.radioink.com/forecastsummit/

RADIO

Forecast 2005, The Harvard Club, New York, NY

INK Dec. 6

& 7, 2004, To register, call: 800-610-5771.

MARK YOUR
CALENDAR TODAY!
DECEMBER 6-7, 2004

Seecial Report

By Rosemary Scott

The Power Of The
Hispanic Marketplace
An Hispanic tidal wave is sweeping
across the country. Approximately one in
eight Americans is Hispanic, with dramatically higher concentrations in the top US.
markets. Hispanics control $ 686 billion dollars in 2004 spending power, and this number is projected to increase to about one
trillion dollars by 2009. This tremendous
population growth, coupled with incredible buying power, make US. Hispanics some
of the most desirable consumers in the country today.
The Spanish-language radio field has
become very crowded and competitive in
the major markets. In the past few years,
entrepreneurial opportunity has burgeoned
in the smaller, " undiscovered" Hispanic
markets — atrend that should continue into
the future. As many radio operators are
launching new stations and flipping formats to Spanish, listening is at an all-time
high. Shares for Spanish listening have virtually doubled in the past 10 years, from
4.9 in spring 1994, to 9.2 in spring 2004.
During this same period, the number
of Spanish stations has grown from 390 in
1993 to 722 stations in 2003. In other
words, although the Hispanic population
has grown by 57 percent in the past 10 years,
listening to Spanish radio has grown twice
as fast as Hispanics' phenomenal population
growth, which might indicate that Spanish
stations are growing new shares from Hispanic listeners formerly tuned to Englishlanguage stations.
The Spanish radio landscape has
changed significantly in the past few years.
For one thing, the Univision merger was
approved. During its last conference call,
Univision reported that its revenues grew
more than 50 percent from the same time
last year, due in large part to the performance
of its Spanish radio properties.
Meanwhile, Spanish Broadcasting
System has divested many non-core properties, and it is concentrating on its primary
markets. Entravision Communications Corp.
recently announced the successful closing
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and funding of its new $400-million senior
secured credit facility, and used the proceeds
from loans made at the dosing to refinance
outstanding bank borrowings under its
existing credit facility. Also, just three weeks
ago, Clear Channel announced it would be
converting 20-25 stations to Spanishlanguage programming.
Additionally, Amador Bustos is back in
the game. The previous owner of Z-Spanish Media (that company's 32 stations plus
48 affiliates were sold in August 2000 to
Entravision) recently partnered with his
brother John to form anew Spanish-language radio venture, Bustos Media, which
now owns and operates 18 stations throughout the USA.
Border Media
recently gained an
S85-million equity
investment from
NewYork-basedVestar to help fund its
$70 million for the
Amigo Broadcasting
stations in four Tenras
markets. In addition,
increased competi- Amador Bustos
tion from some
smaller operators is mounting as more
broadcasters toss their hats in the Spanishlanguage ring.
MARKET STRENGTH
As Laura Hagan, president of Univision Radio National Sales (formerly Katz
Hispanic), observes: "There are many exciting things going on in Spanish radio across
the country, but the most exciting thing that
happened to us was the Univision merger.
We have developed anetwork division with
wonderful programming, and we also developed the RadioCadena Univision AM network programming, with some of the
country's top Hispanic personalities. Perhaps
the most exciting thing that has occurred,
however, is integration. We are working on
putting together all opportunities of inte-

gration, with all of Univision properties,
i.e., online, TV and Radio. These are very
meaningful things that are happening to us."
Hagan says that one of the trends in
the national scene is that traditional nonHispanic agencies are keeping budgets inhouse, because they see and understand the
power of the Hispanic market. "At one time,
they thought it was too cumbersome to
bother with, and now they see the growth
and the potential of the market, and they
don't want to let go of it," she explains. " By
the same token, more and more advertisers
are no longer willing to stay with agencies,
and there has been greater turnaround.They
are demanding more accountability. They
want progressive agencies, with stronger
marketing strategies, and they are really
examining their ROI, asking themselves
what makes sense."
Hispanic ratings and shares are growing stronger across all markets, observes
Hagan, who sees astrong demand on inventory, which drives higher rates. " This is
because Hispanic radio is extremely effective," she says. "Hispanic radio personalities are very popular. Celebrities in their
own marketplace, they are very integrated
into the needs of the community. Event
marketing is an amazing opportunity for
advertisers, because Hispanic events are
huge, and remotes are usually better
attended than in the English arena. As more
and more advertisers are becoming aware
of the power of the Hispanic consumer, we
are experiencing significant growth."
Amador Bustos, president and CEO
of Bustos Media,
maintains
that
"Hispanics are a
desirable demographic for advertisers because they
are avery loyal customer, they have
higher birth rates
and larger families
(meaning they will
Laura Hagan
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Hispanic Broadcasters Ranked By Est. Revenue
Of Spanish-Formatted Stations
Data taken from BIAfn's Media Access Pro'", Sept. 8, 2004

Owner

Univision Comm Inc
Spanish Bcstg System
Entravision Comm Co
Liberman Bcstg Inc
UNO Radio Group
Multicultural Bcstg
Lotus Comm Corp
Mega Comm Inc
BMP Radio LP
Clear Channel Comm
Ia7('r Bcstg Corp
Bustos Media Holding
NewsWeb Corp
Bestov Bcstg
El Dorado Bcstg Corp
Internad Bcstg Corp
Blanco Pi, Wilfredo
Moon Bcstg Corp
Roman Catholic Ouch
Prieto Comm Inc
ABS Inc.
Newlife Bcstg Inc
ZGS Bcst Holdings
Amer General Media
Journal Comm Inc

326,575
147,400
91,775
53,500
28,200
76,405
56,325
14,200
15,410
3,541,410
8,150
8,460
10,500
4,000
4,000
3,800
3,700
3,875
3,500
3,400
3,350
3,100
3,100
18,825
77,175

Owner

# markets
23
21
3
1
22
7
5
6
189
9
9
1
1
1
7
2

2
8

Owner
# Sta.

72
19
54
16
13
47
24
9
22
1,201
17
20
9
4
1
10
2
14
2
3
6
3
3
31
38

While Hispanic radio traditionally has
not generated dollars on a par with the
national radio marketplace, it appears to be

Estimated revenues based on 2003 revenues
Est. Revenue/
Owner ($000)

has done agreat job in audience delivery."

catching up. " In the past year, quite afew
Owner #
Hispanic Sta.

62
19
40
12
13
17
10
9
14
15
11
14
3
4
1
10
2
11
2
3
6
3
3
4
2

Est. Revenue of SpanishFormatted Sta./Owner ($000)

307,275
147,400
73,375
49,000
28,200
26,550
19,075
14,200
10,960
8,025
7,800
6,300
4,700
4,000
4,000
3,800
3,700
3,625
3,500
3,400
3,350
3,100
3,100
3,100
2,550

advertisers have recognized the power of
Hispanic radio," explains Bonk. " If you have
read any newspapers or listened to radio or
watched TV, you've heard more and more
about this trend. Advertising agencies have
become more accepting of this and include
it in their plans, so we have been making a
lot of progress."
As Univision Radio President McHenry
"Mac"Tichenor notes: "Spanish radio is not
immune to the economics of the business,
and we've slowed down as the entire industry has, but we have continued to grow faster
than the radio industry at large. The slowdown in the radio industry has been on the
minds of investors, and I'm hopeful that it
will come back, but Ithink that we have to
get through the clutter and accountability
issues that are grabbing the headlines right
now." Nevertheless, he says, " Spanish radio
has continued to gain more and more acceptance with advertisers. We have started to
crack more accounts than ever before, and
this is a positive
trend for advertisers who want to
reach Hispanics as
well as for investors

Source: Information provided courtesy of BM Financial

who want larger
be agreater consumer of hard and dispos-

and the deadly risks taken by border crossers,

returns."

able goods). Since Hispanics have larger fam-

the gravitational pull of unskilled labor shortages in the Unites States is stronger, and

always been amore

ilies, it follows that they will have multiple
income earners in ahousehold that pools

Radio

has

the flow of Spanish speakers will continue

important part of

resources."
As aniche market, Spanish speakers rely

unabated. There is clear evidence that independently owned Spanish- language radio

day lives, afact that

on Spanish- language radio for more than
entertainment and news. "They rely on it for

continues to grow - but in some of the

Tichenor says is leading to alot more time
spent listening. It's also why Spanish radio

social assistance," says Bustos. " Our audi-

most unexpected places, such as the Midwest and the Deep South.The Hispanic pop-

ence calls our stations for all kind of things,
ranging from referrals to attorneys and doc-

ulation has become very mobile throughout
all 50 states. Spanish- language radio is not

tors, to requests for help to raise funds to

leading the way; it's only catching up with

transport back to Mexico corpses of indi-

its audience."

viduals who die in accidents and who have
no family in the United States."
ADVERTISER ACCEPTANCE
What this means is that large, generalmarket advertisers are becoming more receptive to Spanish-language media because of
the sheer economic purchasing power of the
Hispanic community, despite prejudicial
forces that militate against Spanish media
and foreign- language speakers. " Because of
the high internal birth rate and the continued strong flow of Mexican immigrants, the
growth of the Hispanic population is not
going to slow down," comments Bustos.
"Regardless of the new security measures,
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Hispanics' every-

McHenry Tichenor

stations generally are more involved with
the community than is the case with nonSpanish-language radio.
"Research has shown that advertisements presented in aculturally relevant way

"Hispanic radio is highly targeted, not

and particularly in the language preferred

only with specific programming that it pro-

by the listener, are much more effective," he

vides, but also with the personalities," adds

explains. "They have better recall than generic

Lisa Bonk, vice president of Interep. " Essen-

ads that are not tailored, and they prompt

tially, we view Hispanic radio as general-

the consumer to take action. Smart marketers

market radio, and

have researched this and recognize Spanish-

we pitch it to every-

language advertising to be the most effec-

one
this
way,
because it absolutely
is mainstream radio.

tive. Correspondingly, they recognize the
need to segment their advertising budgets
in arelevant way." lei

Hispanics comprise
Rosemary Scott, CRME, is afreelance writer,

ahuge segment of
the
population,

specializing in Hispanic marketing, and she is the

especially in major
markets, and His-

South Texas regional director of research &
marketing for Univision. She may be reached at

panic broadcasting

Lisa Bonk

rscott

univisionradio.com.
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Sales
Keep Track
Of Your Time
Keep alog of what you spend
your time doing through the average
day. Continue keeping this record for a
week, and then review the items in
your log.
Are you spending the bulk of your
time on activities that boost your sales
success? If not, rearrange your day.
Remain vigilant about how you use each
minute so you are spending most of
your time on critical tasks.
Source: Sales consultant Bo Bennett, from
Dartnell's Selling, August 2004. From
www.rab.com

Adjust To
Different Styles
Over the years, anumber of books,
magazines, sales trainers, and business
consultants have focused on the need to
identify different communication styles.
Entire conferences are designed around
how people can identify and understand
the various means by which other people
learn, adapt and communicate. The problem: After the books are read or the conferences have ended, most people simply
go back to their old ways of dealing with
colleagues and clients.
Unfortunately, most sales representatives ignore this important component
of communication and lose the benefit
from all the research that's been done. To
distinguish yourself from other sales reps,
begin by learning about communication
styles; practice diagnosing them.
Look and listen for clues that tip
you off to aperson's preferred communication style, then shift your own communication into the customer's preferred
style. You'll be amazed, at how much
more receptive customers can become
when they feel comfortable with you.
Source: Dartnell's Sale$ Leader, June 21,2004

By Sandy Johnston

Assumptive Close vs.
Assumptive Non-Close
You've heard of "assuming the sale" — but

are robbed of income we need.

are you aware that it is possible for salespeople

One reason advertisers turn down our pro-

to assume a "no sale" or "lesser sale"? It hap-

posals is that the value (their perception of our

pens. Often, reps (and possibly you) are not

value) does not equal the price. If it's the job of

even aware of what they are doing.

the salesperson to create sales and not simply

There are several ways this can happen.
New salespeople may have alack of knowledge
that translates into alack of confidence or conviction in the value of their product. They
become very conscious of their price per spot
or the amount of dollars they are asking from

accept what the advertiser is willing to give,
then lowering the price is not the answer.
Raising the perceived value of the station, duster, proposal, or even radio in general is the way
to make the sale.
In 20 years, I've rarely (if ever) heard a

the client. It's understandable when the results

manager ask asalesperson how he or she feels

of most advertising are not measurable, and the

about the effectiveness of radio. Knowing how

salesperson is unable — in his or her own mind

shallow the talent pool is and how difficult it is

— to justify what they're asking for. They
assume it will be difficult, if not impossible, to

know the answer — so no one asks. But, if it's

get large dollars from the client.

possible to raise the value in the minds of the

A salesperson suffering from a lack of
"radio esteem" will never probe aclient's objec-

client, it's possible to raise it in the minds of the
salesperson.

tion and typically will present inexpensive pro-

If you are asalesperson who has fallen into
the negative-assumption trap, here are some

posals. Such reps do as much work as any other
salesperson, but their rewards are much smaller.

to put feet on the street, we just don't want to

steps you can use to haul yourself out:

Our industry loses many of these people unnecessarily. Isay unnecessarily because all we're
talking about here is an assumption, and
assumptions can be changed. Don't we, after
all, do this every day in sales for our clients?
The veteran salesperson has seen and experienced enough to use past knowledge to draw
comparisons between successful and unsuccessful clients with whom they've dealt. They begin
to designate which businesses are destined to be
successful — and worth the effort — and those
destined to fail and "not worth our time." They

•Raise your perceptions of the value of what
you're selling. Produce your own success stories,
or use those the RAB has collected. Find out why
the most aggressive salesperson at the station
commands the bet mtes.
•Assume aprofessional and positive attitude in
the office and in your surroundings.
•Encourage brainstorming sessions each month
to enemte excitement in your product. Agood
idea is atrue gift that will immediately mise
your desire to dose.

feel qualified to size up potential clients, often

7Steps To Better Closes
1. Believe in what you sell.
2. Work hard to stay in apositive frame of mind.
3. Try not to pre-judge prospects based on first
impressions.
4. Don't let afew lost sales tum into aslump or a
depression.
5. Keep in the front of your mind that sales is a
numbers game.
6. lise bad experiences to eliminate mistakes
from your next sales call.
7. Be confident, but always work as thoughsome-

foregoing client needs analyses (CNAs) and,

Perhaps the most important thing you can

even worse, never even talking to those clients

do to avoid the " assumptive no/low dose" is to

on their list. In fact, I've rarely known asalesperson to actually call on everyone on their list.

your assumptions. It's like drilling for oil:

If Iask why not, the answer is always aversion

There's no way to determine what's under the

of "There's no money there." "How do you

ground just by looking at the landscape. Invest

know?" I'll ask. The answer often is asimple

the time to dig down and find out whether it's

shrug of the shoulders.

there. Even asmall handful of new gushers can

We are dealing with two types of negative

perform CNAs on your clients regardless of

make your year. Gi

assumptions. We assume the client can't or
won't spend with us, or that we are not worth
what we say we are. You can see the problem

Sandy Johnston is president of Johnston Management. She

Source: The Selling Advantage, 2004;
from www.rab.com

with each scenario: We cheat the client, and we

SJAchieve@aol.com.

one out there is ready to steal the sale.
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can be reached at 402-964-0500 or via e-mail at
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Register to Win

a4day / 3-night stay at
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First MediaWorks wants you to
experience all-inclusive luxury
this fall with aterrific stay at
The Grand Baja Resort ez Spa
in Los Cabos, Mexico. It's the
only holistic spa in Los Cabos...

The Ultimate
All-Inclusive
Experience!

Proven Solutions. Proven Results.
FIRST

gDivision

1-877-691-8888

Or register online at: www.firstmediaworks.com/grandbaj al
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on products from First Media Works.
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YOU ARE WORTHY
By Michael Tate
Somerset Maugham once said,
"It's afunny thing about life. If you
refuse to accept anything but the
best, you very often get it."
Sadly, it's true that, for many
of us, our resistance to accepting
less than the best is often waning
or missing. All my life Ihave seen
people accepting much less than
the optimum choice: the best thing
for them.
Why does this happen to us?
What goes so wrong within us that
we don't take, earn, achieve or allow
ourselves to have the best? For some
of us, it's refusing the best opportunities. For some, it's the wasted hours.
For others, it's being in the wrong
relationships.
What within us stops us from
accepting the gifts and grand opportunities that abound? What could
cause this obviously self- abusive
behavior of accepting less than the
best? It's not about fear. It's not
about lack of skill or courage; it's
about " me."
Agentleman once told me that
Ihad to learn that it is okay for good
things to happen to me. For the
longest time, Ididn't understand
what he meant.
Ihave learned that Iam my
biggest obstacle. As Ihave come to
understand things, somewhere along
the line Iwas given agood dose of
self- loathing (no, you're not the only
one). I
was born with it, or it was conditioned into me through my life's
experiences; however it came to be,
it's here.
All of us have this dark inhibitor
lurking inside. It often manifests itself
in negative self-talk, the voice that
constantly tells us that we're too
heavy or too short, that we're too
dumb or somehow incomplete, or
that we simply just don't measure up
to the standards we have been given.
In other words, it's adark, insidious
voice that says, " You don't
deserve..."
In selling, the voice says such
things as " I
can't close," " I
can't handle objections," " This guy doesn't like
me," or " I'll never be successful."
The next time your head starts
telling you you're not worthy, tell it
to shut up; and know that everything you are and everything you
have is enough to be everything you
deserve to be.
Michael Tate, president of radioDCL, may be
reached at 866-723-4680
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By Sean Luce

How To Fill
Your Sales-Rep Pipeline
Throughout my travels — and this applies
more to the U.S. than New Zealand, Europe and
Canada — the toughest job for asales manager
today is finding qualified sales reps. In that statement, however, lies the problem, as "finding" poses
acritical challenge. Finding qualified candidates is
not the problem; they're all over the place — in
restaurants, jewelry stores, malls, the telecommunications industry and so forth. The problem is most
of the good ones already have ajob.
This may come across as critical of radio, but
Isee very few sales managers who actually lay the
pipe in recruiting; and once they find qualified
reps, they still fall short. Why? Because, if they're
competing agasint pharmaceutical sales or hotel
sales, radio sales managers are ill-equipped to compete unless they have live bait on alure: an endless
guarantee of money.
There are many ways to find these candidates,
of course; the most important is constant recruitment. Here is one strategy that has worked for LPG
managers. It's called "Open House," and its purpose
is to draw potential sales reps to you (the sales
manager) in numbers so you can sift through the
responses and set up appointments on anon-traditional day. Here's how it works:
• The sales manager runs a 60-second
spot on the radio station (you can also run
an ad in the newspaper to support the radio
ad, but run this ad outside the classified section), telling candidates to e-mail or fax
their résumés to you for an appointment on
aSaturday morning at the radio station. Run
the Open House spot two weeks before the
Saturday event.
• The sales manager goes through the
résumés and calls back interesting candidates, setting up Saturday appointments in
15- minute increments, 9 a.m. through
noon. The purpose of the Saturday interview
is that some candidates don't want to, or
can't, leave work during the week. Also, the
good ones with aconscience don't want to
cheat their current employer by looking for
anew job on their current employer's clock.
• Schedule your senior reps to be on
hand; they'll be the first to interview your
candidates at the " Open House." If the

senior reps like certain candidates and think
they will fit into the team, the sales manager
sits down with each of them for 10 or 15
minutes. At this point, the sales manager sets
up aformal interview the following week to
interview the candidate in depth.
Here is asample copy of the Open House spot:
Hi, this is John Doe, general sales minder with MC«
in Houston.
On Saturday, October 9th, thefflOOC sales staff is having an open house for prospective new sales account managers
who want to expand current success in radio sales or people who
are looking for achange in career that will give them the opportunity to serve the businesses of Houston in amarketing capacity — and, of course, make the kind of money that will fulfill
your monetary dreams.
Over the next week, Iwill be setting up appointments for
Saturday, October 4th, between 9a.m, and noon. All you have to
do is e-mail or fax your résumé to me today, and I'll call you to
set up atime. My e-mail address is John@l4000Lcom; or fax
me at 281-496-4128.
There are alimited number of available appointments for
Saturday. You will have the opportunity to tour the offices of
VIODOC to see where your new career will start and to meet other
successful MOO{ account managers. It is imperative that you
call me today, because Iwill not be able to take walkups, so it's
important that you e-mail or fax your résumé today.

We don't want the prospects to call the sales
manager, because ahundred calls would tie up
the sales manager (you) for a week. With the
Open House, the sales manager gets achance to
sift through résumés and decide which ones to
call back.
In one market, the general sales manager, who
was rebuilding her sales staff, held three Open
Houses during the month and interviewed 66
potential candidates. She narrowed the 66 to 1l
viable candidates, did profile assessments, checked
references and hired four outstanding sales reps. As
with sales, recruitment is also anumbers game. In
addition, stations that take great pride in their
facilities have achance to showcase the premises, creating agreat first impression. ià
Sean Luce, head national instructor for the
Luce Performance Group, can be reached at
Sem@luceperformancegroup.com or 281-496-6340.
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Management

ALesson In Buying Radio
From "The Other Side"

HOW TO DEAL
WITH VOICE MAIL
By Sylvia Allen
Getting dreaded voice mail is a
pet peeve of any salesperson. What
do you do when you hit voice mail?
Here are afew options:
•Hang up. Many people simply don't
return calls, so why bother?
•Try back at a later time, maybe
after 5p.m., when things are quieter
and the person is more likely to pick
up the phone.
•Don't sell. Never leave avoice message that is " salesy." You don't know
whether the prospect even has a
need for your service.
•Feel their pain. Come up with a
simple one-sentence message that
deals with a burning issue the
prospect may have: For example:
"We help take the hassle out of sales
presentations."
•Create an air of mystery. Simply
leave your name and number. Some
people might be curious and actually
call you back!
Sylvia Allen, president of Allen Consulting,
may be reached at 732-946-2711.

SEWNG SHOULDN'T
BE " SALESY"
Your salespeople are most successful when they aren't too "salesy."
Think aminute about the " rainmakers" at your station(s). Do people
outside the building equate them
with a " used car sales" image? Most
likely not.
Successful salespeople build
relationships and develop trust. They
engage in conversations to find out
what is really going on in their clients'
world. They work to show their competence and that of the firm. They
gain commitment — not by asking,
"What will it take to get us in to do
work for you," but by providing creative solutions and creating value for
their clients.
If you have used car salesmen
working in your sales department,
let them go kick the tires somewhere else.
Source: Sales consultant Mike Schultz, 2004

By Ron Covert

Radio has been my passion for 15 years, and
over this span of time, I've believed in it with
every fiber of my being. Every one of those 5,475
days, Ihave asked myself, "Why is radio considered the bastard stepchild of media?" Irecently
found the answer.
For many of those 15 years, Iran agroup
of stations in the Midwest — or they ran me. As
many of you have experienced in recent years,
Ibegan to feel disenchanted about the future of
our business. It seemed that, no matter how
much we learned and changed within our
organization, "radio people" continued to be
just that — radio people. But is that so bad? I
never thought so — at least, not until Ibecame
acustomer.
Not long ago, acar dealer in the western
part of the country fired its agency and asked me
to help with its media buying. Iagreed with the
conditions that:
1. We buy 100-percent radio.
2. We run 52 weeks ayear.
3. We retain creative control of the commercials.
My client agreed. "Oh, glory!" Ithought.
"What aday: $ 500,000 in new business will be
coming to radio in this market. All Ihave to do
now is call the stations, get the rates and place
the buys!"
Glowing with enthusiasm, I sent a rate
request to all the stations Iwanted to buy and
included specific details of exactly what Iwanted. Itold each of them that a solid proposal
from them would be rewarded with a52-week
buy. Iwas hoping to buy four stations from one
group, three from another and two standalones.
Iasked for specific days, dayparts and net rates;
and Iasked to be served by just one rep per
group. Ieven promised them a specific date
when they could expect to hear my decision.
Sounds simple, right?
Precisely as one surly old media buyer
warned me would happen, Ireceived mountains
of stuff Ididn't need and virtually nothing that I
had requested. In fact, Ireceived rates for completely different days and dayparts than Ihad
asked for. None of the clusters was willing to let
me buy from a single rep because " that's not
how we do things." One group didn't even
respond with aproposal until Icalled them back
— two days after the deadline. She said she "hadn't
had time," and then she gave me exactly what I
didn't need — just like all the others.
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I also asked the reps not to call me. I
promised Iwould call them if Ihad any questions: "Remember, I'm aradio guy, too, and I'm
trying to put half a million more dollars into
your market. All Iask is that you listen and shoot
straight with me."
Spending half amillion dollars buying radio
was one of the most frustrating experiences of
my life. Ican only imagine what it would be like
if Ihad to do it every day, but I'm pretty sure I
would begin to hate dealing with "radio people."
If you're still reading this, there may yet be
some hope, because it means that you're willing
to hear what " the other side" is saying. Having
been an account executive, a sales manager, a
general manager and now amedia buyer, here's
my heartfelt advice:
1. Listen and give customers exactly what they
ask for. Wait to give them your "other suggestions" until after you've earned their trust and
developed some rapport. This is different for
local/direct customers and agencies. Most local
customers don't want to buy ads; they want to
ring the cash register. Show them how you can
help them do that.
Z. Quit selling your format and your audience.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, radio is not a
highly targetable medium. Even the smallest stations can make a business wildly successful if
they have the right message, no matter the format. Throw the rankers out the window and
strive to see what makes advertising work.
3. Become an expert on your customers' businesses. Learn what makes those businesses tick.
Become the sustaining resource they think of
first and like the most when they think "marketing."
4. Know your customers' definitions of success.
Before the ads ever start, know specifically what
your client expects from the ads.
Please understand that I'm not lodging an
indictment against all the people in radio, but
against the way they've been doing business. Iask
only that you turn to the mirror and ask, " What
can Ido differently to grow the value — and
consequently the share of marketing dollars —
for our beloved medium?" à
Ron Covert is president of Wizard of Ads, Ltd.
He may be reached at 573-489-3211 or
roncovert wizardokids.com.
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By Torn Zarecki

Blow Away No-Prep Jocks
If you're voicetracking with no prep,
you're setting yourself up to fail. Here are
some ideas that will help you to excel:
Prep: This will kill the competition.
You're up against many no-prep jocks in
adistant market. They are literally sitting
ducks. You can blow them away with a
solid 20 minutes of daily market prep
work. If you don't, you could be the one
who's blown away. Listeners don't care
whether you're down the street or 10
states away. Good prep wins when coupled with great, honest presentation.
What's good is good, regardless of
whether it's performed live or created
last week.
Resources: Fill your prep session with
local newspaper access, local TV reporter
names
and
stories.
Google-search
specifics to learn unusual factoids about
events you mention.
"Subscribers": Satellite channels and
music networks are taking advantage of
their subscriber lists and mentioning
names and towns. Radio stations know
thousands of their listeners via website
signups and contest registrants, so why
should satellite channels be the only ones
mentioning listeners?
Listen in: Aircheck the other guys:
Remember to get regular airchecks of
primary competitors in markets you're
in, so you'll know the level of talent
opposite you.
For jocks voicetracking daily on
Sirius, 'al, Jones, ABC Radio, etc.:
Your prep needs to be topical and timely,
since it can't be local. Ironically, local talent simply doesn't handle the topical and
timely aspects as consistently and with as
much quality as national jocks often do.
Focus on three key areas:
•References for your daypart.
•National topics that people relate to locally,
such as Kerry vs. Bush, hurricanes, airport
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security, computer viruses, bad traffic, shopping, dating, raising kids, celebrity news.
•Info on power artists. It's only after you've
built on your hard drive afacts folder about
your station's major artists that you should
even begin to research one-hit wonders. Too
many jocks spend too much time revealing
details of an obscure artist, whose name the
listener won't remember five minutes from
now. Focus on the names they know.
Comparative geographics: National
jocks either overuse " coast- to-coast" or
"across the country," or they don't say it
at all. Both are bad. To fix this, find places
that sound interesting when presented
together and are geographically divergent. Examples: " From Mt. Rushmore,
South Dakota, to Mt. Washington, New
Hampshire, nobody plays more great
'80s music..." or " People in Portland,
Maine, and Portland, Oregon, are joining

us every day for the underground rock
palace." Multi-market jocks can use this
same technique, using maps from the station's coverage area. Highlight unique features or news from various towns. Both
types of jocks can always add " just got an
e-mail from Dave in (city)" whether they
did or not, to help show the reach of your
channel or station.
Yellow Pages: Each market is unique, and
its Yellow Pages will show you specifically
what that uniqueness is. An endless gold
mine for creative ideas and show-prep
uniqueness, the Yellow Pages can help
national air talent relate to or salute various occupations, while multi-market
jocks can learn the uniqueness of each
market.
Examples: Washington DC's
Yellow Pages show zillions of escort services, but there are none in Salt Lake City's
book. Hartford is headquarters for 100
insurance companies. Pittsburgh is host
to many banks, Pittsburgh Paint, and
Heinz. To relate to listeners, mention specific big places and people working there.
Use Yellow Pages sparingly but regularly
the rest of your on-air career, and never
mention what you're using. Somehow,
you just know who is listening — anyone
and everyone, of course.
Plan your "exit line": One major point
differentiates ajock who simply tosses in a
celebrity bit or current-event reference over
asong from ajock who carefully plans the
last line. Bits or content without an exit line
leave listeners hanging, disembodied, waiting for payoff or relevance. Many national
jocks still toss in something of relevance
and desperately just end it with "now here's
Elton John." Listen to some great national
or multi-market jocks. They know how to
get out. Gi
Tom Zarecki handles public relations at RCS in
New York and regularly speaks on music scheduling and programming issues at industry events. A
nationwide programming consultant for 11 years
before RCS, Zarecki just got his MBA this May in
his "spare time."
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For more information, call Cox's David DuBose at 205-326-2539.
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Thousand, Please.
By Reed Bunzel, Editor- In-Chief

Earlier this summer, several major radio
groups announced that they were stepping up
plans to roll out HD Radio at many of their stations throughout the U.S., kick-starting the conversion of analog broadcasting to digital, in- band,
on channel ( IBOC) delivery.
Why take such an initiative on such a grand

such as the iPod and satellite radio, radio struggles
with an image that it is what it is, and spending
good money on an item that most people already
have in abundance isn't seen as necessary.
Thus lurk the questions that even Jeopardy
champion Ken Jennings might have trouble
answering (or asking): What lies ahead for HD

(and expensive) scale? Pretty simple, really. While
some broadcast companies steadily have adopted
iBiquity Corporation's HD Radio standard, stagnating industry economics and lukewarm interest
have created less of a demand for digital audio
broadcasting than some people anticipated. With
the emergence of personal entertainment media,

Radio; and if radio builds it, will they ( the consumers) come?
With these issues in mind, Radio Ink convened
apanel of some of the radio industry's top engineers to discuss how critical it is that the radio
industry embrace — and convert to — in- band,
on- channel digital audio broadcasting.

Radio Ink thanks the following engineers who shared their
,i,..• Reba:

Cris Alexander
Dir. Of Engineering
Crawford Broadcasting Co.

Jeff Littlejohn
SVP/Engineering
Clear Channel Radio
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Dom Bordonaro
Chief Engineer
Cox Radio- Conn.

Steve Davis
SVP/Technical & Capital Mgmt.
Clear Channel Radio

Norm Philips
Dir. Of Tech. Opr.
Susquehanna Radio Corp.

Tom Giglio
VP/Engineering/Radio Division
Jefferson Pilot

Milford Smith
Vice President/Radio Engineering
Greater Media
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INK: To what extent have you and/or your company implemented HD Radio at this point?
Steve Davis, Clear Channel: We are
in the process of rolling out quite afew
stations in 2004.
Jeff Littlejohn, Clear Channel:
That's right. We currently have about
a dozen stations converted to IBOC,
but we expect to have 70 by the end
of the year.
Cris
Alexander,
Crawford
Broadcasting: To date, Crawford has
converted four of its FM stations to
HD Radio. Three of the stations are in
the Chicago market and the other is
in Detroit.
Norm
Phillips,
Susquehanna:
Susquehanna Radio will have converted
half of its FM stations to HD Radio by
the end of this year. We are on an aggressive schedule for implementation with
AM station conversion following FM.
Dom Bordonaro, Cox RadioConn.: Cox Radio has implemented HD
Radio in several markets and is planning
to add several more in the near future.
Milford Smith, Greater Media:
Greater Media currently has seven FMs
and one AM station operating with HD.
We plan to have all of our major market
stations on line by the end of 2004 and
the remainder converted during the
first half of 2005. The company is fully
committed to and has fully funded the
HD conversion.
Tom
Giglio,
Jefferson- Pilot:
Jefferson- Pilot is close to making acommitment to convert all of our stations to
HD radio within the next several years.
How critical is it for the radio industry to convert to an IBOC digital delivery system?
Smith: It is absolutely critical. This
is a classic chicken- and- egg situation.
The receiver manufacturers look at
broadcast commitment as an indication that HD Radio is " for real" and
will use that commitment (or lack
thereof) as an indication of how to
structure their internal plans for
receiver development and deployment.
Ditto on the car manufacturers.
Giglio: We have no option — we
must implement HD Radio. It's the only
choice available to broadcasters to compete in an ever-expanding mobile digital
information environment.
Phillips: It's important to embrace
the new technology, as it all but eliminates the effects of FM multipath. This is
the noticeable improvement in the audio
quality of HD Radio.
Alexander: An all-digital delivery
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system is critical to the long-term viability — the very survival — of terrestrial broadcast media. We must compete
with other portable digital media, such
as CD, MD, iPod and others, and now we
must compete with satellite-delivered
aural services, many of which are commercial- free. On the horizon is widespread and (in some cases) free wireless
Internet (currently being proposed in
Philadelphia). This will bring us into
increasing competition in areas where
free service with Internet audio streams
is offered. We have to be different and
better. " Better" starts with an all- digital
delivery system with excellent coverage.
"Different" involves local programming.
Littlejohn: Idon't expect anyone to
turn off their analog carriers and abandon 800 million existing receivers.
Radio is agreat medium, one that provides our listeners with local news and
information that is unmatched by any
other technology. That being said, we
also need to keep pace with achanging
world. HD Radio provides radio broadcasters the means to do that; and at the
same time, it can provide our listeners
with data and alternate channel content
they've never had before.
Bordonaro: All the competing services ( satellite and Internet-based) are
digital. There is a marketing war brewing as digital services are pitted against
the traditional analog services. If traditional radio has nothing to offer in this
war, it will be relegated to the " old technology" bin. With digital delivery, radio
can share in the new buzz that will be
surrounding satellite radios and Internet
radios, especially as they are offered by
OEM car manufacturers.
How aggressive does the radio industry need to
be in adopting HD Radio?
Bordonaro: Aggressive enough so
that every market has asignificant number of stations broadcasting in HD. Once
the public buys the radios, there had
better be something to listen to. There
will be plenty of satellite to listen to.
Littlejohn: You can see by [Clear
Channel's] announcement to roll out
1,000 stations that we feel the industry
needs to be very aggressive.
Davis: Receiver availability, technology refinement and competing delivery
systems are converging to justify afairly
aggressive ramp-up by the industry.
Smith: It should be very aggressive;

Pictured is a Mini- HD transmitter from Harris Corp. Part of
the company's low- power HD
Radio FM transmitter line, the
Mini- HD is designed for FM
radio stations that use space
combining to implement HD
Radio. Applications include
separate antennas, interleaved
antennas, dual- port antennas,
and FM combiner port injected
feeds. Its four models range
from 60 watts to 600 watts.

and radio, as the remaining mostly-analog medium, needs to make the transition to the digital world sooner rather
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than later to avoid becoming arelic of
yesterday's technology.
Alexander: Within the next three
or four years, just about all large- and
medium- market stations will feel pressure to adopt HD Radio. With the recent
announced commitments by Clear
Channel, Entercom and Cox, there will
be digital signals in all the big and
medium markets. Others in those markets will have to adopt HD or be at a
competitive disadvantage. Ibelieve that
the Clear Channel, Entercom and Cox
commitments will go a long way
toward ensuring the success of HD as a
viable medium.
What are the major hurdles in implementing HD
Radio in atimely manner?
Bordonaro: Money — and convincing the ownership that this is critical to their future.
Phillips: Financial consideration is
obviously aconcern. The average installation costs approximately $150,000.
Alexander: As with DTV, there are
significant costs involved with implementing HD Radio. Some stations are
well- situated to convert, having digital
STLs and late- model transmitters with

plenty of headroom. Others will have to
make wholesale upgrades from the
microphone to the antenna. The more
options the FCC gives us for implementation, the easier it will be. Allowing the
use of separate digital and analog antennas is an excellent step. For FM stations,
the hurdles can be wide and varied.
Higher- power stations that have tower
space challenges and elect to use highlevel combining, may face headroom
issues with their analog transmitters.
Others may have bandwidth issues with
their antennas. We have had to deal with
HVAC issues, as linearized transmitters
aren't very efficient and produce agood
bit of waste heat into the room. For AM
stations, the biggest challenge will be
antenna bandwidth.
Littlejohn: The sheer size of the
project is a major hurdle for Clear
Channel. The other major hurdle is the
learning curve for HD Radio. Clear
Channel has hundreds of engineers who
have installed analog transmitters, but
only afew who have installed HD Radio.
It's like when you learned to drive acar
the first time — it wasn't really difficult,
but it took a little more conscious
thought than it does now.

Giglio: Equipment costs and hardware availability. With so many stations
trying to implement HD radio over the
next three years, there are bound to be
equipment delivery delays.
Smith: Other than the obvious one
— money — the conversion of each station is somewhat unique. There are multiple technical methods for " going digital," some better than others, some
cheaper than others, and some quicker
than others but not as well suited to
long-term operation. Making the proper
choice and then doing what is necessary
to make the conversion — which may
involve new or modified antennas and
transmission lines, new transmitting
equipment and attendant AC power and
cooling requirements as well as potential new tower leasing issues — are real
challenges. Adding the facts that the
technology is very leading- edge and
that new options pop up frequently
makes for a potentially confusing
process. Equipment and antenna availability, while not a serious problem to
date due to the relatively few stations
which have converted, does have the
potential to present some issues if there
is abig upswing in station interest. Fei
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Radio Industry Business Intelligence at Your Fingertips
Two Profitable Reasons to Stop By Booth 1405
BlA Financial Network enhances your ability to expand, compete, advise, or invest in the media industry with in-depth
market, owner and station information, analysis, valuation services and other investment resources.

MEDIA

ACCESS
40

Investing In'

Radio

MARKET REPORT

MEDIA Access Pro'— Containing comprehensive and accurate radio station data, this powerful analytical
software provides instant access to revenues, ratings, multi-level contact information, ownership, transactions,
demographics, technical stats, and more. Updated daily, MEDIA Access Pro is the ONLY integrated media
business application providing across-media view between the radio, television and newspaper industries.
Investing In® Radio Market Report—An in-depth quarterly investment guide providing historical and
projected financial data and statistics for each Arbitron-rated market. Each edition includes estimated
advertising revenues, 12+ total day Arbitron ratings for the past 8periods, station competitive and performance information, technical data, and ownership details.

Stop by Booth 1405 at The NAB Radio Show
See a live demonstration of MEDIA Access Pro TM
and enter to win a free one-year subscription
Visit www.bia.corn or Call 800-331-5086 for information on
BlAfn's full portfolio of services.
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Media Brokers

Antennas

AM
Ground
Systems

Radio Features
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Force

VETERANS
DAY NOVEMBER 11

FC&C

Communications & Consultants, L.L.C.

Reliable, On-Time
Installation

Ground System
Construction

Quality Workmanship

Evaluation & Repair

MIE AMERICA' S
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A Media Brokerage Firm
John Lauer
4611 Wynmeade Park
Marietta, Ga. 30067
phone 770-565-4465
johnlauer@mindsphng6orn

WWW.amgroundsystems.com

1-877-766-2999

:
30-esc.

FEATURES

Hal Gore
1000 Gide Doubloon Drive
Vero Beach, Fl 32963
phone 772-231-8928
yerohalebellsouth.net

available for local
.
GET

sonsorshi

FREE DEMOS NOW at

'www.gracebroadcast.com
I
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Consultin
A BOLD NEW VOICE
ON RACE RELATIONS
Carol M. Swain
Strategic tools Tactical tools. Were the country

A

radio consultants that equip stations with tools
for winning consistent ratings. Call us today to find

"
1

Ir

CONSULTING SUCCESS STORlilli
IN EVERY SIZE MARKET
Dan Vaille
Mike Donovan

Jim Richards

Hary Blain

Jack Taddeo

4'j1

.
tel O'Malley 888 662-5539

I ILidio SpincidlirY

.irye Albright 206 498-6261
www.radioconsult.coin

jet

how we win...and vvhat you ve been misstng. ••••••\• ( a

Teacher • Author • Expert
Motivational Speaker

Music Schedulin
Your music determines your success.
Nothing counts more.

With a provocative
perspective on:
• Religion
• Reparations
• Black Leadership
• White Nationalism
• Affirmative Action

Carol

...America's Premier AC and Top 40 specialists.
Call Dan Vaille at Vallie•Richards Consulting today
at 828-262-3919
or send an e-mail to yalliedan@aol.com...
and let's form awinning team today.

AUJE•RICHARDS CONSULTING, INC.
HADDEN 8c ASSOC.."

Radio- TV Acquisitions, Appraisals, Consulting

Texas FM Class A
$ 900K
FIA AM ( Reduced) $ 395K

PERFECT MO(
music scheduling

M.

Swain, Professor of Law & Political Science
Vanderbit University
615-322-1001 • 615-322-0026
carol.swain@law.vanderbiltedu

www.carolswain.com
An American Success Story

Call Steve Clem: 405-476-5133
Or e-mail: perfectmix@sbcglobal.net

Structural Anal sis
Structural Analysis
from
r — rié

WebCasting (Live)
Live Webcasting Radio Stations

Auddideoweb.com

Worldwide Communication Made Easy

Mississippi FM Group $1.8M

Features:

ALA FM/AM Group $ 1.0M

•Unlimited Statans (Publishing Points) under one account - FREE

FIA C3 25KW FM

•Live Streaming Reports

$ 975K

•Add Chat to your Uwe Broadcast
•Best Technical Support in the Business

407.699.6069 FX: 407.699.1444

•Archive Your Shows and Cresta aSimulated live Broadcast

E- Mail: Haddenws@aol.com

•Access Our Advanced Account Management System

Internet: Haddenonline.com

•Pay-Per-View Options
•Reseller Programs

When it's time to make adecision, the radio industry

•We Will Beat Any Published Pice!

turns to Radio Ink magazine. The SHOWCASE can help —
for rates, contact Eric Raskin at 800-610-5771 or via
e-mail at ericraskin@radioink.com.
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Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

Phone: 781-453-0303
E-mail: questions

o audiovideoweb.com

Website: AudioVideoweb.com LLC
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Talk Show

GM/GSM FOR MISSOURI SUPERCLUSTER

4214,

(

owl

Heard on over
stations
each weekend across America,
as well as on Satellite Radia.

"The Money Pit biings the kina
of personality and entertainment
audiences cave to the consumer
'how-to' shows.' - /mew %gram Ibtrig

KTTR-A/F, KZNN, KDAA, KXMO, KMOZ, Rolla and MidMissouri's top- billing, top- rated six- station cluster, seeks a
GM/GSM to lead our excellent staff already in place. If you
have proven sales management and training experience, and
you love small- market radio, reply in confidence to
rbenahaffey@'sbcglobarnet or contact
Robert B. Mahaffey @ 800 725 9180.

WOE4 thrilailey

Longevity and employer integrity are job features
that our general managers experience.
Results Radio is an Equa Opportunity Employer.

Seeking Job as
Talk Show Host

Senior Vice President New England
Radio Group

Torn Ilmeutler
Host

Funny man looking for first break
in Radio. Iwant to host my own
freeform talk show. Don't need
much money or any, if right opportunity comes along. Some experi-

Multi-station group needs regional
ARTflare Relations. Skip

leader to drive revenues, improve rat-

www.888MONEYPI

THE MONEY PIT
rA 1111
1k LISTEN UVE SATURDAYS • REFEEDS AVAILABLE .—

Voice Ima in

out potential acquisitions. This person

Lowest Priced VO Talent to Voice Your

Multi-Million Dollar
Radio Station?

No. But You Boni Want To Be Taken
fo The Cleaners Either...Call Us For Free Quotes
On Affordable Voiceovers.

LANCE DEBOCK
IMAGING

732-736-6722

of success, awillingness to make sales

ties at various levels of development.

FOR SALE:

This is the right opportunity for asuc-

ERI FMH-10AC 10- bay rototiller on

cessful DOS or multi-station general

104.9 mHz with face mounts for
36- inch tower, or can be switched to
pole mount. Removed for upgrade.
A $50,000 antenna for $7,500 OBO.

manager seeking to gain control of their
destiny. Women and minority candidates
are encouraged to apply.
Please fax your résumé to

Contact: Bruce Campbell, Dove Media,

A. Shaw at ( 603) 668-6470 or

L.L.C., ( 325) 677-3900 (office)

e-mail: cheryl@nebcast.com

Radio Ink announces that radio stations can now post their
job openings electronically online! Just go to
www.radioink.com and click the jobs tab. The rate to post
an ad is $ 99 for one month or $ 55 for two weeks.
Radio Ink attracts more than 25,000 unique visitors to its
website and more than 1,000 unique visitors to its job
site. BONUS: Your ad will post within ONE HOUR of
your submission Go to vvww.radioink.com or contact
Eric Raskin: 800-610-5771; Ericraskinradioink.com
Now everyone can electronically tap into Radio Ink's credibility and get employment ads to the right
target audience of radio and broadcast people.

Ino-610.5771

KentogCyahoo.rom or roll 310-261-5351.

pattern. The group has ahost of proper-

www.lancedebook.com

WWKRADIOINK.COM IFOR SUBSCRiPTIONS, CALI

ence, but not much. Can go anywhere in country, work any shift.

will bring to the company atrack-record
calls, and an "outside the box" thinking

Do You Really Want The

VOICE

ings, increase accountability, and seek

GENERAL SALES

(325) 370-8722 ( cell)

MANAGER -Midwest Market

We are looking for ageneral sales manager to lead, recruit,
sell, and take charge of an underperforming sales staff at a
multi-station radio cluster in a rated midwestern market.
You will recieve an excellent compensation package and
earn stock ownership in our privately held, locally owned
company. A candidate with successful sales management
experience in acluster situation is preferred.
Please e-mail all correspondence to:
radio50000wattsgyahoo.com. EEO/MF
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WAIT A MINUTE! DON'T WE
KNOW THAT GUY IN FRONT,
THIRD FROM THE RIGHT?
The KOGO news department
in San Diego posed for this
promotional photo, circa
1960. That familiar face is
now on national TV: Regis
Philbin on Live With Regis
& Kelly. - Radio Ink collectai

SEARCH YOUR ARCHIVES.
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Events

ARBITRON DATES
Fall 2004: Sep. 23- Dec. 15
Winter 2005: Jan. 6-Mar. 30
Spring 2005: Mar. 31-Jun. 22
Summer 2005: lun. 30-Sep. 21
OCTOBER
Oct. 6-8 - 2004 NAB Radio
Show ( NABEF Career Fair. Oct.
6; Marconi Awards, Oct. 7), San
Diego, CA. Ph: 800-342-2460.
www.nab.org
Oct. 10-12 - Kansas Assn.
Broadcasters Convention,
Overfand Park [KC metro]
Tr 785-235-1307.
URL: www.kab.net
Oct. 13-15 - IEEE 54th Annual
Broadcast Symposium,
Washington DC.
Tr 212-419-7900.
URL: www.ieee.org
Oct. 14 - Connecticut
Broaacasters Assoc. Convention,
Hartford, CT. Tr 860-633.-5031.
URL: www.ctba.org
Oct. 15-17 - Broadcast
Leadership Training Program
(NAB Educ. Found.), Washington,
DC. Tr 301-509-6754.
URL: virww.nabef.org/13LT
Oct. 19-22 - Convergence: The
Tour, American Press Institute,
Reston, VA: Learn to build a
converged news operation. URL
http://americanpressinstitute.org
Oc!. 22 - New Hampshire
ASSNC. of Broadcasters
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Convention, Concord, NH.
Tr 603-627-9600.
URL: www.nhab.org
Oct. 22-24 - California
Broadcasters Convention,
Monterey, CA. ir 916-444-2237.
URL: www.cabroadcasters.org
Oct. 25-26 - Minnesota
Broadcasters Convention,
Minneapolis. IT 612-926-8123.
URL www.minnesotabroadcasters.com.
Oct. 26-27 - NAB Board of
Directors Meeting, Washington,
DC. Tr 800-342-2460.
URL: www.nab.org
Oct. 26-28 - Streaming Media
West, Santa Clara. CA: Digital
audio and incleo systems' integration
with eye on business value.
URL wwwstreamingmedia.com/west/
NOVEMBER
Nov. 4-5 - Alaska
Broadcasters Convention,
Anchorage. ir 907-258-2424.
URL: www.akbroadcasters.org
Nov. 6 - Radio Hall of Fame
live broadcast from Chicago,
announcing 2004 inductees.
URL: www.radiohotorg
Nov. 7-9 - NAB European
Radio Conference, Lisbon,
Portugal. Tr 202-429-5360.
URL: www.nab.org
Nov. 9 - 38th Annual CMA
Awards, CBS-TV, 8p.m.
Nov. 12-13 - American Women
Radio and Television Celebrity
Golf Invitational (Gala on 12th

in Beverly Hills, golfing 13th in
Los Angeles) rr 703-506-3290.
URL: www.awriorg
Nov. 12-14 - Broadcast
Leadership Training Program
(NAB Educ. Found.), Washington,
DC. ir 301-509-6754.
URL: minv.nabef.org/BLT
Nov. 15-16 - Indiana
Broadcasters Convention,
Indianapolis. ir 317-573-0119.
URL www.indianabroadcastersorg
Nov. 27-29 - Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Ottawa, Canada.
rr 613-233-4035.
URL: www.cab-acrca/
DECEMBER
Dec. 6-7 - Radio Ink's
Forecast 2005, Harvard Club,
New York City.Tr 800-610-5171.
URL www.radioink.com
Dec. 6-9 - Credit Suisse First
Boston financial conference,
New York City.
URL www.csfb.com.
Dec. 7-10 -- UBS financial conference, New York City.
URL: www.ubs.com
Dec. 10-12 - Broadcast
Leadership Training Program
(NAB Educ. Found.), Washington,
DC. Tr 301-509-6754.
URL. www.nabeforg/BLT
,IAMIARY MBE
Jan 6-9 - 2005 International
CES, Las Vegas. Consumer

224 Datura SI 044, 1015. West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Electronics Assn. annual consumer technology event.
URL: www.cesweb.org
Jan. 11 - Tennessee Assoc. of
Broadcasters Convention,
Nashville, TN. e 615-399-3791.
URL: www.tabtn.org
Jan. 13-15 - South Carolina
Broadcasters Assoc. Convention,
Columbia, SC. ir 803-732-1186.
URL: www.scba.net
Jan. 20 - Virginia Assoc. of
Broadcasters Convention,
Richmond, VA.
Tr 434-977-3716.
URL: www.vabonline.com
Jan. 25-26 - Wisconsin
Broadcasters Winter Conference,
Madison, WI. Ph: 608-255-2600.
www.wi-broadcasters.org
FEBRUARY
Feb. 10-13 - RAB2005, Atlanta.
800-232-3131.
URL: www.rab.com
Feb. 14-17 - NATE 2005
(Natl. Assoc. of Tower Erectors),
Dallas. ir 605-882-5865.
URL: www.natehome.com
Feb. 24-26, 2005 - 2005 AWRT
(American Women in Radio and
Television) Annual Leadership
Summit & Business Conference,
Washington, DC.
ir 703-506-3290.
URL: www.awrtorg
11,

MAR
Mar. 2-4 - CRS 36 (Country
Radio Seminar by Country Radio

Broadcasters Inc.), Nashville,
TN. Tr 615-327-4487.
URL: www.crb.org
Mar. 2-4 - NAB Board of
Directors Meeting, Washington,
DC. e 800-342-2460.
URL: www.nab.org
Mar. 7-9 - Michigan
Association of Broadcasters
Convention, Lansing, MI.
ir 517-484-7444.
URL: www.michmab.com
Mar. 16 - Bayliss Radio
Roast, New York City.
e 831-655-5229
URL: www.baylissfoundation.org
Mar. 17-19 - Louisiana
Broadcasters Convention,
Lafayette, LA.Tr 225-267-4522.
URL: www.broadcasters.org
Mar. 20-22 - NAB Futures
Summit, Pebble Beach, CA.
CEOs and technology trends.
ir 800-342-2460
URL:www.nab.org/conventions/
APRIL
Apr. 1-2 - Oklahoma Assoc. of
Broadcasters Convention, Tulsa,
OK. Tr 405-848-0771.
URL: www.oabok.org
Apr. 16-21 - NAB 2005, Las
Vegas. T.800-342-246C.
URL: www.nab.org
June 9-12, 2005 - Fan Fair
(CMA Music Festival), Nashville.
URL: www.CMAfest corn
Send events to
marycrawleeraMbinti.rom.
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Experience "The Dave Effect"
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EXPAND COVERAGE, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND LOWER COSTS WITH SATELLITE.
Increasingly, broadcasters and network operators are looking UP to discover the benefits of satellite for reaching
faraway affiliates, connecting distant stations and bringing signals to hard- to- reach areas. Satellite broadcasts are
less susceptible to interference than microwave signals, terrestrial towers and repeaters— and cheaper to maintain
too. At NPR Satellite Services, our comprehensive satellite solutions provide coverage of all 50 U.S. states, Mexico
and the Caribbean. From space segment and equipment to engineering design and ongoing support, we provide
everything needed to get your content UP there, to generate dollars down here. To find out more, call NPR Satellite
Services at 202.513.2626— and discover some very down-to-earth value.

WWW.NPRSS.ORG

npr,
satellite
services

ALWAYS ON.

